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The materials of this handbook have been organized so that they 
might. serve as an aid to school aclmin1.strators and teachers of the 
social studies in answering their many- in:;iuiries about this area ot 
instruction. It is hoped that the. ma~eria.J. herein presented may re-
sult in a. more effective'instruotior>Al program in the social studies ' . . 
ot the senior hiBh school. 
Two studies were conducted by the writer in connection with the 
, work of producing this handbook: {l) a studf ot the purposes ot edu-
cation, described in chapter t.wo; and (2) a study ot the indexes ot 
textbooks for use 1n the social. studies, the results ot which form a 
part or chapter three. 
While the writer has been aided by a number ot individuals in 
the choice of these questions and answers he assumes the responsibility 
for their form and content. Whatever merit the handbook ma:, possess 
would have been impossible without the assistance or the individua.la 
and the various groups who have cooperated ·with this project. 
R. W. B. 
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CHAP1'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
What is a·handbook? 
The term "handbookn is used to designate a type of manual or 
guide which contains needed and helpful intornw.tion and directions tor 
certain individuals or groups ot indiridu.als. 
Manuals, known as nstu.dents• handbooks, n for the ttee o.f new 
pupils have been used widely in the larger secondary schools. 
Boarda ot education have had prepared tor their use guides or 
handbooks containing intormation pertaining to the activities and 
~ties of school board members. 
Handbooks have been prepared to direct and coordinate the activ-
ities ot local-and state curriculum development committees. 
MarJT cit7 school systems pave handbooks of an administrative 
and aupe:rviao17 nature which are ,given to the .teachers at the beginning 
'ot the school year.. Such 11ha.ndbooks contain much helpi'ul 1ntormat1on 
as the dates of important meetings, a list of school and community-
agents o.nd agenoies which are availa.bloj a. statement ot the philosophy 
ot education which tho B7stem. ia t1•ying to live up to; suggested 
so\ll'C!!'B ot inrormation of variou.e kinds, lists of available materials 
and equipnent, reports of torward-looking undertakings of various 
teachers and schoolo1 and the program or work planned and adopted b7 
2 
the local teachers• group. t1l 
What is the purpose ot this handbook? 
Thia handbook is intended as a ,:ulde tor the use of school admin-
istrators, teachers of the social studies, and seniors 1n college who 
plan to eng.ige in the teachins of the social stlldies on the secondar7 
school level. The material. herein l)J!ooented w1ll have practical value 
for those who will use it in connection with their work in the eoclul. 
studies. 
It is logical to expect the person who is evolving a social 
et.ud1ea pro8Tom tor h18h school pupils to include in the total pattern 
those materials and procedures which will ad<t to the enrichment ot all 
the leamins experiences. He will anticipate the purposes, the activ-
ities to be engaged in to realize those purposes, the materinls to be 
u.aed, and M appraisul ot the ent.ire program. 
The planning ot tho social at.ud1es program b1 pupils and teachers 
should \>e democratic and aho.ild include the opinions ot adult members ot 
the c011m11nit7 as well as those ot all the members or the olass. Such 
planning should be flexible and capable of rev:t.sion at all tiltea. This 
l National Education Association, Dspartmen.t ot Supervisors and 
Directors ot Instruct.ion, Newer Instnu,tional frncticee gl_ Premise 
(Twell'th Yearbook; Vlashingt.on, D. o. 1 National Education Association; 
1939), PP• )47-348. 
cooperative approach will result in the selection of content which is 
interost,ing to the learnet' a$ well as worth-while. 
Those responsible tor evc>lving the social studies work tor sen-
iol" high school pupils in the eleventh and twelfth grades will find 
here some purposes of tho social studies, a list ot problems which may 
be used to realize those purposes, an outline ot how, each problem may 
be develo,ped as well as lists ot materials and suggestions. 
Some of tho material in this handbook m.a7 serve as a guide tor 
dopartmental. or ta.cult7 discussions. If' used in this manner, it should 
lead to a clearer conception of the function of the social. studies in 
the secondary school px-ogram. The reterenoes ·listed 1n chapter £our 
and in the bibllographT 1dll serve aa an excellent reading list to 
supplement and enrich the :reading program of tea.chars in other depart-
ments, in addition to that ot the teachers ot the social studies. 
What are the socia1 studies? 
The term. "social. studies" refers to civics, economics, geography, 
history, sociology, and various combinations of these subjects. It does 
not reter · to intesrated or correlated courses, but rather ·to the whole 
.field. 
What social studies are required for graduation from the high schools 
ot Kansas? 
Two units of social science ( social atudiee), including one-half 
4 
unit of c011stitution2 of ~he United states_, are prescribed for gradua-
tion from an accredited high school in Kansas. 3 
What subjects in the social. studies field are listed in the s:eneral 
progrwa ot studies tor the hiBh schools ot Kansas? 
Thirteen social studies subjects to be taught in the high schools 
of Kansas are presented in Table I which f'ollovis:4 
TAB~ I 
GIDJERAL PROGRAM OF S'roDIES-SOOlAL SOIE1lCES (SOCIAL S1UDIES) 
subject Year Number of Credit 
Semesters 
Oit.izenship Civics) 9 l unit 
vocations 9 l unit 
World GeograpllT 9 2 l unit 
Ancient-uedieval Hist01"7 9 2 l unit 
World History 10 2 1 unit 
Modern History lO 2 l unit 
Constitution 11 l unit 
Social. Ci vies ll l unit 
International Relations 11 l unit 
Economics ll or 12 1 unit 
Sociology ll or 12 l unit 
American IU.stot7 12 2 l unit, 
Psycholog 12 l i unit 
2ll(ansa.s. state Department or Education, Kansa~ School Laws 
(Revised 19.39; Topeka, Kansas: State Department or Education, 19.:39), 
P• 243. 
3 Kansas. State Department. ot Education, Handbook S! Orgapiza-
lli.n !!!9. Practices !2£ Secondarz Schools 2£. Kansas (Revised 19.39; 
Topeka, Kansas; State Department.. of Education, l9.39), P• 9. 
4 Ibid., P• 13. 
A more extensive list ot the <>.tferings in the social studies 
field in the state ot Kansas is reported by Carl B. Althaus. 5 His 
tindin4rs are recorded in 'table II which follows • . 
TABLE II 
PBBOENTAGE OF SOCIAL STUDIES TillE GIVEN TO VARIOOS 
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Although thirty-one subjects are ottered in the social studies 
field in the senio:r high schoola of · Kansas, actu.al.11' 94.98 per · cent ot 
the sooiol studies time is devoted to thirteen social atudiea subjects. 
Further anal.Jsis ot fable II reveals the tact, t.hat the social studies 
program 1n Kansas is confined in actual practice to a relativeq tew 
, Carl B. Althaus, *'Cllrriculum ,Practices and CUrriculum Trends 
in Kansas Senior High Schools, ff Universit;r Et_ Kansas Bulletin !?l_ ~-
cntion (Vol IV, Ro. 2. La:wrencec University or Kansas, 1938), 
PP• 3-29. 
6 
subJects. , History and constitution., . followed by civics or govermnent, 
economics, and sociolog dominate the total. amount. ot time given to the 
teaching ot the social studies •. The other seventeen social studies 
subjects listed 1n Table .n that are taught in tha senior. high schools 
of Kansas are surprisingly' limited with respect to the amount ot time 
they receive . .. 
Are tho social . studies organized ae "subjects,." or as ~problems," or 
according to some other Ifl.a.n? 
The prevailing practice indicates that the social studies are 
offered as nsubjects.tt Histoey, eivico, , economics, . e.nd related mate-
rials are listed as nsubjectsn in the program ot studies of high 
school$ rather tban the so-called "integrated" or "!used11 com-sea 
de,signa.ted by nsocial science I,t" "social. science II," or nsocial-
scienoo .III." In Kansas, basic texts are .adopted by the State Board 
ot Education tor use in the various "subjects" and high school teachers 
are required b7 le.w to use the adopted texts. 'lhe local school is ex-
pected to develop a procedure tor· teaching the nsubjecttt so that a de-
gree ot flexibility is possible-. J1an7 teachers develop "problems" 
within the nsubject" which have a bearing on the generally accepted 
purposes tor their particular area. 
The purposes presented in the chapter which follows are general 
nnd should assist in pointing the way to teachers ot the social studies. 
Each teacher w1ll find it necessary to develop more specif'ic J:Ul'POSea 
tor each "subject" or nproblemtt that he teaches. 
7 
The probl~ wh:Lch are discussed in chapter three of this hand-
book are •1ntended to be suggestive ,. and will help·the teacher and -pupils 
to ·reaeh the .purposes mentioned 1n ·chapter ,two., ·Ea.cn·teacher ·will. need 




\'ihat is the meaning ot the term "educational pu.rpgaes?" 
Ever, statement or educational purposes, including this one, 
depends upon the judgment ot some person or group as to mat is 
good and what is bad,. what is true and wha~ is taJ.se, wha.t is ugly 
and what 1s beautiful, what is valuable and what is worthless, in 
the conduct of' human ai'fd.rs. • • • 
The purposes of schools and otheJ- social agencies are not "dis-
covered•• as a pl"ospector strikes a gold-mine. They evolve; they 
reflect and interact '91th the purposes which permeate the life ot 
the people. In ea.ch of the phases or individual and social living, 
there are elements which people commend, others which they condemn. 
Such judgments are based,. in the last analysis, on moral standards 
or ideals. That which, out ot their intelligence and expetience., 
the peop]A declare to be good, tbq will' maintain and perpetuate 
tor the benefit ot their children and their children•s children. 
They strive thrwgh education to t.ransmit what they think is good 
to all the generations to come •• • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • EdlJ.ca.tional purposes, then, are a form ot social policy, a pro-
gram ot , socia.l action based on some accepted scale ot values. 
Since the application of these values vanes from place to place 
and even tram day to day, detailed purposes ot education can never 
be developed so as to be universaJ.ly- applicable and perpetually-
enduring. Constant study and revision are i-equired to keep them 
meaningtw. to the people and effective in the schools., Only the 
broadest. lines of polic7 can have more than temporaey and local 
application, but these controlling principles ar& ot1prepotent 
importance. Everything, ill tact, depends upon them. 
How is familiarity with general p\J.J'poses or education helpful to 
teachers? 
Aocorc:ling to Thomas H. Briggs, a teacher should have tor each 
l. Educational Policies Commission, :Eh! Purposes .2!:, Education !!! 
American Democracz (Washington, D. o.: The National Education Assooi-
ation, 1938), PP• l-2. 
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re<dtation unit 11a purpose that is T10rthy, definite·, and so far as pos-
sible specif1a.u2 He states further that pupils should propose their 
own ·purposes!~ ea.ch recitation unit ttor else comprehend, approve, and 
adopt· ·as their own the purpose proposed by the teacher. 113 
In order .to have a purpose which is worthy", definite, and specific 
for each of: his recitat.:l.on units a. tec!,cher must know and appreciate the 
purposes of education in general. and be able to understand how the pur-
poses of his recitation can be brought into harmony with those general 
purposes uf education. 
Tbe problem ot selecting the general putposes ot e<hlcation is 
not left to the individual teacher. Charles Knudsen states that these 
general purposes are aet up tor the individual teacher b)" nthe combined 
intluonces of prevailing social customs, state laws, oou.rsea of study, 
the text.book prescribed, and local boards ot ed,t.tcation~n4 The teacher's 
ta·sk is to rela.t.e the purposes which he and his pupils work out to the 
ultimate purposes ot education in general. 
What are some ot the stated purposes o.t edugation? 
Leaders ot educational thought have .formulated their respective 
2 Thomas H .. Briggs, Improving Instruction (New York: The Mac-
millan Compaey, 1938), P• 254. 
3 Ibid., P• 2:77. 
4 Charles Knudsen, Evaluation !!!!S! Improvement gt Teaching ( Garden 
City, New Yorkt Doubleday, Doran and Company, 1932), P• l.48, 
lO 
belief• in •newer to the question above by defining educ11.tion, er b7 a 
statement ot the functiono of education, or by a statement of the pur-
poses ot education. 
Accordins to Thomas H. Br1gss' tttbe onl7 sound and continuously 
helpful guide to the :road of progress is a good definition of education 
that tits in Yd.th a sood. pbUoaopll, ot Ute.n Brigga further natee 
that the oha.raoterhti,ca of a good detin1t1on of education are i "( l) 
1\ ms\ be clearJ (2) 1t. must be sou.ndJ (3) :Lt mu.st, be comprehens1ve1 
(4) it. .auJt be adapt,ableJ ( 5) it mu.at be pragmatioJ and ( 6) it, must 
indicate what is pooe1ble.n6 
Statement.s of several educational leaders ot the paet and of the 
presem have been selected and are preaented 1n the paraBJ'apha below. 
The quotations are reproduced hue so that the reader lttlJ.1 become ao-
qu.o.inted w1tb dUterent points ot view 1n regard to the purposes ot edu-
cation. The first t,n ot these quotations are quoted directly ti-om the 
writings of \falter Robinson Sad.th. 7 The other quotations are taken 
from the 1ouroes ae indicated in the footnotes. 
, The aim ot education is to disp•l error and to discover truth. 
(Socrates) 
Education conrd.ata of giving to the body a.rd aoul oil the per-
fection of which they are ousceptible. (Plato) 
The true aim of education ie the attainment of happiness through 
perfect virtue. (Arietotle) 
, Bria•• ~- cit., P• 197. 
6 Briggs, .22• cit,, P• 197-207. 
7 wal.ior Robinson Smith, An Introduction !2. Educational Sociolop 
(Boston, Houghton W.ttlin Coaipall1', 1929), P• 10. 
11 
Ed.ucation•is a developnent of the whole man •. {Oomenius) . 
The attainment ot a sound Jllind in a sound body is the end ot 
education. (Looke) 
Education is nothing but the formation ot habits. (Rosseau) 
·: Edu.cation means a natural; progressive; and syst~tic develop-
ment o.t' all the powers. ( Pestalozzi) 
· The object or an education is the realization of a. taithtuli 
pu.re, inviolate, and hence holy lite. (Fi-oebel) 
The end or education 1s to p~oduee a well-balanced many sided-
ness of interest. (Herbart) 
Education is the orgGllization of' acqw.red habits ot conduct and 
tendencies of behavior. (James) 
To specify the labors which education has yet to pertorm, would 
be only to pass in review the VSJ"ied.interests ot humanity • . Its 
general purposes are to preserve the good and to repU.diate the evil 
which now exist, and to etve scope to the sublime law of progression. 
lt is its duty to take the accumulations in knowledge, of almost · six 
thousand years, and to transf'e~ the vast treasure to posterity. 
Suspend its functions tor but one generation, and the experience 
and achievements or the ·past are lost • . Tho race must coounence its 
fortunes anew, and must again spend six thousand yea.rs, betore it 
can grope its way upv18.l'd from barb.gris.m. .to the pttesent point ot 
•civilization. 8 
To prepare us tor canplete living is the function which educa-
tion has to discharge.· .... 
Our first step must obviously be to classify 1n the order ot 
their importance_; the leading kinds ot activity which constitute 
human lite~ They may be naturally arranged intos (1) those activ-
tiea which directly minister to ael.f'-preservation; (2) those activ-
ities which, by securing the necessaries ot lite, indirectly minister 
to selt-preservation; (3) those activities which have. £or their end 
the :rearing an4 discipline of offspring; (4) those activities which 
are involved in the maintenance of proper. social and political. rela-
tions; (S) those miscellaneous activities which make up the leisure 
part of lite., devoted to the grat1t1oat1on ot the tastes and teel-
ings.9 
In contrast with this false motive of education, to wit, the 
gaining ot skill and knowledge, I place what I firmly believe to be 
8 Horace MaM, Lectures !ru! AMua.l Reports .2!! Education (Vol. I., 
Cambridge: Published for the Ecletor., 1867), p. 78. 
9 Herbert Spencer, Education (New Y<>rki D.Appleton and Company, 
1872), PP• 31-32. 
12 
.the true .motive ot all education, . which . is : the harmonious develop-
ment Qf the human being, body, mind, and soul. • • • 
· Knowledge and skill are simply the means and not, the end, and 
theso are to work toward the symmetrical upbullding of the whole 
being. . Another name for this eymm.etrical upbuilding is character, 
which should be the end and aim of all edu.cation.10 
Would the state, which supports the high school ask too much if' 
it demanded thnt eve!'y high school graduate know something ot ·all., 
if not, all of any one, ot such topics as the re:terendwn, the recall 
of .officials, the primariea, the caucus, and direct nominations; 
court procedure, dela7s, juries; tree legal as well as medical and 
religious advice tor the poor; public utilities and movements; the 
taritt, free food and raw material; compul.sion b7 warrants of all 
able-bodied citizens to. go to . the polls and wte; the Wamy of 
getting everything possible from and g1 ving nothing to the co:rmu-
nity; the expenses ot elections; gerrymandering versus laying polit-
ical district, b;r engineers; .government by commission; truca.tion, its 
forms, land, direct income, etc.; cit7, home rule; parcel post; 
currency and banking, · trusts, stocks and bonds; public health, hy--
giene and its legislation, diseases; child labor; halt.ea.a corpus; a 
bureau for the purchase ot atate suppliesi the creation of judges; 
garbage; . pawn, junk, and rag shops; sweating; bill boards and dis-
figurement by posters and ads; immigration and its regulation; 
property and contrticts; the problems ot transportation; the smoke . 
and noise nuisances; municipal research tor police systems; fire, 
accident, lite, and other forms ot insurance. Heil we have a list 
ot subjects which might be inde.t'ini teq extended. 
Three important groups of activities require the participation 
ot the individual and establish three fundamental aims for secondaey 
eduoation, as for all education, in Ame:rica •••• (l) the prepara-
tion ot the individual. as a prospective citizon and cooperating 
member of society-The social-Oivic Aim; (2) the preparation ot the 
individual as a prospective worker and producer-The Economic-
vocational Aim; and (.3) the preparation ot the individual for t.hoae 
activities which, while primarily involving individual action., the 
10 Francis Parker, Notes gl_ Talks~ Teaching (New York: E. L. 
Kellogg and Oomf>8J>3, 1893), PP• 21.-22. 
U G. Stanle,- Hall. Education~ Problems (Vol. II; New York: 
D. Appleton and Company, l9ll), P• 677. 
utilization of leisure, and the development of personality, a.re of 
great importance to society-the Individualistic-Avocational Aim. 
It must be recognized that these three aims are not, mutttal.ly exclu-
sive, but rather that they are in a high degree interrelated and 
interdependent. ,Taken together they oonatitute the Social Aim ot 
seconda.r7 education in the broadest sense o£ the term. Every indi-
vidual as a social unit is at the same time a citizen, a worker, 
and a relatively independent personal.it1 • . The three phases ot his 
lite cannot be divorced, and in the .secondary school p,rration 
tor no one of those phases of life should be neglected. 
Education, then, includes all control,s of srowtb and learning 
processes toward ends approved by persons having power and author-
ity t.o exercise such control. We can conveniently dli'!erentiate 
kinds of education according to the agencies controlling it--as 
home, chnrch1 school, shop, playground, press, stage, police power, 
and library education., Or we can classify its numerous objectives-
as linguistic, millte.ey, health, :v-oca.tiona.l, civic, cultural, or 
:religious. we can profitably dist.ing11ish the direct education given 
by a school or other agency having education as its primary purpose, 
from byi--education ( or by-product edltcat:1.on). g1. van bf an agenCJ' that 
has other primary purposes than education-shops, church, home, club, 
and the like. ln the sense here taken,_ then education is a process 
almost wholly peeuliar to human beings. JJ 
ThrOUgh education the child acquires control over the instrumen-
talities of ·civilua.tion, and learns to participate in the lite ot 
his time. , Therefore the only guide to a sound educational program 
is to be found in a critical analysis of this Ute •. Such a.n analy-
sis shows that there are six great interests about which human 
nature is given expression. , Men muet always care for ,their bodies, 
rear their children, secure the economic necessities, organize for 
civic action, eneage in recre4tion_, and satisfy their religious 
crartngs., such an education would, to the limit of bis capacity, 
tit each man to perform justly, .skilltully, and ma~cl@.y all 
the offices both pi-ivate and public ot a world citizen.14 · 
l2 Alexander Inglis, J>rincipl~s of, Secondlln Education (Boston: 
Houghton Mittlin Company, 1918), PP• 3~367. 
lJ David Snedden, Educational $ociolo&r (New York: The Century 
Company, 1922), PP• 300-301. 
l4 J. Crosby Chapman, and Georges. Counts, Principles s! 
Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924), P• 194. 
The aims • • • of the secondary school will now be stated in 
summarized form: (1) civic-social, moral responsibility; (2) , 
reereational and aesthetic participation and appreciation; (.3} 
occupationAl etticienc7 (inclusive or preparation tor higher in-
stitutions .for those planning to continue their education) ; and 
(4) physical etficiency.lj 
14 
The ultimate aim ot edu.oa.tion 1s, of .course,. the self-realiza-. 
· tion or all, persons. But, as we have seen, oel:t-realization is to 
be achieved through a balanced participation in all institutione of 
society. The immediate aim ot education is, therefore, to prepare 
young people tor effective participation in those institutions. 
The institutions of society are the objectives ot education. It . 
follows as a corollary that .the curriculwn must be composed of the 
intellectual resources used in operating those institutions.16 
I 'believe in a s7stem ot aecondaey education which has universal 
accessibility ,and max!mum flexibility. l believe that we should 
put torth in this country all tha energy we can COl'!l1!Wld in the 
tn"tort to supply the oncoming generation with the most stimulating 
ideas that we ca.n otter. I believe that this duty will be most 
fully discharged by enriching the curriculum. • • • I bell.eve that 
a discussion of American problems can be carried on in such. a way 
that the young people int.he schools,tdl.l have a true idea ot their 
privileges and opportunities and the public will be willing to 
support adequately the eXperiment ot universal secondary education.17 
P~rpoeive education, theretore, demands that we ascertain what 
are the particular ·habits needed tor one's :vocational efficiency, 
for his cultural efficiency, tor health, tor civic ertic1ency; for 
morality, and for domestic e.t'ticiencyJ what are the particular bits 
of information needed in each o£ the careers; ' mat a.re the ideals, 
the biases, the appr·eciationa, 'and the methods of thinking that 
1; Leonard V. Koos, !b.! American Secondarz School (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1927), P• 167. 
16 Ross L. Finney, ! Sociolo cal Phllosoph;y !!f. Education (New 
York: The Uacmilian Compaey,, 1928 , p. 93. 
17 Charles H. Judd., .th!. Unigue Character .2£, American Secondary 
~cation (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1928), pp, 61-62. 
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a.:re ·needed.· These are the social. objectives.,18 
, Education mar be t~ntat:ively dei'ined, then•• as the process by 
means of which the individuaJ. ·acquires experiences that. ?dll func-
tion in rendering more efficient his, tuture3 action.- 9 
Ed.uc{ition ·is primariq for adult life, not £or child lif'e •• , ., ., 
When we know what men and women ought to do along the many lines 
-and levels· of human experience;, then we ·shall have before· us the, 
things !or which the7 should' be trained.· The first task is to dis-
cover the activities which ought to make up the lives of men and, 
women; and along with these, the· abilities and personal qualities 
necessneyfor proper pertormance, >These ,are the educational, objec-
tives •••• The following is a classif'icatioi\ that has been found 
servicea.blei (l) language activities; • social ·intercomraunicati'on; 
(2) health activittesJ (.3) citizenBhip activities; (4) general 
social activities-meeting and mingling with others; (.5) spare-
.time activities, amusements, recreations; (6) keeping one's selt 
.mentally fit-analogous to the health activities of keeping one•s 
self physically tit; (7) · religt.oua activities; (8) parental activ-
ities, the up-bringing of children, ·the maintenance of a proper - · 
home lite; (9) unspeoia.llzed or non-vocational practical activitiesJ 
and (lO) the labor of one's calling.20 
. The search for values, purposes., and objectives ot living with 
one's sle.t,. with nature,. , and with· society, constitutes the very · 
essence ot t.he quest or a liberal education. Liberal edncation 
sets up the objectives of ends-the objectives of citizenship, or 
comrmmication, ot health,· of vocations, ot leisure-time activities, 
ttc., because•these represent certain great areas of values in · 
ll!e; nor . can their-development and control be left to ohs.nee~ · 
But the~ -values are only hypothetical until ther are :realized in 
living. 
Education is not merely 'living' J on the contra17, it is guided 
l8 Charles a. Peters, foundations 2f. Educational Sociolog.y (New 
York: ThG 14a.cmillan Company, Revised Edition, 19.30}, p. 83. 
19 William c. Bagley, Educative Process (New York: The 
MacmUlan Company, 1916), P• :22. 
20 Franklin Bobbitt, flow !,2, J4a.ke !. Curriculum (Bostoni Houghton 
Mli'tlin Company, 1924), PP• 8-9 
2l Herbert G. Lw.l, rinci ea 2!:, Elementarz Education (New York: 
w. w. Norton and Compall1', Inc., l93S, P• 3. 
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living-guided living that eventuates 1n growth.22 
The life process ' is in some respects good and may by thoughtful 
endeavor be made better. Each endeavor to better it brings edu-
cative ettect. The goal for education is to continue and enrich 
this ·llie process ·by petter thought and act, and this 1n turn is 
education again. · Education thus is life and tor life. Its goal 
is internal in the proc'ess. such a goal is the 'only one that fits 
a. growing world. Continued growing is its essence and·end.2.3 
The great purpose ot the school, therefore, is to prepare children 
for participation in an evolving, democratic, 'industrial. society in 
which the individualistic and small-scale social activities or a cen-
tury ago are rapidly being replaced by large-scale cooperative ar-
rangements requiring new orientations on the part ot all citizen.s. 24 
The ultimate aim or education is individual and social efficiency. 25 
A program designed to promote more adequate living would give pri-
mary recognition to the concept or education as the developnent of 
values, justifiable on the basis or their worth in enabling each in-
dividual to live his liff) more effectively, both as an indivi;dual and 
as a member or society. 2b 
The function or the school is not merely to conserve the values 
of the past, but to provide for the continuous reinterpretation o! 
our cultural herit,~ge so as to make it the servant and not the mas-
ter ' <>£ our lives.21 
22 Harold Rugg, American Life !m! !b_! School Curriculum (Boston: 
Ginn and Compa~, 1936), P• 352. 
23 William H. Kilpatrick, Educationt.2!! Changing Civilization 
(Nev, York: The Macmillan Company, 19.36), PP• l.33-134. 
. 24 John K. Nortbn,. and Margaret A. Norton, Foundations 
curriculum Building (Bostons Ginn and Company, 1936), P• 551 
25 West Virginia. State Department of Education, Tentative 
Program E.1_ Studies tor Broad ll!!! ~~World (Charleston, West Vir-
ginia: State Department of Education, 19.37), p. 20. 
26 William Wrinkle, !!!! New High School !!! Y!!, Making ( New York: 
American Book Company, 1938), P• 26. 
27 Boyd H. Bode, !!2!, !!!!, Learn (Boatont D. C. Heath and Company, 
1940), P• 298. 
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Eduoation ia nothing else than tnldng on the arts and scienc•a 
and moral attitudes which make up the f nbrla ot civilization. 28 
The true purpose ot eocondary' education hn.a nn-er been tound-
nnd perhaps it never will be round, 1t the school ie to sern the 
aoaiet7 of which it i• a pa.rt. Goal• will conatnntl7 be ahitUng. 
li9Y8rtheloaa, t.h• aoarch ia aa esoanUal it 11 intriguing, nnd 
it cnMot be 1ntolligently conducted without an appreoint.ion ot 
oortnin tnctors contributing to the altu~tiont {l) tho road second-
education baa traT~l•d, ( 2) the present-day 90(rl.al scene, and 
(3) the youth to be eened.29 
Education of helping children to dnelop in a wa7 t.hat 
ia personally and socially aatiat7in,. It conaista, theretore, ot 
providing th• environment and opportunities, the st1mull and guid-
nnoe, that will satiat7 both tho needs or the growing individual and 
the needs ot the complex, changing soc1et7 of which he is an inte-
gro.l part. 
I hnve found it convenient to look nt this whole process ot edu-
cation tram tour angle a I tirat, n think ot 1 t in tems or the 
child aa a person, hnrlng certain baaio needs in cOfflllon with all 
other peraons. Those needs are tor health and happiness, or, to 
put it another way, tor ph7111onl "811-being and tor ment.,.u and 
emotional. well-being. Second, we think or education in tenu ot 
the child a.a an indirldual, a unique crention, dittering from all 
othora, with 11 need for aelt-exJ:«'•••ion, a need for following out 
hie own characteristic pattern ot deyelo}Jllant in work and pla7 a.nd 
thought. Third,"'° can see the child aa a part of an intricate 
eociet7 which depends tor it• exiatenc• upon 1ntercQmllru.cat1on, 
n.nd in which, thoretore, t.o pla7 ono•• part, on• must ban mastery 
of the skills of reo.ding, writing and arithmetic, a c~on bn.sit of 
knowledge ot history, geogr:ipey, and conYentions, like epelllnr, 
punctuution, and gi-amm.ar. And fourth, wo oan eee the orpnlo unity 
ot aociet7 and the need tor helping ea.ch 1ndi Ticluu t.o real.11• that 
unity and to act. in the light of t.hi• Nallaation-much or eharaot.er, 
all ot.;aitisenahip and aooial. re1ponaibillt7, ,any be 8"D fr<n 
angle. 
28 H•tuT C. Uorrieon, Ih!. CUTrieulwa or ~~on School 
(Chioagot Uninrsit.7 or Chicago Pr•H• 1940), p. l. 
29 H11rold Speara, Ih! Erner gin£ f!!&h §ohool CUUicult111 ( Jin York 1 
Th• AmoricAn Book Ccxnpany, 1940), p. 372. 
30 Carleton "P:aahburne, A 1J..I!M J>hllosophz !duc'lt.ion (In 
Yorks Th• John Day Cmipany, 1940), PP• xi.,o,-xx. 
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The purpose ot education is to bring each .human being to live, 
ae nearly a$ practicable, in everything that he does in the way 
that is best for him. The method ot education is tor each individ-
ual. to carq on all hie activities all the time, as ta%' as possible, 
in the war that is best tor one or his nature, age, and situation. 
In the education0;21t any person, the good life is both the objective 
and the process.~ 
"A Report, ot the Commission on the Reorganization ot Secondar,-
Education, Appointed b7 the Nationa.l Education Association" in 1918 
tormulated. the well-known seven cardinal principles ot secondary edu-
cation: (l) health, (2) command of the fundamental processes, (3) 
worthy home membership, (4) vocation, (5) citizenship, (6) mrthy use 
of leis\U!"e tim.e, and (7) ethical cha:racter.>2 The Commission's report, 
has probably received more attention <bring the past twenty ,ears than 
has 8ff3 other statement of principles. 
The National Education Association through its various committee 
pronouncements has tried to state its position with reference to the 
soc1al.-economic goals of America. The report ot a ncammittee on ~ocial-
Economic Goals ot Am.en.can made in July 1933, indicates some of the 
broad purposes that the secondaey school curricula should take into 
account,: 
Most ot our social maladjustments spring from conditions hostile 
to the renllza.tion ot cur native American faith and purpose. In 
31 Franklin Bobbitt, I!!!. gµ:riculum Modern Education (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 194l), P• ;. 
32 United States Department ot the Interior, Bureau of Education, 
Cardinal. Principles gt, Secondarz Education (Bulletin 1918, No. 35; 
Viashington,. D. c. s superintendent ot Documents, 1918), PP• l-32. 
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interpreting this faith and purpose tor ·the life of today we re-
affirm as our most cherished ideal tbe opportunity- tor all our 
people to develop free, cooperative, rich lives, to stand conti-
den~ly on their own feet, to judge clearly and effectively by means 
ot their own trained iptelligence, to act vigorously as occasion 
requires, to enjoy the highest .values that modern life now otters 
to the most privileged, and to engage joyously in the free exchanges 
of a shared life" This ideal determines the nation• s social and 
economic goal. '! '! ., 
Social and economic policies and practices must be judged by-
what they do to enrich the lives ot individuals. Therefore, the 
desirable social-economic Soals of America are stated in terms or 
the things we covet in the highest degree tor the largest number of 
Americans: (1) hereditary strength, (2) physical. security, (3) 
participation in an evolving culture, (4) an active, flexible per-
sonality, (5) sUitable occupation, (6) economic security-, (7) mental 
security-, (8) equality 0£ opportunity-, (9) freedom, and (10) fair 
play • .3.3 
· A more :recent statement of the purposes or education was published 
in 1938, b;r the Educational Policies Oommission.34 The Commission states 
tour major goals ror education and recognizes them as "vantage points 
from which the purposes of education may be studied" as a whole. The 
qualities and conduct to be encouraged by- all educational agencies r or 
all American citizens" are classified under the following major groups_s 
l. The Objectives of Sell-Realization 
2. The Objectives of Human Relationship 
:3'. The Objectives ot Econo.lriic Ef .ficien07 
4·. The Objectives of Civic Responsibility 
33 Journal of the National Education Aseooiation, "What are the 
Desirable Social-Economic Goal.rs tor America.?" Journal or the National 
Education Association, 23:6-11, January, 1934. - -
34 Educational Policies Commission, I!!! Purposes £! Education !!! 
Affierican Democracy (Washington, D. o.: The National Education Assoc- · 
ation, 1938), P• 157. 
These tour major· aspects ot educational purpose are.not separate 
and distinct. ereaa but are instead, clo,sel7 inte?T8le.ted. The Commission 
considers that ,each or these objectives is capable or being divided and 
accordingly has listed torty-tbree purposes, toward which human beings, 
may aspii-e,· it th~ wish to be considered as neducated. 11 
FJ!lat,5:e some of the .stated purppses of the social studies 1n the 
secondarz schools? . 
The ansv:er to the above question will reflect the phllosopey of 
the per1on or committee who is making a statement ot purposes tor the 
social studies in the seoondaey schools, · Instead of listing the pur-
poses ot the different subjects in the social ,.tu.dies field, statements 
of the ·purposes ot the sooial studies in general have been selected 
from some ot the CO'Ul"ses ot at.ua,.. These statements of purpose are not 
all-inolusivo nor compr•hensive but they do cover some different. points 
or view on what.. the purposes ct the social studies should be. 
Social Studies Objectiveoi 
J.. To build within the pupU .. a rational patriotism and to main-
tain the · democratic · standards or our national life. 
2.. To instill in the pUpil an appreciation of his rights, duties-
privileges, and responsibilities aa a citizen • 
.3. To acquaint the pupil .with the communities ot which he is a 
pal".t,i their conditions and their problems. 
4. To impress. the pupil vdth the necessity of cooperative effort 
in this world of increasing interdependence • . 
S, To develop within the pupil a loyalty- tor our basio institu-
tions, with the understanding that they mst be adjusted to 
changing conditions. 
6. To train the pupil to select, am weigh evidence with an open 
11:lind, so that he will think through social situations with 
truth as a goal. 
7• To cultivate on the part ot ,the pupil tolerance and a friendl.7 
attitude toward the e11stoms• idea.ls, and traditions of other 
peoples. 
8. To impress the pupil with his indebtedness to other people-
past. and present, in order: to stimulate hitn to make his own 
contribution to proereasive ·society. 
9. To broaden ~nd enrich the. pupil ts lite thrcugh the awakening 
and growth ot cultural intereots. 
10. to help the pupil to acquire the habit of considering the 
hist.oJ"ical. background of a current problem in attempting 
to solve it,. 
11. To encourage the ,pupil ~o acquire the habit ot readil18' ex-
. tensiveq concerning social affairs. 
12. To give the pupil an understanding of the economic qstem of 
which htr:is a pa.rt, and to help hilu find a pl.ace tor himself 
in it._-.,., 
The purpose of this course is to enable pupils to act intelli-
gent~ and in a so3!al.l.J desii-able manner as citizens of the United st.ates of America. . 
So that the teacher ma1 not become lost in a midst. of numerous 
meaningless or little-understood aims and objectives we suggest. only 
a few; (l) t(! give pupils a. better understanding of present-da1 
lite, (2) to acquaint them with their responsibilities as members of 
American society, and (.3) to iJI!-part to them an understanding ot the 
place ot this community 1n the ta.mil.y ot nations. In all teaching, 
tM aim ot character education should be kept in mind.37 
Aims: the constant aim. of the social studies is traini,ng tor 
active and intelligent citizenship. This aim must be regarded as 
ot tirst importance whether the subject is history, civics, or eco-
nomics •. ~ermore, the test of the teacbiM ot tho social studies 
is the conduct of the pupils themselves. Their reaction i;oward 
school life, their attitudes toward the common relationships of th~ 
home and the street. Oiti~enship is an active not a passive con-
dition. Hence training for citizenship is training for proper action 
,. 3S Indiana. Tentative Social . studies Course 2t, Stu¢, !!l Twel.fth 
Year American Problems (Evansvillei Public $chools, 1935, Rev. 1936), P. l. 
36 California. §E!! Problems f?!: American J}itisenshin ( Social.-
Cultural America., Second Revision, B-11 Social Studies; Los Angeles: Cit7 
School District, School Publication, No. 277, 1936), P• 14, 
37 Washington, D. C. Qourse gt_ stu~ !.!! History, Geographz, !ml 
other Social Studies (Washington, D. o.: Board ot Education, Rev. 
April, 1938), P• vii. 
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within the social relationships, and especially those that have to 
do with government. The course in social studies must therefore 
attempt (l.) to set up right. ideals and proper standards ot conduct, 
(2) to direct action in accordance with ideals until it becomes 
habituaJ..38 
The function of the social. studies is that of making it possible 
for the student to become increasingly competent in meeting those 
situations inv2lving human relationships with which he is and will 
be confronted.Jfl 
The function ot social studies very broadly QQnceived is to guide 
the growth and developnent of youth in sooiety.4U 
The social studies program forms the core ot the modern curricu-
lum, in that its aim is to help children to understand the world in 
which the;v live, to the end that they ma1 live happily and success-
fully, and that they ma.y contribute intelligently to the welt a.re ot 
others,. With this aim in mind, the learning outcomes are expressed 
as adaptations or moditicat.ions in social behavior brought about b7 
the development ot new attitudes of understanding and appreciation, 
and by the acquisition of special abilities.4l. 
Objectives of the social studies: 
l. To give th$ pupil a cultural background which will enable him 
to live a fuller life a.a an individual, and a. social. under-
standing which will enable him to function better as a 
member ol society. 
2. To develop certain basic ideas such as: 
a. The inevitability ot change 
b. The importance ot natural environment in determining 
human development. 
38, Maine. !f.!m School Manual (Pa.rt II; Augusta: State Depart-
ment ot Education, 1938), P• 1. 
39 Texas. TeacM,nR Social studies (Bulletin No .. 392, Vol. nv, 
No. 12, November, l938J Austint State Department ot Education, 1938), 
P• 9. 
40 Pennqlvania.. Suggestions t.2t Developilll[ .! Social studies 
Program !!! !h!. Seoonda.!7 Scholl (Bulletin JJ.l.J Harrisburg: State 
Department ot Education, 1939, P• 10 
4l Utah.. A Unified ~~.!. !!! 1l!! Social Studies Senior 
J:!!&h Schools~~ (Revised; Salt Lake Oity: State Department of 
Public Instruction, 19.39), P• 1. 
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c, 'l'he continual conflict between groups tor control ot 
government. 
d. The u.nvar)'ing aspects and intluences of industrialization 
on human living. 
,3. To give pupils a knowledge ot sources. 
4. To assist pupils in developing an objective wa7 ot thinking. 
,5, To assist pUpUs in developing certain abilities and habits 
of work su.oh as: 
a. The ability to locate needed intormation. 
b. The ability to read and comprehend the information. 
c. The ability to evaluate the worth ot information. 
d. The ability to applr the information to the solution 
ot problems. · 
e. The ability to work cooperatively with others. 
t. The ability t.Q_initiate a task and to cury it to 
completion.42 
The development of good citizens is the cbidt function of social 
studies •• ••Finally, the teacher will remember that the social 
studies .ehould have as their goals the: · 
1. uaste:ey-· ot facts ( a.) for general information and culture, (b) 
as the basis tor Jteasoning • 
.2. Establishment of skills as tools., such as (a) ability- to use 
maps, ency-clopedias, and source bcoks1 (b) ability to search 
tor facts as against propaganda. 
3. Formation of desirable att,itudes such. as ( a) appreciation o! · 
our own culture and institutions, (b) appreciation of other 
groups' cultUN and institut.ions, ( c) realization of one• s 
own civic responsibilities. 
ttith these 1n mind, the teacher must so organize his pl.Mni.ng, 
his teaching; and his testing that they shall heat make possible 
the real.ization of all. three goals.43 
Additional well-formulated statements ot the pUJ"poses of the 
social studies ma:, be found 1n the following select..d references: 
American Historical Association, Conclusions !S!!,Recomtnendations 
ot the Commission (Report or the Comm.lesion on the Social 
studies). New Jork: Charles Scribner• e Sons, 1934, PP• 30-43. 
42 Oregon. §ocial studies (Course of Study', State of Oregon, 
High -Schools; Salem: state Department ot Education, 1939), PP• 8-9. 
43 Oklahoma. Handbook~ H!tm, School Courses (Oklahoma Oitys 
state Department of Education, 1940), PP• 8-ll. 
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BB.l"nes., .C. c., edito:r, :lb! Contribution of Research !2. Teaching 
_gt the Social §tudies, (Eighth Yearbook), Washington, D. c.-: The 
National oounoil .tor the SaoiaJ. Studies, 1937, PP• 21-43. 
~eard, Charles A., b ghart~r £.2£. the social §ciences ( Part X s Report 
of the Commission on the Social studies, American Historical 
Association). New York:. Charles . Scribner1 s Sons, 1932, 122 PP• 
___ , ihe .Nature gt lb!_ Social Sciences (Part VII: Report of the 
Commission· on the Social Studies, .American Historical Associa-
tion). New York: Charles Scribner• s Sons, 1934, PP• 157-2.30. 
Bining,, Art.bur O~, and David H. Bining, ,:each:1ng Social studies 
k! Secondarz Schools. New Iol'lU McGra.w-.HUl Book Company• Inc., 
1935, PP• 32-;3. 
Dawson, Edgar, . Teachin,g M!!, Social . Studies. New York: The :Mac-
millan Company., 1928, PP• 255-272. 
Fancler, D. o., and o. C. Crawtord, feaohglg the Social Studies. 
Los Angelesa o. c. Crawford, 1932, PP• 39-84. 
Johnson, Henry, Teacb19& Hist5?EZ. New York: The Maomillan 
CompanJ, 1940, PP• 10,-129. 
Kimmel, William .G., Instruction!!! !-!1! Social S~udies (United States 
Of.fice of' . Edu.oation Bulletin 19.32, No. 17: National Survey- ot 
Secondary Education, .VoJ:.lOgraph No. a). Washington, n. o.: 
Sttperintendent. ot DOcwnents, 19331 . PP• 5-19 
Krey, A. o • ., .A B~sional ProB?am for .!h!_ Social Studies. New York: 
The Miicmilhn Compan,, 1938. 140 PP• 
National Education Association, Department ot Superintenience, lb! 
Social Studies CUrriculum (Fourteenth Yearbook) • . Washington., 
D. c.1 The National Education Association, l93~, PP• 51-62: 
Schwarz, John, §ocia! §S,ug.v !g the Elementarz School. New Yorki 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19.38. 215 .PP• 
Smith, Donnal .v., Social Learning. New York, Charles Scr.ibner8s 
Sons, 19.37, PP• 18-33 
Swindler, Robert E.i Socinl .Studies Instruction,. Hew Yor~: Prentice-
Hall, Inc • ., 19.33, PP• l37-l74• 
Wesley, Edgar B., Teaching the Social studies,. Boston: D. c. Heath 
and Company, 19.37, PP• 159-180. 
Wilson, Howard E., Education tor Oitizensh1J2 (The Re~nts• Inquiry). 
New York: The McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19.38. 272 PP• 
What purp0ses of education in American democracz wow.d the teachers ot 
the social studies in the secondarz schools of Kansas emphasize? 
A stu~ ma.de with the cooperation of the teachers or the social 
studies in Northeastern Kansas to determine the emphasis in the subject 
aree.s and in the school division that should be g.l ven to the •'Purposes 
or Edu.cation in American Democracytt was completed by the writer in the 
spring of 1940. A letter was sent to the superintendents of seven 
selected first and second class cities and to the principals of two 
rural high schools in Northeastern Kansas, requesting the names o! 
teachers of social studies in the junior and senior high schools located 
in the respective cities. Replies were received from eight of those 
school administrators who provided a list of the names ot ll4 teachers 
of the social studies. 
Check sheetsa containing the tort;r-three purposes or education 
as proposed by the Educational Policies Commission were prepared and 
sent to these 114 teachers. The teachers were asked to check each 
purpose twice I firs\ to indicate the subject area mere emphasis 
should be giv8l1, and second, to indicate the school division 1n which 
emphasis should be given. 
a See AppendixB tor a copy of the check sheet. 
Eighty-seven check sheets were returned by the teachers. Four-
teen of these check sheets were incomplettt. The remaining seventy-
three check sheets were used to compile the tables which tollow. b 
Twenty.seven check sheets were .tilled out by senior high school 
teachers, and the other fifty-six check sheets were marked by junior 
high school teachers. l'Jhile the tal:>lesb presented. are a compilation 
of the seventy-three completed check sheet,s, there is closa agreement 
between the marks recorded by the junior high school social studies 
teachers and those recorded by the teachers of social studies in the 
senior high schools .. 
b Tables III and IV 
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TABLE III 
PEROEmAGES OF TEACHERS SIGNIFYING THE SUBJECT AREAS WHERE EMPHASIS 
SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE PURPOSES OF 'EDUOATION AS INDICATED 
BY 73 ··TEACHERS OF "THE SOCIAL STUDIES -IN ·KAmAS, 1939-1940 
•=-•==••mammaac••=m•c==a=aaa:ucamcma=a==m====a•aa~amammemama=ss=-==•===•• 
Major Emphasis 
Major ~phas1s in both 
In order that pupils ' may achieve the emphasis in other, social 
Objectives of Self-Realization, the in the , I studies subjeo,ts 
followi:cg purposes should be emphasized: social than the and 
studies social other 
studies subjects 
••====•=••~aam==•=mmaacacns=•a 
l. Develop an appetite for learning 4· 3 93 
2. Acquire the ability . to speak the 
mother tongue clearly 3 ';fl 70 
3. Learn to read the mother tongue 
ef'f'ioiently 5 22 73 
4. Learn to write the mother tongue 
eff'eotively l 38 61 
5. Learn to solve personal problems 
of counting and o alcula ting 3 '17 20 
6. Acquire skill in listening and 
observing 16 4 80 
7. 'Get the basis for understanding 
facts concerning health and 
disease 16 42 42 
e. Learn how to protect personal 
health and that of dependents 16 40 45 
9. Learn to work on the improvement 
· ot the heal th of the community 46 8 46 
10, Know the mental resources tor the 
use of ,leisure 12 14 '14 
11. Learn how to give responsible 
direction to own lite 26 5 69 
12~ Develop the ability to appreciate 
beauty 3 36 62 
13. Develop the -capacity to be a par-
ticipant and ' spectator in many 
sports ·and other ·pastimes 7 59 34 
•••••••--••--•••••••••••••••a••=••••••••--•••••••••••••••••••••••a•••• 
N'.>TE: This table should be read as follows: 4 percent of the 
teachers believe that the purpose of developiDg an appetite for learn-
ing should reoeive major emphasis in the social studies; 3 percent be-
lieve this purpose should · be given major emphasis in other subjects 
than the sooial studies; and 93 percent believe this P\lll>OSe should be 
emphasized in both social studies and other subject areas, etc., tor 
each of the purposes in tbs table. 
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TABLE III (continued) 
PEROENTAGES OF TEACHERS SIGNIFYI:00 THE SOBJEOT AREAS WHERE EMPHASIS 
SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE PURPOSES OF , EDUCATION AS. INDICATED· 
BY 7:; TEAOHERS OF THE SOOIAL STUDIES IN KANSAS, 1939-1940 
===•===========-====-===::ac::rim==rc=m==•=============a====·============a:•a=•• 
·.Uajor Emphasis 
Major emphasis in both 
In order that pupils may achieve the -emphasis in other social 
Objectives ot Human Relationship, the in the subjects , studies 
following purposes should be .emphasized: social than the· and 
studies. s9cial other 
studies sub'jects 
~=======••~~a~•m=••-=aa2oaaa 
14 .. Develop the abil1 ty to put human 
relationships first 70 0 30 
15. Develop the capacity to enjoy a·rioh, 
sincere, and 'vari.ed social ·life 20, ll 69 
'16. Learn ·to observe .the amenities of 
social · behavior, 27 8 65 
17.; Develop the ability, to appreciate 
the family as ·a ·social institution 75 0 25 
18. Aoquire ·the ability to maintain 
democratic family relationships 63 0 37 
19, Acqu1re' the ' abil1ty to work ·and 
play with others 15 10 75 
20. Learn to conserve family ideals 61 l 48 
21. Acquire skill in home making 18 44 38 
In-order tbat· pupils may achieve tbe 
Objectives of Economic Ef':f'icienoy~ the 
f'ollowing -purposes should be emphasized: 
22. Learn to select own occupation 7 49 
23. Develop the ability to .succeed in 
personall1 seleoted·vooation 29 10 61 
24. Develop the ability .to appreciate 
and know ttle satisfaction ot· good 
workmanship 4 10 86 
25. Acquire the a.bill ty to maintain and 
improve personal efficiency 3 7 90 
26, 'Acquire the ability to appreciate 
the soc ial value of personal work 55 1 44 
27. Develop· the ability to plan the 
economics of personal living 44 4 52 
28. Learn; to develop standards for 
guiding personal expenditures 50 14 56 
29, Acquire the ability to take appro-
priate measures to sateguard per-
sonal interests 26 5 69 
30t Learn to be an .informed and skill-
tul buyer 27 16 57 
31. Get an understanding of the require-
ments ·am opportunities tor various 
jobs 42 6 53 
·••11111:tD••--------------------------------------------------------------
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TABIE lII (concluded) 
PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS SIGNIFYING THE , SUBJECT. AREAS WHERE EMPHASIS 
SHOULD BE GIVEN TO 'lHE PURPOSES ·oF EDUCATION AS INDICATED 
BY 73 TEACHERS OF '!BE SOCIAL STUDIES IN KANSAS, · 1939-1940 
aa•••••••odaa~••==•a=•==••==~=•o•a•a•====~=s;===a•=~==============•• === 
Major Emphasis 
Major emphasis in both 
In order that pupils may achieve the emphasis in other: social 
Objectives of Oiv1o Responsibility. the• in· the subjects studies 
following purposes should be emphasized: social than the ,and 
studies social other 
studies subjects 
mmm=a••••=======•==~=~=~~-== 
32. Learn to accept personal civic 
duties '17 0 23 
33. · Develop the capacity to become sen-
sitive to the disparities of hu~ 
man cir.c;,umstance 55 l 44 
·34. Acquire the ability to act to cor-
reot unsatisfactory conditions 58 l 41 
35,. Develop the ability to respect 
ho.nest ~ifferences of opinion 37 l 62 
36. Acquire a regard for the nation's 
resources 67 0 33 
37, Acquire the ability to be a cooper-
ating mmber of the world oommu-
nity 56 l 43 
38. Learn how, . to aot upon an unswerving 
loyalty to dernocratio ideals 62 0 38 
39, Acquire defenses against propaganda 70 3 27 
40_ Learn to respect the ·law 51 0 49 
41. Develop the ability to be economi-
oally literate 41 4 55 
42, Acqu11'8 the desire to seek to 
,understand , social struotures 81 3 16 
43. Acquire the : a~il.1 ty to . measure soi-
entific advance by its contribu-




PERCENTAGES OF · TEACHERS .SIGNIFY!~· THE SCHOOL DIVISION VlHERE EMPHASIS 
,SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE PURPOSES Ol!' EDUCATION AS INDICATED 
BY 73 'mAOHERS OF TEE SOCIAL STUDIES IN KANSAS, l939;.1940 
•=amma=acaama•=====•=•=====a====-a=======o=================~==========maa 
Major Major Emphasis 
emphasis emphasis in both 
In order that pupils mar achieve the in the in the junior and 
Objectives of · Seli'-Realizatiori, the. junior senior senior 
following purposes should be emphasized: high high high 
school school schools 
.mmm=•=••a==•=maas•=••=u=a==-== 
l, ,Develop an. appetite tor learning 8, 7 86 
2. Acquire the ability- to speak the 
mother :tongue clearly 16 10 75 
3. •Learn to ·read the mother tongue 
efficiently · 26 5 69 
•• Learn to write the mother tongue 'ettecti vely · 15 12 '73 
6. Learn to · solve personal problems 
of 'counting 8.Ild calculating 33 14 53 
6. Acquire ·skill in listening '·and 
observing 12 11 '17 
7. Get the basis for understanding 
tacts oonceming health and 
disease 20 ll 69 
e. team how to protect personal 
health am that of dependents 5 11 84 
9, · Learn to work on the improvement 
of the he'al th of the oommuni ty 3 l8 79 
10. Know the mental resources tor the 
use ot leisure 6 20 75 
ll. Learn how to give responsible 
direction to own life 4 31 65 
12, Develop the ability to appreciate 
'beauty 7 ll 82 
13! Develop the capacity to be a par-
ticipant and speotator in many 
sports and other pastimes 5 10 85 
•--•••a--C1l11118•••••~•--•=••~amma=•••--•a:naa•=aag:s=ac=c-=racnm•a=a•••==a=aa=•• 
N:>TE: This table should be read as follows: 8 percent ot the 
teachers believe that the purpose of developing an appetite for learning 
should receive major emphasis in the junior high school; 7 percent be-
lieve this purpose should be given major emphasis in the senior high 
school; and 85 percent believe this purpose should be emphasized . in both 
the junior and senior high schools, eta •• tor each of the purposes in 
the table. 
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TABLE IV (continued) 
PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS SIGNIFYIID 'mE SJHOOL DIVISION WHERE EMPHASIS 
SE!OULD BE GIVEN TO THE PURPOSES, OF EI>UOATION A~ ·INDICATED 
BY 73 TEACHERS OF THE SOCIAL S~IES IN XAN9AS, . 1939:.1940 
•~a=••=a==•aaaa~maaaam•===-=•--=a•==•====••=======a======·•====•==1111:t==•=• 
Major Major Emphasis 
emphasis emphasis •in. both, 
In order that pupils may achieve the in the :l.21 the junior and 
Objeotives at . Human Relationship, the. junior senior senior 
tollowiDg purposes should ·be emphasized: . high, high. high, 
school S!)hopl sohools 
•=a•~aa=•~~==============-==•• 
14, Develop the ability to put human 
relationships first · 3' 20 77 
15, ·Develop the capacity to enjoy a rich, 
sincere, ,and varied sooial life l 27 72 
16~ Learn to observe tbe amenities of 
sooial behavior 3 11 86 
17, Develop the abili~y to appreciate· 
the family as a social institution ·7 20 73 
' ' 18, -Ao quire the ability to maintain 
democratic family relationships 4 14 82 
19, Acquire the ability to work and 
'play with- ·others 16 0 84 
20. Learn to conserve family ideals 6 22 73 
21, Acquire skill in home making 3 46 51 
;en order that pupils may achieve the 
Objeo'tj,ves of Economic Efficiency, ~e. 
following purposes should be emphasized; 
22, · Learn to select own oooupation 6 70 25 
23. , Develop the ability to succeed in 
personally selectea vocation l 66 33 
24. 'Develop the ability to appreciate 
and knaw the satisfaction of good 
workmansh,ip 5 8 87 
26. Acquire tha ability to maintain alld 
improve personal efficiency 4 12 84 
26. Acquire the ability to appreciate 
the soc 1al value of personal work 3 41. rse 
27, Develop the ability to plan the 
economics of personal living l 44 55 
28. Learn to develop etanda'rds for 
·gui-ding personal expenditures 6 26 69 
29, · Acquire the ab111 ty to , talce appro-
priate measures to safeguard per-
sonal interests 5 31 64 
30. Learn to be an informed and skill-
ful buyer 3 62 35 
31. Get an understanding at the require-
ments and opportunities for various 
jobs 5 62 33 
•••••••aD111a•••••--=-a-=-wammamacm----•m••••••=t:o•••••••••••••••••••Da•••a 
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TABLE ·IV ('concluded)· 
PERCENTAGES OF TEAOHERS SIGNIFYING THE SCHOOL DrtrISION WHERE 3!24PBASIS 
SHOUL'O BE 1GIVEN TO THE PURPOSES OF 'EDUCATION AS INDICATED 
BY 73 TEACHERS OF THE . SOOIAL STUDIES IN' KANSAS·, 1939-1940 
m=mmama•a==u==Qaa===~============•=========c==~=uctm=====•========c=•=~•=•=• 
Major Major •Emph~ais 
emphasis emphasis in bo'th 
In order that pupils may achieve 'the in the in the juhl.or and 
Objectives :of Oivic Responsibility, the Junior s'enior senior 
following·purposes 'should be ·e~phaBized: ·high ' high• ·high 
school- school· schools 
•======•====u=a==•=•===a===aaa 
32. Learn ' to ,accept p·ersonal oivic 
,duties ,6· 14 81 
33. Develop·· the oa.pao,ity to become ·s·en-
sit1V'e 1to the disparittes 'of hu-
man •oircuinstance l 41 58 
34. Acquire tbs· ability to act· to ·cor-
rect· unsatisfaotory- ·collditions ·1 38 61 
35! Develop :the 'ability to ·respect 
honest diti'e:rencea· of · ·opinion 5 16 '19 
36, Aoquire a regard for the ·:nation's 
resources 6 29 66 ' 
37. Acquire the ability to be a cooper-
ating member of the world commu-
nity 7 11 82 
38. Learn how ·to act upon an unswerving 
loyalty to democratic • ideals , 1 27 72 
39. Acquire defenses against propaganda 4 61 45 
,o. Learn to respeot the law 'l 5 88 
41-. Develop :the ability to be economi-
cally literate 5 48 47 
42, Acquire the desire to seek to 
understand social 'struotures l 66 33 
43, Acquire the ability to measure soi~ 
entific advance by its contribu-
tion·to generai:-welfare ·O 66 34 
••••••--•aam•m••a•n•=•a••••=a~~•~u•••C•a•••a•••mau=••••••=•amaaaa•ama=a 
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To ·realize the purposes of education in .American democracy, a major-
ity of these teachers in the ·seleoted· junior and senior high schools of 
Northeastern Kansas 'believe that: (l) thirty-five of' . the forty---three 
purposes of edu·oation in .American democracy should ·be ·emphasized in both 
the junior, and se~or high schools;- (2) · eight ot the. purposes of aduca-
.tion .in American demooraoy should receive majorYemphaais in the senior 
l:\igh school'; {3) none of the purposes· of ' education· in American· demooraoy 
should receive major emphasis onlt· in the junior high school; (4) the 
teaahers of the social studies should emphasize the purposes of' oivio 
·responsibility; • (5) the teachers •o:f' the social studies ·should stress the 
purposes of human relationship and ·eoonomio e:f'ticienoy; (6) the teachers 
of · the social ·studies should share re·sponsibilitY" with the teachers of 
other 'subject areas in developi11g the· purposes of seli'-realization. 
Iri.' the light ·ar these f i:odings it may be assumed that these teach-
ers of the social studies in ·Northeastern Kansas believe that all sub• 
jec:>'t areas should be utilized for complete · realization of the p~poses 
of education in American democracy'. To realize the purposes as stated, 
the teachers of both the junior and· senior high schools should emphasize 
the purposes of education in .Amerioan d8Illocraoy and should participate 
in, the develo~~ental processes whereby individuals become educated :citi-
A majority · ot thes·e teachers of the social st"Udies in the selected 
' ' 
seoondary,. sc,hools of , Northeastern Kansas 'have indioated twenty purposes 
which they believe should be the ones to receive major emphasis in the 
social ":studies . ot the senior high schools. The twenty purposes which 
have thus been 1ndioated may be stated as follows: In order that pupils 
may ,aohieve the ·9bje0tives ot human relationship, eoonomio ei'f'ioiency, 
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and civic responsibility, the toUo~1.ng pul'poses shoUl.d be emphasized: 
l •. Develop· the ability to put: huma.n relationships first. 
2 •. . Develop the ability to appreciate the .family as a social 
institution. 
3. Acquire the ability to maintain democratic family rela-
tionships. 
4. Acquire skill in home -making, 
5. I.earn to select own occupation. 
6~ , Develop ,the ·e:bility: to succeed in .:personal'.Ly selected voca-
tion,::· 
7, Aoquira ,the ability to :apprec1ate .the,social .value ·ot per-
sonal 'work, 
a. Leax-n to be an informed and 'skillful buyer~ 
9, Get an understanding· ·of ,the requirements , ·ana· opportunities 
for various jobs.' 
10 • . , I.earn to ab'oept personal civic duties. 
ll,· -Develop .•the ,capacity. to be'oome sensitive to the dispari-
ties, of human circumstance. 
12. , Acq~ire ' the ability to act to ·correct unsatisfactory con-
di·tions. 
13. Acquire a regard for .the nation•s resources. 
14, Acquire the ability to be a cooperating member of the 
world community, 
16, Learn-how to act upon an unewerving ' loyalty ~o democratic 
ideals. 
l6, Acquire defenses against .propaganda,, 
17. Learn to respect the lavr. 
18. Develop the ·ab1lity to be economically literate. 
19 • Acquire the desire to seek to understand social structures. 
20, Acquire , the.,, ability· to measure scientific advance by its 
contribution to general welfare, 
;rt saems ,witbin the limits Of this ·study to conclude that the twenty 
purposes of education as listed above may well' reoeive the major atten-, . 
tion ot the teachers ot the . social studies. This does not mean that the 
teachers of ~he ·sooial studies would ignore the other twenty-three pur-
poses as ., reoorde~ by the Eduaat1onal Policies Commission. 
AooE?pting thase, purpos.es as. the ones that should receive the atten-
tion ot·. the ·1;eaahers ot the social studies, 1 t 1s to be assumed tba t the · 
next task is to select materials and content which will assist with the 
realization 9t these purposes. The problems in the following ohapter 
have been organized am are presented with .t~ idea that they will meet 
the purposes ot education as .desaribed in the preceding pages. 
CHAPTER III 
PROBLEIIS 
How may the p:u,rposes ot education be realized through the social studies? 
Curriculum. builders, teachers, administrators, supervisors, and 
others. should consider the general purposes of education as they coop-
eratively assist with the planning of the social studies program. In 
this way, the purposes which the teachers ot the social studies accept 
as their s_pecial responsibility will be brought into focus and experi-
ences will be selected and planned so that these particular purposes 
may be realized. 
How may instruotion··be organized to meet the purposes of education? 
Those who plan the organization ot instruction in the social stud-
ies field should constantly keep in mind the purposes ot education. Ma-
terials will be selected accordingly as they meet or tail to meet the 
purposes as stated. 
The plans ot organization used in connection with the social stud-
ies may be classified into the following three types: 
(l) separate subject courses in geography, history, civics, 
economics, sociology, and other social studies; (2) general so-
cial science courses with the materials from different fields 
organized in a definite relationship to the social studies as 
a whole, and ( 3) an integrated curriculum in which the social 
studies are organized with or without the preservation ot their 
identit11 in a definite relationship to the entire curriculum.J., 
l National Education Association, Department of superintendence, 
The Social Studies Curriculum. Fourteenth Yearbook. (Washington, D. C.: 
Department or Superintendenoe, 1936), p, 1'79. 
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Curriculum workers have attempted to select materials and organize 
instruction in a variety of ways. Various terms have .been used to de-
scribe the place where emphasis is expected to be given in the different 
practices used for organizing instruction. Examples, of soma of the · terms 
used to describe different practices in organizing instruction are: sub-
jects, projects, themes, problems, units, and a number of others not so 
readily confined to one word-
The writer of this handbook has chosen the term "problem" as the 
one best suited for the organization of instruction in the social stud~ 
ies of the upper years of the secolllial'Y' schools. This does not indicate 
a desire to minimize the importance of other plans for organization of 
instruction but rather a belief that the problem plan of organization 
more nearly meet,s the scheme of organization herein described. 
What is a problem? 
A problem is a perplexing situation oonf'ronted by an 1nd1Vidual 
which he recognizes as requiring his attention. 
What procedure may be followed in attempting the solution of a problem? 
In attempting the solution of a problem, a teacher will assist his 
pupils to do the following things: first, reoognize the problem and feel 
or express a desire to solve it; second, define the problem; third, ool-
leot, organize, and evaluate all data that are pertinent to the ·problem; 
fourth, use the organized data whioh apply to the problem to formulate 
' ' a tentative answer or conclusion; and fifth, test the answer or conclu-
sion, If weakness is discovered as a result of the -testing mentioned 
in step five above, the whole process will need to be repeated. 
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Attention may be called to the fact that in solving a given prob-
lem, related questions or problems ,of minor or major importance will 
occur • . These should be carefully, reoorded ,tor future reference .after 
~he major problem under consideration is disposed ot ,satisfactorily. 
'l'hese related problems saved tor future reference may lead into another 
series of problem solving activities involving the entire group. Or 
certain interested individuals within the ·group may wish to• attempt the 
solution ot-suoh problems as time permits. , By following this scheme the 
group will learn to complete the problems they attempt before permitting 
other questions to absorb their interest. At the same 'time they will 
learn to file questions whioh appear to have, future -value. 
What basic skills or abilitles are involved in collecting illf'ormation 
bearing on the solution ot a problem? 
Some of the abilities whioh will ·as~ist pupils who .are collecting 
information bearing on the solution of a problem arel 
l. Ability to use the faoilities of the library 
a. Card catalogues 
b. , Periodical .guides 
o. , Reference books · 
d. Olassitioation systems 
2. Ability to use books effectively 
a. Contents and chapter headings 
b. Indexes, •appendioes, 'glossaries, annotations 
c. • Bibliographies 
s·. Ability to secure exact information from books 
a.· Recognition of the sentence as the unit ot thought 
b.- Recognition ot the central idea 
c, Acquiring ,a vocabul:a.ry 
d. Restating'an ,idea 
e. Improving reading ability 
4. Ability to se<iure first-hand information by experiments 
a. Acute observation 
b. Recognizing experimental factors 
o. Reaognizing constant or control factors 
d. Resourcefulness in suggesting experimental procedures 
tor variables and controls 
e. Manipulation of materials and equipment 
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5~ Ab111 ty to secure information through interviews . and conferences 
6. Ability to seoure information through ;visual .aids.2 
What terms are proposed in this hand.book from which problems may be stated 
and .how were these terms seleoted? 
The terms proposed in this handbook trom which problems may be stated 
are listed in alphabetical order in Table VI. 
The 118 terms listed in Table VI were selected as the result of a 
study conducted by the writer to determine the terms used the greatest 
number of times in the indexes of thirty"three selected .textbooks suit-
able tor use in the social studies classes ot the senior high school. 
The textbooks suitable for use in the social studies as indicated 
'by the oatalogues of the publishers listed in the 1939 Price List3 were -----
sent to the Ou:rrioulum Laboratory or the Vniversity •Of Kansas by the pub-
lishers tor use in this study. Other advertising matt$r, in addition 
to the catalogue description: ot each book sent by the pu~liahers. was 
carefully oheaked to determine whether the book was re~OJDmended as suit-
able for use. as a social studies text. The preface, table· of contents. 
alld author's foreword to teachers or pupils, were also . examined by the 
writer to determine suitability tor use as a social studies textbook. 
No book was included in this study.whose copyright date or revised copy-
right date was earlier than 1934. At least seventeen· of the thirty-three 
books selected for this study were written by individuals directly oon-
a .Elwood ,D. Heiss, Ellsworth s. OBourn, and o. Wesley Hoffman, 
Modern Methods , and Materials · tor Teaching Soienae • (New York: The Mac-
millan Oompany ,1940), PP• 37-=ia. 
3 Kansas. State Board ot Eduoation, (Sohool Book Department). 
1939 Price List •. (Topeka, Kansas: State Department ot Education, 1939), 
p. 4. -
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neoted ,with teaching or·supervision of the social studies in ·aeoondary 
schools.a 
'The thirty.-t_bree '.texts · selected for use in this study may be divided 
into these three general classes: (1) Junerioan problems and govermnent, 
eleven textbooks; -(2) sociology, ,eight textbooks; and ·(3)-eoonomios, four-
teen textbooks. 
Terms used in the ' index of each' of the thirty-tbree textbooks were 
recorded on· fil;ng cards. ' Tb.e ·filing cards which contained these terms 
were alphabetized according to the -first ·letter of each term. and then, 
as determined by the number of times ·a given term was ·recorded in dif-
ferent· textbooks, those used leas frequently were eliminated. Finally, 
in order to be included in Table V, each term had to be found in: (l) 
the indexes of fifteen ·or more textbooks, or (2) mentioned in: (a) two 
.American problems and government textbooks, and (b) two sociology text-
books, am (o) six or more economics textbooks; or various combinations 
ot (a), and (b), and· (c), so that the term was required, to be recorded 
in the indexes o~ two different textbooks of each ar the three divisions 
and in a total of at least -ten textbooks. 
In' addition-to ths ·elimination o~ the terms by the use of the above 
criteria, all names ot individuals were eliminated. All terms used to 
indicate geographical locations also were eliminated. Furthermore, the 
terms in the indexes which indicated "aots" or "laws" \'iere eliminated. 
And .lastly, all terms which indicated: associations, fims, boards, 
bureaus, commissions, dapartmonts, funds, institutes, or organizations, 
were eliminated. 
a See Table V for data pertaining to the textbooks selected. 
TABLE V 
ANALYSIS OF m!R'rr-TBREE SELECTED OOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS USED IN THIS STUDY 
------m•••.m----::n::d:aa=m= ,=m.==-•aa=-=-===-==--••aa•=mm::=n:i::rm==-= ~•==•s=s::=:.sn:aaa:n::aaaas: ia-•==-= ,.. ........ ===-== -----= Total 
num-
Key _ Num- ber 
let- ber Num.- ot 
ter Copy- ot ber terms 
ot right chap- of in 
book Author or authors Title of book - Publisher date ters _pages index =--- •--=•••aan:u:r:u==•=-== =--=•====-••==:sll'=m:a:sm:&:r===--=as•=-=•= ===m=•---=-==--==--=• ----= ......... .., .... =l:het.:E:i:ssazi I===-=== Steinberg, S. 
a Lamm, Lucien Our Changing Government Lippincott 1938 20 541 709 
Keohane 1 _ R. E. 
Keohane, M. P~ 
b McGoldrick, ;r. D. Government in Action Harcourt Brace 1937 29 845 658 
Patterson, s. H. 
Little• A. W. s. 
C Burch, H. R. Problems in American Democracy Macmillan 1938 33 726 576 
Walker, S. E. 
Beach, w. G. American Democracy and Social ll 
d J'amison. O. -G. Change Scribner's 1938 (units) 687 931 
e Magruder, F. A. American Government Allyn and Bacon 1939 39 710 673 
Eckenrode, H. ;f. 
Morgan, D. s~ J"ohnson Publishing 
t Corson. ;r. :r. This Government Company 1938 28 - 540 649 
Kinneman, J. A. 
Browne, R. G. 
g Ellwood, R. S. The American Citizen Harper 1938 25 562 889 
Form and Functions or American 
h Reed. T. H. Government World Book Company 1936 40 538 530 
1 Houghton, N. D. Realities ot American Government Macmillan 1937 36 789 997 
j Hill, Howard C. Life and Work ot the Citizen Ginn and Company 1935 23 637 623 
Lapp, ;r. A. 
k Weaver, R~ B. The .Citizen and His Government _Silver Burdett 1936 22 680 836 
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l. Walker, E~ ·E. Welfare Scribner's 1937 (units) :.431 825. 
m Ross.:&. A,. Civic Sociology World Book Company· 1937 32 415 223 
Benjamin H. Sanborn 
n Finney. R. L. Elementary Sociology Company 1939 l.9 340. 311. 
The Social World and Its 
0 Quinn, -1" A. Institutions J'. B. Lippincott 1937 32 992 533 
p Gavian, R. w. Society Faces the Future D. c. Heath 1938 27 656 . -309 
Landis, P. H. 
q Landis, J'. T~ social Livi.ng Ginn and Company 1938 35 672 847 
Gavian, R. w. 
Gray, A~ A. 
r Groves~ E, R, Our Changing Social Order D. C.,. Heath 1939 30 ·684 250 
Elliott, M, A,. 
Merrill, F. E, 
Wright~ ·n. G, 
s Wright, C. O. Our Dynamic Society Harper and Brothers 1935 28 380 825 
Corbett, J'. F. 15 
t Colvin. ·u1nna Modern Economics Macmillan l.937 (units) 601 722 
South-Western 
u Dodd, J'. H. Introductory Economics Publishing Company 1940 31 596 941 
Lutz, H. L, 
Foote, E. w. Row, Peterson, and 
T Stanton, B'! F. Getting a Living Company l.940 38 687 649 ----- =--•••••------•=•=-•--•••==•-=•••a:nz•a==-=s:a-==-===:n:::=az::•=m•========•=-:a:=ss==-=~=-=-s:=-=========•==•=-=-•==-= 
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book Author. ·or .authors Title of book Pub1isher date terl3 pages index ---- •••-=-•••~uc:m=rn=== -===-.,=ni:~=-======--==--====---== =-=====-=========== ==-==-=== r,::::,:,==-= =~=--= ==•=-ma Bei~ey; ·_c. Economic _ an<LBusimtss 
w Spa.nabel; :.E. E. Opportunities - J"ohn O., Winston 1938 26 602, 720 
X Thompson, .- c. M. High School Economics Benjamin -H • .- Sanborn 1936 3l. 518 - , -315 
Kl.ein,· J"acob 19 , 
y Colvin~ Woolf Economic Problems of' Today Lyons and Carnahan 1936 {unit&) 552· 412 
Atkins, .W. E. 
i936 z Wubnig. Arthur Our Economic· Worl.d- Harper and Brothers 32 413 194 
_Fay, --_c~ R,. 
1938 A Bagley~ w. c. Elements of Economics Macmillan 26 562 69? 
J"anzen, Cornelius 
B Stephenson, O. W. Everyday-Economics Silver Burdett 1938 32 512 418 
C Sloan, H. s. Today's Economics Prentice-Hall 1938 18 532 366 
D J'ones, L. L • . Our Business Lile Gre~ 1936 29 '· 660 419 
E Smith, A.H. Economics (Revised Edition} McGraw-Hill 1939 55 - 559 · 615 
F Miche1s, Rudolf Economics Gregg :1937 33 6l.4 528 
Shields, H. G. 
G Wilson, w. H. Consumer Economic Problems South-Western 1940 32 767 611 
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TABLE VI 
TERMS USED MOST FRE~UElfl!LY IN THE INDEXES OF THIRTY-'lHREE SELECTED SOCIAL STUDIES TEX1?BOOKS 
-----•---=-.:n:r=-=--====zr=====t:====-s::===:sc=====l i:=a==-============-===:z-z:rm==m==•·.t=Dc::n:=::t=C:;&m=-=====z:=======crmn=======-==-:: 
Term Textbooks where term is included-in indexa 
a b C d e -r g h 1 j k 1 m n 0 p q r s t u V w X y z A B C D E F G 
•a====-a--•••===-=--==--=====--==z:m==-a:===: ~= =• :a:: ""'' -- =• ,=, =· = C l::o"' = •= k<,::: •= ~-· = =- ~== := - -,accidents ' . X X - X X X X X X X X X 
advertisers and advertising X X X X X X X X ·x X X X X X . - X X X X X 
· agriculture. agricultural.. problems _x X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
airplanes, air service, travel, etc. - X - X X X X X X :x X X - - X X x -
apprentice. apprenticeship tra1n1:ng X X - X X X X X X X x -
arbitration X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ,x X 
automobiles • . nutomobile_ industry~ and - _, . 
problems X X X X X X X -X X X X ' X X X 
banks and banking problems X X X X X X X X X X X .x X X X X X X X X X X 
bonds X :x: X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X . . X X 
budget. budgeting. etc. _ X X X X X JC JC X JC X X X x . X X X X X X X X X X 
business and business _problems X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
-business cycles X X X X X X X X X X X X JC X 
capital, capitalism, capitalistic 
problems X X JC X JC X X X JC JC JC X X JC X X X X X X X X X X X 
chain stores X X - - X :x: x - X: X X X X X X X X X X 
_chil.d labor X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X JC X X X X X X X X 
church, _Christianity, church schools, -- -
etc. X X X X :x: . X X X X x - x 
cities. city. and their problems X X X X X X JC X X X X X X X X x- X X 
communisrn, -commwust party, communist 
- - '. 
international,' etc. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
communities. community. etc. X X X X :x X X X X X X X X X 
; 
competition X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
~••--•--••••=--••ollUSlll'Dcaaa=CHae=••==•=-••• =••-•=•ta= ~=• •=• •=-=• .,., m, ,s:: m: =• ,.,.. == =• n::, =• =• ,.., __ -- m: ....,, •=• ,_, •=• •== 
:WTE~ This -table should be read as follows: the term. "accidents" is included 1n the index_ o:r each or 
the following books: o, d, h, _l., m, P,. q, r, s, t,_ and v, etc •. , :tor each ar the terms listed. 
a See Table V t"or the 1dent1 ty ot the books mentioned here. 
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T.EBMS USED MOST FRE~ IN mE INDEXES OF 'lRIRTY-'IHREE SELECTED SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS 
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conservation X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X 
constitution or the u. s. etc. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
oonsmner information .organizations X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
consumption. goods. taxes. etc. X X X X :x: X X X X X X X X X 
cooperation X X X X X X X X X X X X ::x: 
cooperative and cooperatives etc. X X X X X X X · x X X X X · X X X 
:copyright, copyrights X X X X X X X ::x: X X X X X X X 
corporation, corporations. advantages X X X X X X :x X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
_crime and criminals, criminal cases, . - . . . 
etc. ·· X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X :x . . -X , r ;' 
democracy. ideals X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
depression, (:f'inancia.1) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X .x X X 
dictator • . dictatorship X X X X X X X X X X X X X -· 
distribution o:f' income, wealth. etc. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X . . 
-education, schools, educational . " . 
agencies. etc. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
employee, employer, employment, - ' ., 
bureaus X X X X X X X X X X X X x X X .. . X 
--. :Clmlily end family problems X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 'x - X _,_;_ 
tarm,,- farmers, problem, relief, ,-/ ~ _..,. 
acreage. _ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X .~ ... % X X 
fascism X X X X X X X X X :x X .. , :x ,,.... X -
federal. reserve bank system. act, etc. X X X X X X X X X X X . .. X X X X JC X X X X X X X X X 
fore-ign commerce-. exchange. trade X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
franchise. franchises X X X X X X . X X X X X X X X . 
freedom, .of contract, at_ enterprise, 
·etc. ... ' , ,, X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
gold, money, certificate, contents o:r . 
dollar X X X -x X X X X X X X X X JC X X .. 
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govermnent . X X X X X X X X X xx :x: :x: X X X X X X X X X X 
health and health problans X X X X X X X xx X X X X X X 
houses. housing X X X X X X xx X X X X X X X X 
immigrants, immigration. laws. groups X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X . x - X X X X 
import. imports. definition, duties X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X . - X 
income, defined, distribution. capital X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X x X ·x X X 
industrial revolution X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ... ± - . - - . X . . 
industry. industries X X X X X xx X X X X X X X X X . ·. X -
injunction. injunctions X X X X xx X X X X X X 
institutions X X xx X X X X X X X X 
insurance, insurance companies, laws X X X X xx X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
invention, -inventions X X X X X xx X X X X X X X 
investment, investors, banks, foreign, 
etc. X X X X X X X xx X X X X 
labor, laborers, etc. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
labor unions. organizations. etc. X X X X xx X X X xx X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
laissez faire X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
land, lands, value, defined, forms, - - - -
etc. X X X X X '" xx X X X X X X X X X X X .. . 
law. laws X X X X X X X xx X X -X X 
lobby. lobbies, lobbyists X X X :x X X X X X X X X X 
machines, machine age, industry, 
production X X X X X X X X X X X X X :x xx X X 
manufacturers. manufacturing X X X X X X X X X xx X X X xx X 
margin and marginal X X X X X X X X X X X X X :x: X 
market. markets, man:et price. etc. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X xx X X X 
minimum wages and minimum wage laws X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
money and monetary problems X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
monopoly, monopolies, kind~, prices X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
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Term Textbooks where term is included in index 
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national banks, system, ~~t, notes, 
etc. X X X X X X X X X X X X :X X X X X X X 
natural resources X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
nationalism X X X X X X xx X X X . . 
occupations etc. :x X X X X X X X X :x 
old age, assistance, insurance, . . 
pensions xx X X X X xx X :X: :X: X :x: X X xx X X r 
patent, patents, patent office X X X X X X X X X X XX X X X X X 
pens~ons, old age, government , 
empl.oyees. etc. X ,, X X x X X X X X X X X X X 
police, police courts X X X X X X X X X X xx xx X X X 
politics, politicians, pol.i ti c_al , 
parties X X X X X X JC X X X X X xx X 
population X X X X X X X X X X X X xx X X X X X X X 
. poverty, ·problems xx X X X X X X X X X X X 
price, prices X X X X X X X X xx X X ::lC X X X :x: :x: 
production etc. · X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
professions and professional organ X X X X :x: :x: X X X X X X 
profit~. profit sharing, profit motive X X X X X X X X X :x: X X X X X X X 
propaganda X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
property, private, insurance. etc. :x X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
public opinion X X X X X X X X X X X X :x: xx 
public utilities :x: X :x: X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
race problems· in u. s., (negro 
problems) x · X X X X X X X X X X X X xx 
- radio X X X X X X X X X X X X X :x: X X X X X 
railways and railway problems X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
recreation X X X X X X X X X X · X X X xx X 
relie:f, of destitute, agencies, cost, .. 
etc. X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
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rights, ot individual, of freedom, . ot 
labor X . X X X X X X X X X , X X 
.savings, (savers), accounts, banks X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
socialism X X X X X X :x X X X X X X X X X 
soil., i"ertil1ty, erosion, conservation X X X X X X X X X X 
standard ot l.iving X X X X ::x: X X X X X X X X X X X 
state X X X X X X X X X X X xx X 
stock, exchange, markets. brokers X X X X X X X X X xx X X X X X X X X :x: 
strikes. labor. buyers, defined xx X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
tarii'f' X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X xx X X X X X x . 
tax, taxes, taxation. tax problems X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X xx xx X X X X X X X X X X 
technology, technocrat,· technical 
development X -- X X X X . . . X X X X X X X X 
trade, unions. agreements. barriers X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
transportation X xx JC X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
trusts, trust companies X X X JC X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
unemployment. unemployed. etc.- X X X X . . X X X X X X X X X X X X .. 
unemployment 1nsurance X JC X X JC X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
United States. geography, League, etc. X X X X X X X X X X X X 
util.ity, (economic term} X X X X X X X X X X X X x -
wage. wages, wage-hour law. etc. X X X X X X X X X X :x X X X X X JC X X X JC X JC 
war X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
wealth. (economic te:rm) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X JC JC X 
women, women in illdustry, rights, etc. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
workmen's compensation X X X . x X X X X X :x X X X X X X X 
worl.d war X X X X X X X X X X X JC JC X :a: 
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Is it possible to formulate instructional problems and questions around 
the terms listed in Table VI? 
Yes., As an example, th~ following·three instructional problems or 
questions may be derived from a consideration of nacoidenta" which is 
the first· term recorded in alphabetical order in Table VI: 
l. Row may ao?idents be prevented? 
2. ·why do we. have ·accidents? 
3. Why _shoul~ society be concerned about.accidents~ 
What use may a social studies teacher make ot the terms as listed in 
Table VI? 
The sooial studies teacher may use the terms listed in Table VI as 
a check list to determine whether bis class is choosing or avoiding tho 
problems whioh are mentioned most frequently by textbook writers in the 
field of the aooial,studies. 
If a,textbook is r~quired and has tQ be followed carefully, the 
teacher may use the 118 terms 1n Table, VI. to determine what problems 
should'be included to supplement the textbook.,, The seme prooedure may 
be used tor determtning the shortcomings of a required "course of study." 
Vlhere no singl~ textbook or "course ot study« is required, the 118 
terms may be used as a guide to possible problems to be solved. Teach-
ers and pupils will seleot a problem whioh·has meaning and is of inter-
est to 'the pupils., For example, they may choose "accidents," due to the 
tact that during, the summer three fatal accidents occurred in their com-
munity. Th&'problem may be stated in any one'Of a variety of ways, pos-
sibly as follows: "How_ may aooidents be prevented?" Organization. of 
instruation tor this problem may take the following form: 
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Accidents 
Problem: How may accidents be prevented? 
Purpose: In order that pupils may achieve the Objectives of Civio 
Responsibility, the following purpose should be emphasized: "Acquire 
the ability to act to oorreot unsatisfactory oonditions."a 
Procedure: AS the teacher am pupi·ls meet together tor tJle consid-
e~a tion of this or other problems, it is likely that the procedure will 
evolve along general democratic processes, perhaps as follows: 
Teaoher: This is a class 1n ,A:mer1oan problems. Each member of the 
group is constantly confronted with problems -- s~me of a personal .nature, 
and also problems which are of more •than a personal nature. (Here a few 
,illustrations will be given to point out the. difference between ~ersonal 
and group problems.) Some of the group problems we will consider will 
be of local interest only, others will be of interest to the oitizens 
of the state as a whole, others will be of .national concern, and a ~ew 
perhaps of international interest. And some may be of looal, sta~e, 
national, and international interest. \ (Here lllustrations will Q8 given 
by the pupil.a to point out the nature of these problems. Due to the fact 
that three fatal accidents occurred in the community during the vacation 
months, ''accidents" will be mentioned.) 
This will lead .to a statement of the problem, "How may accidents 
be prevented?" Also, to a statement of the main purpose ot giving con-
sideration to .this problem: "The educated citizen acquires the ability 
to act.to correct unsatisfactory conditions." (It is to be noted that 
a See purpose mnnber twelve, page __ 34. 
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the pupils may not state the problem in the above words, but just as ef-
fectively or even 'more effectively. , Also, they will not use the above 
terminology to formulate the purpose for giving attention to accidents. 
Again, the ' purpose stated in their own words undoubtedly will be much 
more meaningful to them than a purpose already stated by someone else.) 
Pupils may propose ambiguously stated solutions ot the pro~lem, 
"How mar accidents be prevented?" ' However, the more mentally alert 
pupils will raise a number of questions that need to be answered before 
the major problem under consideration oan be solved: Why should acci-
dents be prevented? Is it possible to re~uce ~he number at accidents? 
What kind. of accidents are there? Where do ao~idents occur? Where can 
information about accidents be obtained? These :questions may be writt·en 
on the blackboard by the teacher or ·a student. Or. a secretary of the 
class may record ·them during the olass period and the teacher may have 
them mimeographed, if facilities are available. The teacher may suggest 
that eaoh pupil' seoure by reading; or by interviews of adult members of 
the community, as many other questions about accidents as possible. At 
the next meeting of the class, the questions may be arranged and individ-
uals or small groups will select the question or questions which ~hey 
desire to investigate. 
'l'he pupils may engage 1n a g~eat number of difrerent activities as 
they gath'er data to be used in the solution of the. problem. The 'nature 
of the data needed, the breadth of the problem, the ability ot the ·pupils, 
the ingenuity of the teacher, am the ·type of community, are some of ·the 
factors wb.ioh will determine the activities and possible content which 
will be used to develop the problem. 
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In attempting a solution of the problem; "How may accidents be pre-
vented?" several or the following activities undoubtedly will be used: 
Reading about accidents 
Interviewing citizens and officers 
Writing letters for infonuation 
Making a community survey about accidents 
Listening to · radio programs ··about accidents 
Collecting and mounting clipp~ngs of news stories, cartoons, poems. 
eto., about accidents · 
Investigating to learn about accidents in other communities, states, 
and countries . 
Making graphs am charts 
Arranging a bibliography on accidents 
Listening to a lecture on accidents by a citizen or officer 
Preparing and giving oral talks 
Collecting and mounting photographs of accidents 
Reading advertisements ·to learn ·of accident prevantive features 
Relating (oral or written) own experiences with accidents 
Writing advertisements 
Writing plays 
Producing original plays 
Writing ' and giving radio skits 
Visi tlng · ·judges of courts -- attending court 
Preparing and giving talks to grade schools, home rooms, servioe 
clubs, 'eto. 
Organizing clubs · 
Making posters 
Planning assembly programs 
An excellent list of activities suitable for .use in the social studies 
is presented in the Fourteenth Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence 
under the following major headings: 
Visual activities ( thirteen) 
Listening activities (five) 
Oral activities ·(seven) 
Writing activities (eleven) 
Drawing activities (six) 
General activities (ten)4 
Another list of activities whioh may be· of use to teachers in plan-
ning instruction for this unit: "How may ·acoidents be prevented?"·is 
4 National Eduoation Association. Depa~tmant of superintendence, 
Fourteenth Yearbook, The Social Studies Curriculum (Washington, D. c.: 
The ,bepartment· ot SUperintendenoe, 19!36), ,pp. 294-296. 









After the pupils have gathered and presented data '. to, solve the prob-
lem; ''How may accidents be prevented?" they may list what they ·consider 
to be methods of preventing accidents, These may be listed under several 
headings: at school, in the home, on the street, and in industry. They 
may discover a need for a change in certain school prac~ices. If so, a 
committee may wish to interview the principal, or to appear before the 
faculty to present their ,findings. If the school has a student council 
they may report their findings·, with the suggested remedy, to that body. 
Another group may wish to call on the city governing body to sug-. '' 
gest \'lays to prevent accidents in the community II Such groups will be 
willing to offer their services to the officials of the community in 
assisting vii.th a preventive program. Perhaps letters may be written 'to 
legislators, calling attention to certain practices which need laws to 
assist with the prevention of accidents. Another group of pupils may 
be interested in preparing a bulletin to be sent to the homes of all 
pupils in the city, asking their cooperation to aid in preventing acci-
dents. 
The teacher and pupils will decide upon some method of final ap-
praisal tor all the activi tie~ engaged in during the time they were 
p Oregon State Department of Education! , Handbook on Curriculum 
Study (Curriculum .Series, Bulletin No!-~.~~alem, Oregon:State Depart-
JUent ot Education, 1937), pp. 133-14L 
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working on the solution of the problem: "How may accidents be prevent_ed?" 
Whatever the appraisal activities, they should be applied in the light .of 
the purpose; "Pupils ·who achieve the Objectives of Civic Responsibility 
should acquire the ability to act to correct unsatisfactory corditionso" 
Pupils should have a part in planning for appraisal .and should know what 
will be e:x:peote~. 
The appraisal or evaluation activities may -consist of a number of 
different enterprises. Pupils may.write an essay in which each states 
how he thinks accidents may be prevented. The teacher may prepare a test 
whioh' will cover the major points stressed during _the time ~e pupils 
worked on the problem. The teacher will have kept a "diary" or record· 
of the activities of each pupil as work on the problem progressed from 
day to .day, and pupils may be taught to keep records of their own prog-
ress. SUch records ~ay well be used aa portions of the appraisal mate-
rials .. 
The t _eacher and pupils may develop a set of questions to be used 
as a basis for appraising the outcome of the problem under consideration: 
"How may acoidents be pre-v:ented?" A list of s.uch questions may include~ 
Is there a decrease in the amoun~ ot re,okless driving around town? 
Are pupils more cautious in walking on streets? 
.A:re pupils willing to assume responsibilities for the safety of 
themselves and others? 
Do pupils -cooperate with traffic offioials and observe traffic 
regula t~o_ns? 
Do pupils participate in community efforts to conserve life and 
property? 
Are the pupils interested in eliminating traffic hazards? 
Are the pupils developing a questioning attitude?6 
6 Kansas. State Department of."Education. !, Guide !2!:, Exploratory 
Work in the Kansas Program for Improvement of Instruction, Bulletin No. 3, 
ootober,"."19'37. (Topeka,, Ke.ilsas: Sta~e Department of Education, 1937), 
PP• 56 • 
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Are the students who ride the sohool busaes more cautious while 
getting on or off the ' busses? 
Do the students show greater concern tor and greater interest in 
the safety of themselves and others? 
Are there fewer accidents among the school children?? 
Pupils may have encountered several problems which they Wish to 
investigate further. Some of these problems may relate to: child labor, 
conservation, occupations, insurance, and many others. 
Bibliography: By referring to Tables V and VI, the teacher will 
find eleven textbook references to aooidents. Other references to acci-
dents will be added as pupils and teacher cooperatively attempt solution 
of the problem at hand: 11How may accidents be prevented?" 
7 Florida. State Department ot Education. Source Materials for 
the Improvement of Instruction, (A Guide for Exploratory Work in the _.....,........, ____ ....,.-~--
Florida Program tor the Improvement of Schools, Curriculum Bulletin No. 
l, April, 1939; Tallahassee, Florida: State Department of Public Instruc-
tion, 1939), PP• 34-35. 
CHAPTER r.v 
yntat is the mea.m-J!g or the term "materials?" 
The term "materials" as used in this section of the handbook 
is understood to include all tangible items which mq be used by the 
teacher and pupils to assist with the solution of classroom problems. 
It is recognized by the ffl'iter that it is impossible to keep 
a given list of materials complotel.1' up-to-date due to the tact that 
new materials are published frequent~. For this reason administrators, 
teachers, pupils, and parents should conatant4' be alert to recognize 
and create new materials and adapt them for use. 
What is the purpose or this section of the handbook? 
This section of the handbook is designed to be of use to ,super-
intendents of aohools, principals, and chairmen of the department of 
the social studies. Also, it is expected that all teachers of the social 
\ 
studies will find this section of the handbook to be useful in moating 
their needs tor lists ot instructional materials. 
What cri ter.ia may be considered in selecting the materials to be used 
in problem solving? 
Since materials mq be considered 88 the tools to be used 1n 
solving problems, their selection should be directq related to the 
problem or problems under consideration. Jlaterials selected should 
provido tor the indiv.ldual interests, needs, end aptitudes cf the 
learner. Pupils a~ be given practice in lenming to select ma-
terials to solve their om individual problel!ls. Such practice should 
include development of the ability- to diffeNntiate between materials 
which have permanent values and those materials which serve on11" 
te!,,porB17 neecla. Those who select materials ot instruction should be 
expected to provide fw balance and vari.ot, in twee ot material 
selected, nnd 1n addition, should select materials which have appropriate 
mechard.cal. make-up. A more cnmplete discussion of the criteria to be 
used in the selection ot materials ot instruction 1a recorded 1n the 
Eighth Yearbook ot the Depa.rt.ment oi' Supervif!JOra and Directors ot Instruc-
1 
t1on ot the National. Education Association. 
Equipment does 'lfl.%7 with different cOtllllUnities, but to teach 
social Btudies the follaning criteria are to be obserred: 
Fµ-turoe 
FixtUNa which tacilitate the educational program1 
l. Electricol outlets, includSng wall and floor plugs, wherever 
. neoded. 
2. Good blackboards, well mounted at the proper height- 1n all 
r<>a1na for instructional purposeo. 
3 • . Adequate bulletin and mounting board spaco Sn all rooms tor 
instructional purposes. 
'•• Bull.otine and JDOUnting bon.rda for educational or corm1m.~a-
tion purposes in offices, aorrid.oro, study hall, or 
11herever needed. 
l National .Education J\asociation,. Dopart.Mont ot Sllpel"Visors and 
Directors of Instruction, 1J.'lterials !!t, Instruction (Eighth YearbookJ 
ffaa~on, D. 0.1 National F.ducation Aeaocintion, 1935), PP• 131-140. 
5. Display cases, cabinets, and other means of exhibiting pro-
ducts and raaterials.2 
Eguipntent and Supplies 
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All rooms used for instructional purposes have such facilities as: 
l. Equipment nnd supplies definitely planned for and adapted to 
the learning activities of each room. 
2. Equipment and supplies of good materials and construction. 
3. Equipment whose material, worlananship, and design have aes-
thetic qualities and values. 
4. Pupil's chairs, desks, and tables which are comfortable and 
encourage correct posture. 
5. Globes, maps, ' and charts readily available whenever needed. 
6. Lanterns, slides, and screens readily available whent3vor 
needed., 
7. Silent motion picture. 
8. Motion picture and sound effects. 
9. Radio. 
10. Teacher's desk and chair. 
11. Dustless crayon and good erasers, rulers, and pointers, wher-
ever needed. 
12. Adequate cabinet, shelving, and filing facilities. 
13. Clocks wherever needed. 
14. Public address system. 
15. Phonographs.3 
The social studies classroom should be located so as to afford 
convenient use or the library, the stage, the visual instruction room 
(if such is provided), the radio reception room (if such is provided), 
and the other special rooms which may be used at dii'.ferent M.mes to 
supplement the usual activities which will be carried forward in the 
regular classroom. Ralph E. Hacker in discussing radio and visual in-
struction, states thnt "the central radio, preferably double channel, 
is pleying an incronaing part in school instruction. Electric outlets 
2 Cooperative Study of Secondacy School Standards, Evaluative 
Criteria. (1940 edition, Washington, D. C.: Cooperative Study o! Sec-
ondary School Standards, 1940), p. 121. 
3 Ibid., p. 124. 
for sound pictures., and controls, should be installed in each classroom. 
A separate room for common use should be provided for storage of vieuaJ. 




George n. Strayer and N. L. Engelhardt have listed in detail 
many of the equipment suggestions which follow. Other references to 
the equipment of the socia1 studies classroom which may be consulted 
are: 
Baldwin., J. w., "Classroom and Equipment Requirements for the New 
SociaJ. Studies," The Ameri.c:.m School and University!2.22,. 
Eleventh -Annual Edition. Mew York: American School Publishing 
Company, 19.39. PP• 292-296. 
Bining, A. c., and D. H. 'Bining, Teaching the Social Studies in 
Secondarz Schools. New York:. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1935. PP• 168-175• 
Fancler, Della G., .and C. c. Crawford, Teaching the Social Studies. 
Los Angeles, California: C. C. Crawford, 19.32. PP• 166-242. 
Vfesley, E. B., Teaching ib,! Social Studies. Boston: D. C. Heath 
and Company, 19.37. PP• 285-.376. 
Wilson, Howard E., Education for Citizenship (The Regent' a Inquiry). 
New York: UcGra.w-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1938. PP• 172-177• 
In addition to the commonly accepted standards for a classroan 
the suggestions in the para.graphs which follow are presented. 
Provision should be made for proper places to hang pictures, maps, 
and other displays. There should be a closet or built-in bookcase large 
4 Ralph E. Hacker, "Junior High School Classrooms," The American 
School and University !2M1 (Twelfth Annual Edition; New York: American 
School Publishing Corporation, 1940), ·P• 296. 
; G. D. Strayer and N. L. Engelhardt, Standards for fil:gh School 
Buildings (New.York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1924), 
PP• .39-45. 
enough for aupplie~, globes:, and .maps. In addition,. ample book shelf 
apace should be provided for the large number of reference books which 
will be used. , 
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The room should contain a magazine rack. Th~ magazine rack and 
reference book shelves should be +ocated so that they will be convenient 
for the use of pupils. 
Blackboards should bo in the front of the room and on the walls 
opposite the vd.ndows. It is probably not necessary to provide black-
board space on the rear wall of the social. studies classroom. 
The space at the rear or the social. studies classroomma;v be 
used for bulletin boards. A narrow strip of bulletin board material 
(corkboard) may ho placed . above the blackboards and above tho trimming 
of the regular bulletin boards. Thia will be quite convenient for 
fastening large posters, paintings of students, and other display 
materials. 
Pictures, paintings, and other objects of art should be pro-
vided. The subjects or such works of' art should ,be of current or 
historical interest. 
To provide for group work, tho room should be equipped with 
I!lOVable furniture. This rlll permit small-group, large-group, or 
individual activities as may be desired by the teacher and pupils. 
Tables should be sufficiently large in area to accormnodate from four 
to six pupils. I\ standard size table for six pupils is 72 inches wido, 
.34 inches deep, and 29 inches high. 
The teacher's desk should bo appro:ximately 52 inches by 32 
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inches in size and should be attractively and durably constructed. 
The teacher's desk should be adequately equipped for record keeping. 
In t,he teaching of the socia1 studies, "more and more equipment 
and charts are being used. These, and other subjects, require storage 
cabi...'1.ets which ~v be instilled below window stools or the lower sec-
tions of bookcases, or recessed in unused flu spaces. The chart cases, 
generally about two feet six inches by three feet three inches, will be 
convenient to the instructor and will fit very nicely below the front 
6 
board." 
If the social studies classroom is sufficiently spacious, a dis-
play case, which can be locked, should be included as a part of the 
regular equipment. If not, a display case in one of the corridors 
should be made available for the use of the social studies department. 
A schedule should be made by the teachers and pupils concemed so that 
each class vdll have an opportunity to arrange a display once or more 
each semester. 
other equipment, llD.lch of which may be of use to the teacher of the 
7 
social studies is included in the list which follows: 
6 Ralph Ee Hacker, .QI?.• cit., p 295. 



















































maga.zinon, back numbers 
bulletins, govt., state 
statutes, local, state 
posters 
biographical sketches 
Ifuch of the equipment listed above will be · on hands at tho beginning 
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of school. A new teacher should check through his supplies and equip-
ment that are on hand and then develop a ·plan to secure such supplies 
as will have immediate use. The plan for addition to prosont equipmont 
should be a "longterm" plan so that the needs for certain eq,uipment in 
the future be anticipated.. While the above list of supplies is 
rathe1• large and somewhat e.."Q)enaive, careful plarming over a period of a 
few years 1Vill yield most that is desirable and useful. 
The real test of whether more equipment should be purchased is 
to be found in a check-up to discover whether tho equipment now on hand 
is being used. The following suggestions may serve to assist with the 
wise use of oquipmont in the social studies classroom: 
1. Tako an inventory of the equipment on hand. 
2. List the equipment needed and probable cost. 
3. Plan definite~ to care proper]Jr for the equipment on hand and 
whatever is added. 
4. Devise soma system or catalo~g materials. 
5. In planning instruction, anticipate the materials to be used 
and then instruct pupils in the proper use ond preservation 
ot equipment. 
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6 ... , Encourage pupils to share in planning for the use or equipment. 
7 •. Through the use or buJJ.etins or the school paper, publicize the 
additions of equipment. 
8. Pupils m10 enjoy v;orking with materials will often devise pieces 
of equipment for the classroom which are inexpensive but serve 
a very useful purpose. 
9. Adult mombers of the community often have materials, especially 
old :magazines, which they are very glad to give to the schools, 
'if thoy nro informed that such gifts are acceptable. 
What devices ma.v: be used to determine the materials needed? 
The follovdng devices may be used to determine what materials 
ai~a needed: 
1. Visitation and observation. 
2. Recormnendationa and requests or teachers and pupils. 
3. Weaknesses in results. 
4. Courses of study and curriculum records. 
5. Pupils' reading·8ecords and reports. 6. EJC;perimentation. 
V/hat cr-lteria may be used to ¢de :tn the selection of textbooks for use 
in the social studies? 
The selection of a textbook for use vdthin the classroom is an 
extremely importnnt responsibility due to the significant position which 
the textbook occupies in American education.. Sometimos the textbook is 
the only source of printed infon:tation availablo for pupils or teachers. 
In many instances, the toxtboolc determines tho content or tho course and 
the method or .instruction. Beginning teachers II seom Mre likely to de-
pend upon formal textbook methods than do teachors of from t'ITO to five 
$ National Education Associntion, Department of Supervisors and 




Criter-la to be used in the selection of textbooks for use in the 
socia1 studies are discussed by several or the w.riters or the references 
cited in the bibliography under the heading 0Prof'essional Books on Teach-
ing the Soc:5 .. aJ. Studies." The following nine "suggestions f'or selecting 
a social studios te,ct;book" havo been proposed by William E. Vickery: 
l. The textbook conmdttee should construct a checklist to meet its 
specific needs rather than adopt one riJ.ade by some other group. 
2. The list of criteria used in evaluating textbooks should be 
comprehensive, objective, and adapted to the special needs of 
the social studieso ' 
3. The form of the checklist and 'the emphasis or weight each item 
receives should be decided by the committee after an extensive 
study of other lists. 
4. The list of books to be examined should be inclusi va and up to 
date. 
5. i~ll books that do not conform to certain objoctive and easi:cy-
ap:plied standards may be eliminated without further analysis: 
(a} Is the textbook1o data of publication or last revision 
recent enough to include eFtsentiaJ. material? 
· (b) Does tha textbook• s or.ganization and content conform in 
•. its broad outlines, to the local course of study'? 
( c) Is the vocabulary used in the textbook adapted to the 
abilities or the pupils who will read it? · 
· (d) Does the mechanica1 make-up or· the textbook conform to 
the minimum standards sot by the committee? 
(o) Is the textbook avouedly written from a sectiona1 or 
sectarian viewpoint? 
(f) Is the price coimnensurate·with the school1a or pupil's 
ability to pa:y? 
6. Books should be ranked not oncy' by total score but also by 
specific qualities. 
?. If the conparative studies do not revaa1 that one book is 
clearly the best, the two or three that rank highest should 
be'tried·out in classrooms to detennine which one shall be 
recommended for adoption. 
8. The textbooks, or selected parts or them, should be tried 
out by different teachers in various types or classes. 
9 National , Society r or the, Stuey of Eduoa.ti,on, The Thirtieth 
Yearbook Pa.rt II, The Textbook in American F..ducation. (moomington, 
Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1931), p. 25. 
9 Final. selection of the textbook should rest upon a collabor-
ation betw~gn the toxtbook committee and tho school admin-
istration • .l! 
All textbooks for use in the schools of Kansas are selected by a 
committee cor.i.posod of the membership of the sta.te ·boord or education· 
with the addition or the state printer and the otate business manager as 
ll 
ex officio· members. · This committee depend.a upon · "textbook advioor, 
conmi.tteestt for lists of recommended textbooks from which finol. choice 
is made. The textbook advisory committees are appointed by the state 
board of education. A majority of the membership of the textbook advis-
ory committees "shall be supervisors, principals, superintendents, or 
12 
teachers." 
Even though textbooks for use in tho schools are adopted by a . 
central body or corlllllittee, textbooks, other than the adopted ona, make 
good references. The porson or comd.ttee making the selection of ref-
erence books may be guided by many of the criteria which are used £or 
the selection of the adopted texts. Tho following statemonto have 
significance for those who are to select te,=tbooks for children's user 
lO lfotional Council for the Social Studios, Bibliography of 
books in the Social Studies Elementary and Secondary Schools~aul.e-
tin Humber 12~ Washillbrton, D. c.: The ·national Council for the Social 
Studies, 1939J, PP• 60-69. 
ll Kansas. State Department of Education, Kansas School~ 
Revised (Topeka, Kansas: State Department of Education, 1939), 
pp. 333-334. 
l2 illg., PP• 333-343• 
· The book should be mechanicaJ.ly satisfactory as ·to size, bind-
ing, paper·, and legibility. Its authors should possess unquestioned 
scholarship and experience in the field covered, and should give 
evidence of careful reseru.1 ch in the selection of the content. The 
subject ' 1natter should be as nearly runctional. as possiblo, should 
be related to the life e:xperiences of children, and so organized as 
to give proper·diatribution and emphasis to· the topics and activi-
ties i;ren.ted. It ehould be presented with simplicity, yet thorough-
ness, · and chal.lenge the genuine interest of the pupils to miom it ia 
addressed. The vocabulary should be simple, and carer~ graded. 
Many textbooks now on the market are not within the coopl'ehension 
of the readers. Books most in demand in modern schools make pro-
vision 'for individual differences among pupils, arouse them to pur-
poseful. planning, execution, and appraisal of desirable activities, 
and lend themaelvos !~ a reasonable amount of socialization in 
classroom practices. 
Additional references which may be consulted for information 
which may assist individuals or colillilittees ,nth the selection of text-
books and reference books are: 
Department of El.eJ;1entary School Principals or the National Edu-
cation Association. Sixteenth Yearbool<:. Appraising ~ -
Elementary School Program. Vlashi11~on, D. c.; The National 
Elementa.cy Principal, 1937 •. 11A Plan of Te--..ctbook Evaluation," 
Ivan R. Waterman. PP• 547-557. 
Franzen, n. H. and Knieht, F. R., Textbook Selection. Baltimore, 
Uaryland: Via.rm.ck &: York, -Inc., 1922. 94 PP• 
Hall-. .l\,lest, ·Alfred L. l'l!Q. Textbook: full !ill_ Use and Judge n_. 
New York City: The Macmillan Company, 1918. 265 PP• 
Maxwell, c. R., and Ydlzer, L. R. ill:8h School Administration. . 
Garden City, Hew York: Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., 19.36. 
514 pp. ' Chapter XIII, "The Selection and Evaluation of Text-
books," ppe' 370-399. 
national Society for tho Study or Education. Thi11tieth Yearbook, 
Part II. The Textbook in f.merican Education. moomi.ngton, 
Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1931. 323 PP• 
13 Uichigan. State Department or Public Instruction, What 
Rosearch §.&? (Bulletin Number .308; Lsnsing, :Michigan: Superintendent 
of Public Instruction, 1937), P• ,31. 
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Nystrom, W,. C, Selection and Provision or Textbooks.,, Lawrence, 
Kansas, (The University of Kansas): W" o. Nystrom, 1937., 
125 PP~ 
National Education Associntion. Research Bulletin. Iraproving Social 
Studies Instruction. (Volume XV., Number 5., November 1937) .. 
Washington!) D~ C.: Research Division of tho Mational. Education 
Association, 19370 pp. 238-2450 
y,hat COJ!lPanies publish books, workbooks, pamphlets 2 and other printed 
materials useful to the teacher of the social. studies? 
To secure an available list of publishers the following sources 
were consulted: 
School Book Department or the State Board of Education. !2l&, 
Price List. Topeka., Kansast State Department of Education, 1940. p. 4. 
State Board of Education. Program or Studios Recommended~ The 
Public Schools~~ Hampshire Grades !ll_ XII, fm. !, Soc1a1 Studies. 
Firth Edition. Oonaord, New Hampshire: State Board of Education, 1940. 
Pp. 287-288 •. 
State Department of Education. A Teachers' Guide Curriculum 
Development. Secondary Section. , The. Arkansas Cooperative Program To Im-
prove Instruction, Bulletin No. IV. Little Rock, Arkansas: State Depart-
mentor Education, 193;. Pp. W.-116. 
State Department of Education. Louisiana Progx:om l'll! ;tmprove-
.Q! Instruct:J.on Third Bulletin. Baton Houge, Louisiana: State 
Superintendent of Public Educntion, Bulletin Mo. 3841 September, 1938. 
Pp. 295-297. 
State Superintendent or Public Instruction. Handbool< For Elamen-
and Secondary Schools !.9.2.!!. · Publication No. 206. Raleigh North 
Carolina1 State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1938. p. 188 • 
.!h!!, Publishers• Trade Annual m.2_. (Sixty-Seventh Year). 
New York: R. R. Bowke~ Company-, 62 West 45th street. 
This list of publishing houses may be supplemented by the addition 
or other publishing houses as catalogues are received by the principal or 
teacher. Ir the catalogues of publishing houses are not on file, the 
principal or a teacher designated to be in charge or such inrormn.tion, 
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should sand a ?"equest for such materials. Ca.tnJ.ogues and acrrertising 
materials show.d be on .tile in a readi4" accessible place., probably in 
the centra1 office, ·so that teaohe~a vmo desire to use them mey do .so. 
The principal or chaL~ of the department of sociaJ. studies mey .desire 
to issue a bulletin at periodical intervals about the publication of 
new books. The in!ormation for such a bulletin would be available if 
the wbliehing companies listed below were mailing their announcements 
14 
to the local school. A publication or the H. w. Wilson Compaiv 
contains a "Directory of Publishers" by Carola Steiner which contains 
the names and addresses or a nmch greater munber of publishers than it 
was possible to compile tor the users of this handbook. 
Publishing Houses 
Acorn Publishing Company, Inc., Rockville Centre, Long Island, N.Y. 
Allyn and Bacon, 50 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts . 
American Association for Adult Education., Inc., 6o E. 42nd Street, 
New York 
American Association of School Administrators, l.20116th Street N.W., 
Washington, D. C. 
American Book Company, 88 Lex:l.ngton Avenue, New York 
American Council on Education, •744 Jackson Place, Washington., n.c. 
American Education Press., Inc., 40 s • .3rd Street, Columbus, ,Ohio 
American Library Association, 520 N. Michigan Avenue, Cbifiago 
American National Headquarters, 17th and D Streets, N.w., Washington, 
D.c • 
.American Youth Commission, 744 Jackson Place, Washington, D.C. 
Americana Corporation; 2 West 45th Street, New York 
Appleton Century. D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., .35 w. 32nd 
Street, New York 
Associated Authors, 222 V1. Adams St., Chicago, Illinois 
Associated Publishers, Inc., 1538 9th st. N.W., Washington, D.c. 
Association Prass, .347 Madison Avenue, New York 
Atlas Publishing Company, Inc • ., 150 Lai'ayette Street, New York 
Barnes, A.s. A. s. Barnes and Company, 67 n. 44th Street, New York 
14 Cumu.lathe Index, ~!2.XZ• New York, New Yorkt H. W. 
Vlilson Company, 19.38. Pp. 2663-2680. 
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Barnas and No°l'le, Inc·., 105 5th Avenue, New. York 
Beckley-Cardy Company1 1632 Indiana Avenue$ Chicago 
Bircha.rd. C. C. Birchard and Company 1 221 Columbus Avenue, Boston 
Blakiston. The Blald.aton Company, 1012 Walnut Street, Philadelphia 
Blue Ribbon Books, JJ., West 49th St •• Rockefeller Crnter, M. Y. 
Bobbs-Morrill Company, 724 N;. UeridiP.n Street, T.ndianapolis 
Book House ·for Clu.ldren, 360 n. llichigan .Boulevard, Chifago 
Boy Scouts ·of America, 2 Pl'.rk Avenue, New York 
Bruce Publishing Compacy, 524-51.4 N. Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, N. Y. 
Burt • . A. L. Du.rt, · Inc., 114-120 E. 23rd Street; New York 
California State PrinM.ng Office, Sacramento, California 
Ca.slon Printing Co.,· 540 s. San, Pedro Street, Los Ange1es, California 
Catholic Education Press, Washington,. D. c. 
Chapman and Grimes, Inc., 30 Winchester St., Boston 
Circle Book Company, 33rd and Arch Streets, Philadelphia 
Church. John·Church Company, 113 West 57th Street, New York 
Clarke, Irwin and Company, Ltd., 480-486 University Ave., Toronto 
Columbia University Presa, 296o Broadway, ?Iow York 
Compton. F. E~ Compton and Compaey, 1000 N. Dearbom Street, Chicago 
Comstock Publishing Co., Inc., 1.24 Roberts Place, Cornell Heights, 
Ithaca, New York 
Cordex Book Company, Inc., Norwood, Massachusetts 
Cordon Company, Inc., New York City, 225 Lat~ette Street 
Coward-Uc0ain, Inc., 55 Firth Avenue, New York 
Crawford. c. c. Crauford, University of S'outhem California, .Los 
Angeles 
Crofts. F. s. Crofts and Company, 4l Union Square VI., Now York 
Crowell. The Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 393 4th Avenue, Mew York 
Cupples & Leon Company, 470 Fourth Avenue, New York 
Davis Company, 1911 .. -1916 Cherry Street, Philadelphia. 
Day. Jobn. Da_r Company, lnc., 2 West 45th St., Nerf York 
Do La Uare. A. T. De La Mare CompElJV Inc., 448 w. 37th Streat, ,New York 
Denoyer-Geppert~ 5235 Ravenswood Ave., Chiaago 
~ial Presa, Inc., 152 w. 13th st., New York 
Ditaon. Oliirer Ditson Company, Inc., 359 Boylston ,Street, Boston 
Dodd Mead and Company, In~., 443-449 4th Avenue, New York 
Donahue. U. A. Donahue and Company, 701-733 s. Dearborn Street, Chicago 
Doubleday, Dor3Il and Company, Inc., 75 Franklin Averme, Garden City 
Duke University Preas, Durham, North Carolina. 
Dutton. E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 286-302 4th Avenue, New York 
Educational Publishers, Inc., 720 Wa.sh Ave., s.E .. , Uinneapolis 
Educational Publishing Campa.IV', 221 Fourth Avenue, New York 
Encyclopedia. Britannica, Inc., 876 National Press Bldg., Washington 
Educational. Policies Commission, 1201 Sixteenth st.., ,N.W., Washington 
Farrar .and Rinehart, Inc., 232 Madison Avenue, N8\T York 
Flanagan. A. Flanagan Company, 920 N. Franklin Street, Chicago 
Follett Publishing Co., 12.47 Wabash Avenue, Chicago 
Foreign Policy Association, 80 West 40th St., New York 
Fischer. Carl Fischer, Inc., 52-62 Cooper Square, New York 
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Funk and Vln.gni:illa Compaey-, 354-360 '4th. Avenue,· New York 
Garden City Publishing Company, Inc., , 75 Franklin Ave., Gardan City, 
New York 
Garrard Press, Champaign, lllinois 
Ginn and Company, 15 Ashburton Place, Boston 
Globe Book Company, ·Inco, 175 5th·Avnnue, New, York 
Greenberg, PubJ.isher, Inc • ., 67. West 44th st., N. ·Y. 
Gregory. c. A. Gregory Conpany, 345 Calhoun Street, Cincinnati 
Grolier Society, 2 w. 45th Street, New York 
Grosset and Dunlap, 1140 Broadway, New York 
Gregg Publishing Company-, 6 North M.i.ch. Ave., Ohl.ca.go 
Harcourt, Brace and Compan;r, Inc., .383 Madison Avenue, New York 
Harlow Publishing . Company, Oklahoma City, Oklaholila 
Hall & lroOrear.y Company, , 434 South Wabash Avenue, Chicngo, lllinois 
Harper and Brothers, 49 E. 33rd Street, llew York 
Harr Wagner Publishing Company, ·609 Mission Street, San Francisco 
Harrison Publishing Company, Columbus, Ohio 
Itarter. Publishing Company, 2046 E. 71st st., Cleveland, . Ohio · 
Harvard University P1'ess, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Heath •. D. o. Heath and Company, .28,5 Columbus Avenue, Boston 
Hinds,·· Hqden and FJ.dridge ,·, Inc., ; Union Square, New York 
Heney Holt and Comparzy-, l Park Avenue., New York 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 2 Park Street, Boston 
Inor Publishing Company, New York, N. Y. 
International Publishers, Inc., 381 Fourth Avenue, N. Y. 
International ·Society or Christian Endeavor, 41 Mount Vernon. Street, 
Boston 
International, Textbook Company, 1001 Wyoming Avenue, . Scranton, Pa. 
Interstate Printing Compaey-, 132 N. Walnut st., Danville, D.1. 
Iroquois Publishing Company, 106 E. Fayette st., Syracuse, N. Y. 
Junior · Literary Guild, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, N. -Y. . 
Joh..'lson Publishing Compal\V, · 8-10 s. 5th St., . Richmond, Virginia 
Kenyon Presa Publ.ishing Co.,, 291 Keeyon Ave., Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
Keystono View Company, Meadvil..1e, Pennsylvania 
Itnopf. Alfred A. Knopf., Inc .. , 730 5th Avenue, New York 
Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., 36 w. 24th street, Mew York 
Lippincott. J. B. Lippincott Company, 227-231 s. 6th street, 
Philadelpbie. 
Little, Brown and Company, 34 Beacon·Straet, Boston 
Liveright Publishing Corporation, ;386 4th Avenue, New York 
Longma.ns, Green nnd Company, lll,. 5th Avenue, Now York 
Lothrop, Lee and Shepard CQTilpany, 126 Ifewbury Street, Boston 
Lyons and Carnahan, 250() Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
UcBr:l.de. Robert M. McBride and Compa.ny, 4 W. 16th Street, New York 
McClelland and Stewart, Victoria Street, Toronto 
McClure Publishing Company, New York City• 
lfcClurg. A •. c. lfoClurg nnd Company, 333 E. Ontario Street, Chicago 
McCormick llathara Company, 1501 East Douglas Avenue, Wichita, Kans. 
l!cGraw-Hill Book Company-, Inc., 330 w. 42nd Street, New York 
McKay. · David McKay Company, 604-608 S. Washington Square, Philadelphia. 
McKinley Publishing .Company, 1021, Filbert Street, Philadt3lphia 
McKnight & McKnight, 109-lll W. Market st., Bloomington, · lll. 
Uact\uley- Company, 381 Fourth Aberme, New York 
lhcmillan Company, 60 5th Averme, New York 
Mncra.e Smith Company, 1712-1714 Ludlqw Street, Philadelphia. 
Manual Arts Press, 237, N. llonroe St:heet, ,Peoria~ ,DJ.inois 
Mennonite .Publishing Company, ScottdaJ.a, . Pennsyl.van:i.a 
Mentzer , Bus~ and Company, 2210 S. Pa.rim~, Chicago . 
Merriom. G. & c. lferriam Company, 10 Broadwey-1 Springfield, 
Massachusetts 
lferrill. Charles E. :Uerrill Compat\V, 381, F9',ll'th Avenue, New York 
'Hinton, , ~ch and Company, ~-6 Vi. 45th Street, New York 
Morrow, William and Company, Inc., 386 Fourth Avenue, New York 
Morgan-Dillon and Company, Chicago, IDinois 
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Laurel Book CompaJ\v, 325 ~outh Market . Street, Chicago, D.linois 
National Council £or the Social Studies, ·1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., 
Washington, D. C. 
National Council ot Teachers or EMlJ.sh, 2ll w. 68th st., Chicago 
National Education Association,. 1201 Sixteenth St., Washingt.on 
Natio~al Tuberculosis Association,• 50·W• 50th Street, New York 
Nelson. Thomas Nelson and Sons., ,381-385 4th Avenue., New York 
Newson and Company, 73 . 5th Avenue, Mew York 
Noble and ?Joble., Publishers, Inc., 100 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Norton. Vl. w. Norton and CompDllY, Inc., 70 Fifth Avenue, New Yorlt 
Nystrom. A. J. Nystrom, .Chicago, lllinois 
Odyssey ·Praas., New York, N. Y. 
Ohio state University Press, Columbus, Ohio 
Owen. . F. A. Owen Publishing Company, Dansville.,. tlew YorJc 
Oxford University Presa, 114 5th Avenue, New fork 
Page. , L. c •. Paae and Company., 53 Beacon street, Boston 
Penn Publishing Company., 925 Filbert Street., ~hiladelphia 
Pitman Publiohing Corporation,. 2-6 , W • •, 45th , Street, Mew York 
Popular l!echanics Press, 200 E. Ontario Street, Chicago 
Practical Drawing Company., Dallas, Texas 
Prath~r Publishing Compa:ny1 Auburn, Alabama 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 70 Fifth Avenue,. New York 
Public School Pub+:J.shing Cot1pany, 509-513 North East Street, 
moomington, D.linois 
Putnam. o. P. Putnam's Sons., Putnam Bldg., 2-6 w • . 45th St., New York 
Quarrie. W. F. ()la.rrie Corporation., 35 E. Wacker Drive, Chica.go 
Rand McNaJ.JJr and Company, 536 s. Olark Stre~t, Chicago 
Remington. The Remington-Putnam Co., 347 N. Charlos Street, Baltimore 
Rovell. Floming H. Revell Company, New ,York 
Roncl.d Press Complll\r, ,15 East 26th street, New York 
Row, Peterson . and Comp~, 1911 Ridge Ave., Evanston., Illinois 
Rowe. H. ,u. Rowe Compatzy', ,320 East 21st -Street, Chicago, lllit).ois 
Russell ,Sago Foundation, New York 
Sadlier. William H. Sadlier, Inc • ., ll Park Placo, N. Y. 
Sanborn. Benjorain H. Sanbom and CornP.any, 221 E. 20th st., Chicago 
Saunders • . w. B. Saunders Company, West Washington Square, Philadelphia 
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Schir.m.er., G. Schirmer, lnc.,, , 3 E. 43rd st., New York 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 623 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, m. 
Scribner.. Charles Scribner• s Sona, • 597 5th 'Avenue, New York 
Sears. J., H. Sears and Company11 381 4th Avenue, New York 
Silver, Burdett and Company, 41 Uni.on Square w., New York 
Simmons-Broadmnn Publishing Company, JO .Church Street, New York 
Simon & Schuster, · Inc.:, 386 4th Avenue, ,Nert York , 
Singer.· The l,. w. Singer Company, ·21,.9-259 West Erie Blvd., Syracuse, 
New York · 
Smith, Richard R., 120 E. 39th St., New York 
Smith, ·Tum.er E., and Company, 4/;J. w. Peachtree St., N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 
Southern Publishing Company, 321 ·Santa Fe lll.dg., Dallas, Texas 
Southwest Press, Inc., Publishers; Box 746, Dallas, Texas 
South-Western Publishing Company, 201 West Fourth st., Cincinnati, Ohio 
stechert. o. E. Stechort and Company, 31-33 E. 10th Street, New York 
Stokes. Frederick A. stokes Company, 443-449 4th Ave., New York 
stowell. J. w. •Stowell Compan;r, Federalsburg, Maryland 
Stratford Company, 289 Congress Street, .Boston , 
superintendent of Documents_, Government Printing Oi'fica, Washington, 
D. C. 
Tudor PublishL"lg Company, 418 W. 25th Street, H. Y. · 
University 0£ Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis Ave., Chicago 
University of }Torth Carolina Preas, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
University·of -Southem Calirornia ,Press, Los Anzeles 
University Publishin(l Company, The, 1126 Q Street, Lincoln, Nebr. 
Vanguard Pl"esa, . Inc., 100 ,5th ,Avenue, New Yorlc 
Van Nostrand. D. Van Mostrand Compa!\V, 250 4th Avenue, New York 
Victor. ·R.C.A. Victor Co., Inc., Education Dept., Camden, New Jersey 
Viking Press, Inc., 18 E. 48th Street, New York 
Vollu11d. .. P • F • · Volland Campany, Joliet, lllinoie 
Warwick & York, Inc., 10 E. Antu st., Baltimore, Uaryland 
Webster Publishing Company, 1808 Washington Ave .• , .st. Louis, tli.ssouri 
Wheeler Publishing Oompe.ny, 26,31-2835 s. Parkw8.l", Chicago . 
Whitman Publishing Company, 1220 Mound Averme, Racine, Wisconsin 
Wilde,. W. A. Wilde,· 131 Clarendon, St., ·Boston 
Wiley. John Wiley• and Sons, Inc., • 440 4th Avenue, New York 
Williams & Vlilld.ns, Baltimore, Uaryland 
Vlillig. John Vlillig Presa, Stapleton, New York 
Willett, Clark & Company, 440 s. Dearborn St • .,. Chicago 
Vlilson. - H.· w. •Wilson Compnny, 950-972 University Aveme, New York 
Winston., The John c. Winston Company, 1006-1016 Arch Street, Philadelphia 
Witmark. ,U,. Witma.rk & Sons, 1250 6th Ave., .New York 
Woman• s Press, 600 Lexington Ave., New York 
World Book Company, 3.33 Park Hill Ave., Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
Yale University Pross, ~Tew Haven, Corm. 
Zaner-Bloser Company, Columbus, Ohio 
How may the tencher of the social studies use the community as a 
laboratory? 
The teacher of the social studies consider the conmunity-
as a. laboratory for the study' of the social aspects of living. Here, 
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he and his pupils will be able to observe society in action~ to partici-
pate in community activities, and to contribute to the improvement or 
15 
the local community activities. 
Adult citizens of the average American community take pride and 
interest in the loca1 schools. This interest and pride in the local 
schools on the parli of .the aduJ.ts can be developed along wholesome 
lines under the wise guidance of intelligent school ,administrators and 
teachers. The interest of adults in the schools is exhibited through 
16 
the many organizations w.tth educational purposes. Bessie Louise Pierce 
has indicated the activities of m.a.ny or the organizations which influence 
the educa.tiona1 program of the schools. 
The teacher of the social studies should consult with the prin-
cipal in regard to the policy to be f'ollowed where plans are made to use 
the community resources for instru6tional purposes. The principal nnd 
the faculty may desire to discuss at one or more faculty meetings the 
question or policy in raga.rd to utilization of the community resources. 
15 National Education Association, Department of Superintendence, 
_TI!! Socio1 Studies Cyrriculum (Fourteenth Yearbooks Washington, D. C.: 
The National Education Association, 1936), PP• 254-274. 
16 Bessie Louise Pierce, Citizens• Organizations ~~Civic 
Training .S:. Youth (Report of the Conmission on the Social Studies, 
American Historical Association, Part lll; New York: Charles Scribner• a 
Sond, 1933), 428 PP• 
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Once such a. policy is adopted,, new teachers will need to be made aware 
or it by' the principal. 
·Community resources useful for ·instructional purposes may be 
17 
discovered by: observation, interview, and research. The adminis-
trator of the school has the opportunity of'. helping the ,teachers of the. 
social studies to avail themselves of the connnunity resources about 
which he has organized information. 
A record of the community resources useful for instructional 
purposes should be kept in a ~iling system which is up-to-date and 
ready. for use at aJ.l times. Such a record should include: the names of 
people who have hnd unusual experiences, the names of people who have 
teaveled, the names or people who are able to make good talks, the names 
of people who are possible subjects for intervim:,s, the names or people 
who have interesting exhibits or collections, places where field tripe 
or excursions be made, places of ltj.storical interest, and other in-
formation which will assist the person using the file. Also, the file 
should contain the dates men such persons were .heard, or places visited, 
and the groups that heard the discussion or made t};le trip. This ~or-
mation may well be kept on file in the central office, as well as in the 
files of the individual teachers who make use of the comnmnity as a 
laboratory £or instructional purposes. 
17 Georgia.. State Department or Educa~ion, .·~ Community as !. 
Source or Materials Qr, Instruction ( Georgia Program tor the Improvement 
of' Instruction in the Public Schools, Revised, , August, 1938; Atlanta, 
Georgia: State Department or Education, 1938J, P• 13. 
Teachers may do much observing and interviewing within the 
cozmnunity in order to be informed aoout its resources. Visits by 
teachers to the stores, factories, and places of historical interest 
early in the yea:!! will assist them to become informed of details not' 
to be ·gained by reading books or magazines. 
A teacher of the social studies will find it to his advantage 
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to become acquainted with the nity·library and members of the library 
start• Frequently the staff will cite him to references or recent date 
that he may otherwise overlook. The writer has found it• to his advantage 
to furnish the city librarian with copies of reading lists which were 
uaed in his social studies classes. 
Early in the school year, the ·teacher of the social studies may 
desire to begin calling on the parents or his pupils in their homes. 
Such visits should result :ln a better understanding between the paronta 
and the teacher. The teacher should not be an °inspector" on such 
visits .but rather an interested~ friendly, approachable individual in-
terested in common with the parents in the welfare of' the child• 
Teachers find it desirable to invite parents to the class-
room to view exhibits ot work or certain regular or special activities 
within the classroom. Pupils may assist the teacher in planning for 
visitors~ Such planning should include a desire on the part of pupils 
and teacher to create an atmosphere of graciousness and courtesy toward 
all visitors. 
The teacher of the social studies will find that conferences 
with pupils will assist him to know his pupils and will also assist him 
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to learn more about the resources o£ the community. The school records 
ot each pUpil ,should also be studied by ea.ch teacher in order that he 1IJ!3-Y 
be better Wormed in regal"d to the type or work to be expected from his 
pupils. 
suggestions for utilizing community resources a.re contained in 
the references already cited. Other references which ma.7 prove helpful 
on this topic ares 
Bell, Howard >A., l!atchl.ng Youth !!!!, ~. Washington, D. c.: The 
American Council on Education, 1940. 277 PP• 
Bell, Howard M., Youth ,l!ll their Storz. Washington, D. c.: The 
American Youth Commission ot the American Council on Education, 
19.38. 273 PP• 
Caswell, H. L., and D. L. Campbell, Curriculum Development. New 
York: The American Book Company,. 19;35. PP• 336-.'.344• 
Chambers, M. ll., !h! Community lli Young People. Washington, 
o. c. t The American Xouth Commission of the American council on 
E!ducation, 1940., 36 PP• 
Chambers, M. M., and Howard lh Bell, How~~.! Community Youth 
Survey. Washington, D. c. s The American Youth Commission or the 
American Council on Education, 1939. 45 PP• 
Olapp, Elsie Ripley, Qommunitz Schools,!!! Action. New York: The 
, Viking Press, 1939. 429 PP• 
Colcord, Joanna c., gommunitz. New York: Russell Sage Found-
ation, l9a9. 249 PP• 
Oomiil""etee on Community organization for Health Education or the 
American Public Health Association, Community Organization!£ 
Health (A Report). 1790 Broadway-, New York: American Public 
Health Association, 1941. 120 PP• 
Engelhardt, N. L., and N. L. Engelhardt, Jr., Plo.nning 1J!! Communitz 
School. New York: American Book Company, 1940. 188 PP• 
Everett, Samltel, editor, The Comnunity School. New York: D. 
Appleton-Century Company, 1938. 487 PP• 
Hanna, Paul R., Youth Serves !J!! Community. D. Appleton-Centucy 
Company, 19.36 • .303 PP• 
Heiss, Elwood D., Ellsworth s. Obourn, and w. c. Wesley Hoffmann. 
Modem Methods !!!!! Materials !2!: Teaching Sciance. New Yorki 
The Macmillan Company, 1940. pp. 151-160 
Johnson, Henry, Teaching or Historz {Revised edition. New Yorkt 
The Macmillan Company, 1940. PP• 16.3-166. 
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Kirkpatrick, E. L., Ouideposts l2£Rural Youth. Washington, D. o.: 
The American Youth Commission or the American Council on Education, 
1940. 167 PP• 
Lynd, aobert s., and Helen M. Lynd, JUddletown. New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Compan,, 1929. 550 PP• 
Lynd, Robert s., and Helen M. Lynd, Middletown !!! Transition. New 
York: Harcourt., Brace and Company, 19.'.37. 604 PP• 
Michigan, Ann ,A,;-bor, Board ot Education, Helping Children EKperi-
!!!2.! the Realities~~ Social Order~ Ann Arbor, Michigan: 
Board ot Education, 1933. 307 PP• 
National. Education Association. Department of Supervisors and 
"pµ-ec~~rs · of Instruction, .Materials Instruction. Eighth 
Yearbook. Washington, D. a.: National Education Association, 
19.35• 242 PP• 
___ , Newer Instructional Practices Promise. Twelfth Yearbook. 
Washington, D. C.t National Education Association, 1939. pp. 
57-74• 
New Hampshire, State Board of Education. Program~ Studies !l!£-
ommendod !b_! Public Schools BL !t!!! Hampsnire. Ore.des VII-XII. 
Part v, Social Studies, (Fifth Edition) Concord, New Hampshire: 
State Board of Education, 1940. PP• 42-45. 
Rainey, Homer P. H£!! l!£! American Youth? Hew York: D. Appleton-
Century Compan,, 1940. 186 PP• 
Stout, Dorman G., Teacher ru!S Community. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 
World Book Company, 1941• 2.36 PP• 
Wesley, Edgar B., Teaching Y!! Social Studies. Boston: D. c. Heath 
and Company, 1937. PP• 432-447, 
West, Ruth, editor. Utilization gt, !al! Community Resources!!! !-h! 
Social §t,udies. Ninth Yearbook. Washington, D. c. : The National 
Council r or the Social Studies, 1938. 229 PP• 
Where ma..y teachers of the social studies locate information on the 
teaching of study sld.lls? 
Information on the teaching of study sld.11s in the social 
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studies is available in texts on the teaching of the socia1 studies. 
Additional Wormation in regard to the teaching o:r general study skills 
may be obtained from the selected list of references which follows: 
Bird, Charles. Effective Study Habits. New York: The Centur;y 
Company, 1931. 247 PP• 
Book,. William F. Learning How 1Q. Study and Effectively. 
Bostons Ginn and CompaJV, 1926. 475 PP• 
Brink; William G. · Directing Study. Activities in~ Secondary; Schools. 
Garden City, l'let, Yorks Doubleday, Doran and Company, Ince, 
1937• 738 PP• 
Craw.f'o:ttd, Clo.ude C. Studying lJa,ior Subjects. Los Angeles, 
California: c. o. Crawford, University or Southam Cal.itornia, 
1930. 384 PP• 
Fredori~k, Robert w., F.agadale, Clarence E., and Salisbury, Rachel. 
Directing Learning. New York City: D. Appleton-Century Oompanyj 
19,38. 527 PP• 
Hall-Quest, Alfred L. Supervised Stugy;. Mew Yorlc:: The Macmillan 
Company, 1916. 433 PP• 
Hinsdale, B. A. HQ!! Study and Teach History. New York: D. 
Appleton and Company, 1897. 365 PP• 
ICornhauaer, Arthur VI. lli?Y! 12_ ,Stud.y. Chicago: The University or 
Chicago Presa, 1924. 42 PP• 
Logo.an; Hannah. It!! study Hnll (in Junior and Senior High Schools), 
New York: The Uacmillan Company, 1938. 190 PP• 
llcMurry, F. M. fu?!! to Study and Teaching HE!! .t,Q Stuc.ty. Boston: 
Houghton lli.fflin Gomparv, 1909. 324 PP• 
Wells, Amos R. !!2.!! to Study. Boston: United Society of Christian 
Ende~vor, 1900. l'.36 PP• 
Whipple, 0uy M. How Studx Ef'f ecti ve~~• Bloond.ngton, lllinoia: 
Public School Publishing Company, 191 • 44 PP• 
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Wilson., H. B. _. Train;ng Pupils to Study" Baltimore: Warwick and 
York, Inc._. 1917. 72 PP• 
Woodring, Maxie u., and Cocilo White Fleming., Directing Study 2{ 
High School Pupil.2,. (Revised and enlarged edition). mm York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College., Columbia University, 
1935• 253 PP• 
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A recent publication designed to test the acquisition of study 
sld.lls in the social studies contains 479 selected test items. One sec-
tion of this publication contains suggestions to teachers concerning the 
methods for testing the study sldlls which follow: 
1. Outlining 
2 • . SUmm.arizing 
.3. Constructing graphs 
4. Tald.ng notes from a speech 
5. Visualizing from a written description 
6. Visualizing from an oral description 
7. Observi\lg 
8. · Rea.ding"~ 
What visual aids should the teacher of the social studies plan to use? 
The teacher of the social studies should plan to use many visual 
aids. A visual aid roa:y be defined as: 11any picture, model, object, or 
device which provides visual experience to the learner for the purpose of 
(1) introducing, building up, enriching, or clarifying abstract concepts, 
(2) developing desirable attitudes, and (3) stimulating further activit7 
20 
on the part of the learner." Visual aids_. as thus defined, are 
18 Horaco I. Morse, and George H. McCune, Selected Items for the 
Testing of Study Sldlla (Bulletin Number 15; Washington, D. c.: National 
Council for the Social Studies, 1940), 72 PP• 
19 ~., PP• 67-69. 
20 Charles, F. Hoban, Charles -F. Hoban.Jr., and Sanru.el B. Zisman. 
Visualizing !h! Curriculum (New York: The Cordon Company, 193 7), p. 9. 
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classified. as: (a) the school journey, {"t?).museum materia1, ·(c) 
21 
motion pictures, {d) still pictures, and (e) graphic materials. 
The school. journey, nruseum material, still pictures, and graphic 
materials have already been discussed in the preceding sections of this 
chapter. Further discussion or certain types or still pictures and 
motion pictures will follow. 
Ia the Coat or Providigg Visual. Instruction Eguipment High? 
No. A recent bulletin . stated that nthe cost of providing visual 
instruction equipment is relatively small. An allowance ot from twenty 
to fifty cents r or each pupil r or the school year will insure an adequate 
22 
program. The amount should be included in the regular school budget." 
What principles should be observed in selecting and using visual aids in 
the classroom? . 
In the selection of visual aids for classroom use the following 
principles may be observedt 
1. An intelligent and cooperative faculty support should be 
developed. 
2. Sensory, aids should be carefull;r selected., 
3 The teacher must know the specific function of the various 
aids and how to use them most effectively. 
21 Loe. cit. - ,-
22 Kansns. , The University of Kansas, University Extension 
Division, Announcement or Visua1 ~= Motion Pictures ,!!:!ll! Glass · 
Slides Available Through Bureau .Qi Visual Instruction: (Lawrence, 
Kansas: Bulletin of the University or Kansas, Volume 40, No. 17, 
September 1, 1939),.p. ;. 
4. The aid should be appropriate to the age and experience or the pupils. 
; • The teacher . must ensure that the pupils obtain actual first-
hand OJCperience with the aids. 
6. An aid shou1d be actually "taught",. not merely displayed. 
7. The use of sensory aids must not be allovred to develop passive 
· rcceptivit7 in the pupils. 
8. Teacher preparation is absolutely' necessary. 
9. ·Adequate ·pupil preparation is a1ao necessary. 
:LO • . l;Jtilizing sensory aids should represent an economical use of 
the time of both the teacher and her pupil. 
ll. Not too !IU3lV' aids should be used. 
12. Sensory aids should be continuously evaluated by those viho use 
them. · 
13. A bilancod program of nudio-visual instruction should be 
developed. u. The aids should be properly protected and preserved~ 
15. Aids should be located conveniently and circulated efficiently. 
16. A' healthy oommunit;y support of tho program of audio-visual 
instruction should be developed.23 
What Additional. Planning Activities May be Used ·to Cause a. More Oenei•aJ. 
:Utilization of Visual. Aida by the Teachers of the Sooia1 Studies? 
The use of visual aids by the teachers of the social studies in 
the secondary school can be enhanced by careful planning on the part of 
the principal and his sta:t't. Such planning should be under the leader-
ship of the principal., a director of visual instruction., the chairman 
of the department., or a teacher m.thin the department who is interested 
in visual aids and. who has been selected to act in the capacity of a 
director of visual instruction. His duties have been described b)" Roy 
Wegner as follows 1 
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23 Harry C. KcKown, and Alvin B. Roberta., Audio-Visual lids_!!?, 
Instruction. (New York: llcGraw-Hill Book Comp~, Inc., 1940), PP• 38-52. 
1. 'Ho would· help to acquaint the teachers rd.th kinds and ·sources 
of teaching r&',\terials which they would be able. to use in 
their work. A collection of catalogues from film libraries, 
?mlsewns, and other ·agencies should be gathered and o.ade 
available. These references should be located in a central 
office where they ioay be used by all the teacpers. Sugges-
tions about new teaching J;llaterials 1:iq be circulated among 
members of the instructional staff. 
2. He would help the teacher procure the materials. Tho director 
will be acquainted with the proper methods of ordering films, 
and can organize plans for the icooperative use of the ma-
terial.s 'be.f'ore an order is sent. 
3.., He vmuld help the teachers with the· mechanics of projection. 
He can see that the projection equipment is in good condition, 
and supervise the purchase or nmv equipment when the need for 
it is clear. He can also see that rooms are made suitable 
for the use of projected material. 
4. He would suggest techniques of utilization which would fit the 
teacher and the classroom situation. The director might do 
this by arranging £or det10nstrations of materials and by 
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seeing that professional. advice is made available to the statr. 
5. He would organize a staff of student assistants to help with 
' many of the duties such as setting up and removing equipment 
in classrooms, operating the projectors, distributing and 
collecting materials., and the like. 
6. He would stimulate the production and uso of local teaching 
materials. Schools are more and more realizing that local 
resources which the conraunity offers are among the most 
important teaching materials that can be found. 
7. He should build up a store of information, and his office would 
act as a clearing house to serve the teaching staff when 
problems of teaching materials confronted them. lfuch time would 
be saved and teaching efficiency would be improved by having 
this service available to the starr.24 
24 Roy Vlangcr; "A Dit'ector of Visual. Instruction Can Help a . 
Social Studies Teacher-," The Social Studies, 32:81-82, February, 1941. 
Where may .the classroom teacher secure information in regard to tho 
l.oan of instructional. films and other visual aids? 
Visual educat,ion cantors for tho deposit and distl'i.bution of in-
structional films and other visual aids for use in the classroom a.re 
maintained in most ot the states. Teachers ma;r write to the directors 
of the various agencies listed below for catalogues. 
Visual Education Centers 
Arizona-University or Arizona, Tucson 
California-University of California, Berkeley or Los Angeles 
Colorado-University of Colorado, Boulder 
Florida-University of Florida, Gainesville 
Georgia-University System, Atlanta 
Illinois-University of Illinois, Urbana 
Indiana-University of Indiana, Bloomington 
Iowa-State College, Ames 
Iowa-University of Iowa, Iowa City a 
Kansas-University of Kansas, Lawrence. 
Ke~ucky-University of Kentucley", Lexington 
M'aasaahusetts-Dopartment of Education, State House, Boston 
Maeaachuoetta-Boaton University, School or Education, Boston 
llichigan-University or Michigan, Ann Arbor 
Minnesota-University of Uinnosota, Mimieapolis 
16.ssouri-University of :W.ssouri, Columbia 
New Hampshire-University of llevr Hampshire, Durham 
New Jersey-State Mu.sal.Uil, Trenton 
New York-Buffalo Society of Natural Science, Buffalo , 
New York-Syracuse University, Syracuse 
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New York-University of tha State ot. Ed. Dept. Vis. Inst. Div., Albal\V' 
North Carolina-University or Morth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
North Dakota-Agricultural College, Visual ·Service, Fargo 
Ohio--State Dept. ot Education, Columbus 
Oklahoma,,-University or Oldahoma, Norman 
Oregon-University System. Oen Extension Div., Dept. of Vis. Inst., Corvallis 
Pennsylvania--Comnercial Uusel.Uil, Philadelphia 
Pennsylvania--Commonwea1th at-Department or Pub. Inst., Harrisburg 
Pennsylvania-Collage ror Women, Film Service, Pittsburgh 
South Carolina-University of South Carolina, Columbia 
South Dakota-University or South Dakota, Vermillion 
a The Bureau or VisuaJ. Instruction or the University Extension 
Division of the University o! Kansas serves surrounding states. 
Texas-University of Toxas., Austin 
Utah-Brigham Young University., .Provo 
Vermont-University or Vermont, Burlington 
Washington-State College., Pullman 
Wisconsin-University of Wisconsin, Madison 
Vihero ma..v school administrators and toachers secure additional infonn-
ation in regard to visual education ruaterials? 
School administrators and teachers who desire additional inform-
ation in regard to visual education materials ma;y £ind many helpful. 
suggestions in the selected list of rererences which follow: 
Dale, Edgar, Fannie w., Dunn, Ohnrles F. Hoban, Jr., and Etta 
Schneider, (Under the Auspices or the Committee on Motion 
Pictures in F.ducation of the .American Council on Educntion). 
Motion Pictures !n, Education:. ! SulI!.lary' !?!, 1h! Literature 
(A Sour.cebook for teachers and Administrators). Hew York: 
the H. w. V'lilson Company, 19.37. 472 PP• 
Hartley, William H., Solocted Films For American History: B:!!!! 
Problems. Hew York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1940. 275 PP• 
Hoban, Cha.rles F., Charles F. Hoban, Jr., and Samuel B. Zisman, 
Visualizing~ Curriculum. Mew York: The Cordon Comp~, 
1937• 300 PP• 
. llcKown, Ha.rlo/ c., and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual.~ to In-
struction. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1911). 
385 PP• 
Townes, U'a.ry E., ToachinF, with Motion Pictures: ! G\ddo Sources 
.Q!:. Inrormntion. Naw York: Duroau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia Univeraity, . 1940. 29 PP• 
Educationa1 Screen · (Montbl¥, September Through June). 64 East Lake 
Street, Chicago. 
Each of the above references has an extensive bibliography. The 
genora1 references on the teaching of the social studies cited in the 
bibliography at the close of this chapter also contain additional 
~eference material on visual aids. 
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Where may the teacher of the social studies 1ocate information in 
regard to the use of the radio in the classroom? 
Teachers of the social. studies will find helpful suggestions in 
some of the references listed in the bibliography on the teaching ot 
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the social studies. Helpful inf'ormat:i.on in regard to the use or the 
radio in the classroom may be obtained from the five selected references 
which follow: 
Atld.naon., Carroll. Development of Radio Education Policies in 
American Public School Sy:atems. Edinboro., Pennsylvania: 
Edinboro Education Press, 1939. 279 PP• 
Committee on Scientific Aids to Learning of the National Research 
Council. Broadcast Receivers and Phonographs for Classroom Yll• 
New York City, 41 East Forty-second Street: Conmittee on 
Scientific Aids to Learning. 
Eisenberg, Azriel L. Children and Radio Programs. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1936. 240 PP• 
Harri.son, Margaret. Radio in~ Classroom. New York: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1937• 260 PP• 
McKown., Harry C., and Roberts, Alvin B. Audio-Visual 
Instruction. New York: McGraw Hill Book Comparzy-, Inc., 1940. 
385 PP• Chapter X, "Auditory Aids"• 
Further inf'ormation in regard to radio utilization in the classroom mq 
be obtained by addressing an inquiry to the organizations listed below: 
American Association ot School Administration, 1201 Sixteenth Street 
N.w., Washington, n. c. 
American Council on Education, 744 Jackson Place, Washington, D. C. 
Bureau ot Educational Research, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 
Columbia Broadcasting System, 485 Madison Avenue, New York City. 
Conmdttee on Scientific Aids to Learning, 41 East 42nd Street, 
New York City 
Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D. c. 
National. Advisory Council on Radio in Education. 60 East 42nd Street, 
New York City. 
National. Association of Broadcasters, National Press :RujJding, 
Washington, D. c. 
National. Association or Educational Broadcasters • . Harol.d A. 
Engel, Secretary; University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. 
National Broadcasting CompaJ\Y, 30 Rockefeller Plaza., New York City 
National Committee on Education by Radio, One Madison Avenue, 
New York City 
National Congress or Parents and Teachers, 60 East 42nd Street, 
New York City 
National Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., 
Washington,.D. c. 
National League of Women Voters, ;32 Seventeenth Street, N.w., 
Washington, ·D. c. 
The Nation's School of the Air, WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio 
United States Office of Education, Federal Security Agency, 
Washington, D. c. 
The .following eight specific objectives o~ "values" or radio are 
listed by · !!argar~t Harrison: 
l. Radio serves as a source or materials. 
2. Radio~ serve to set standards for pupils. 
3. Radio~ increase the number, variety, and intensity of 
children's interests. 
4. Radio mq expose the pupils to conflicting points of view. 
5. Radio m;q serve .to acquaint the children ,dth iother parts 
of our country and ldth other parts of the world. 
6. Radio may contribute to worthy use of leisure time. 
7. Through :radio~ , children may become f' amiliar with well-lmO\lD 
and prominent . people. 25 a. Radio serves to guide pupils in judgment and evaluation. 
The "euggestions for utilizing radio broadcasts" which .follow Illlq 
serve as guides for one or more professional faou1ty meetings. Teachers 
at such meetings ma;y desire to add other suggestions for the efficient 
use of radio broadcasting programs. 
l. Do not consider the broadcast a su.bstitut·e for regular teaching. 
2. It .possible, avoid ,auditorium and large-room settings. 
3. Select programs carefully. 
4. · Prepare and have pupils prepare de!initely for the broadcast. 
5. Correlate and integrate the program vdth classroom work. 
6. Insist on close attention. 
7. Wherever desirable and possible supplement the broadcasts with 
other aids• 
25 l[argaret Herrison, Radio in~ Classroom (New Yorks Prentioe-
Hall, Inc., 1937), PP• U-16. 
8. Consider the broadcast a tl'Pe of assigrnent for further · study. 
9. Reflect out-of-school listenings. 
10. Attempt to measure the results or the lmoadcasta. 
ll. Do not schedule too maey radio programs. 
12. Promote the development of discrimination in listening to 
broadcasts.20 
Where ma..v: teachers or the socia1 studies locate information about 
standardized tests? 
llany of the general re£erences •to the teaching of the social. 
studies listed in the last section ot this chapter contain sections on 
standardized tests. An excellent reference work on tests 1n genera1 
has been prepared under the editorship or Oscar K. Buros. The section 
27 
entitled, 1Tublisher• a Directory- and Index," contains a much m>re 
0 extensive list of the publishers or educational tests than is presented 
in this handbook. A requost r or catalogues to each of the publishers 
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in the list which follows will yield an a.ng>le supply of publications 
with detailed descriptions or tho standardized tests useful for measure-
ment purposes in the social studies. 
Selected List of Publishers of Educational. Testa 
Acorn Publishing Company, Rockville Centre, Hew York 
Benson and Compan;.v, Austin, Texas 
Benton Review Shop, Fowler, Indiana. 
Bureau of Cooperative Research, Indiana University, ID.oan.1.ngton, 
Indiana 
Bureau ot Educational Measurements, Kansas State Teachers College, 
Emporia, Kansas 
Bureau ot Educational Research and Service, State University, 
Iowa City, Iowa 
26 Harry c. UcKown, and A1vin B. Roberts. Audio-Visual~~ 
Instruction (New York: McGraw Hill Book Compat\Y', Inc., 1940), PP• 224-231. 
27 Oscar K. Buros, editor, .Th! Nineteen Fortz Uenta1 Ueasurements 
Yearbook {32 Lincoln Avanue, Highland Park, ?few Jersey: 'l'he l!ental. 
Measurefllents Yearbook, 1940), PP• 645-649. 
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Bureau or Publications, Teadhe1"s College, Columbia University, 
New York, , New York ,. . . 
Calii'ornia Test Bureau, 3636 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 
Center for Psychological Service, Washington,, D. o. 
Constitution Publishing Company, Mitchell, South Dakota 
Cooperative Test .. Service or the American Council on Education, 
15 Amsterdam Avewe, New York, New York 
Department of Educational Research, University of Toronto, 
Toronto, Canada 
Educational Test Bureau, 720 Washington Ava., S.E., Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 
Gim and Company, 15 Ashburton Place, Boston, Massachusetts 
Gregory Company, c. A., 345 Calhoun Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Hammet Company, J. L.,. Newark, New Jersey 
Harlow Publishing Company, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, llassaohusetts 
Holst Printing ,Company, Cedar FaJ.ls, Iowa 
Houghton Mifflin Compa.IJ¥', 2 Part Street, Boston, Massachusetts 
Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., 36 w. 24th Street, Ne~ York, .Ifen York 
McKnight and McKnight, 109-Pl, Vi. Market Street, Bloomington, m. 
Macmillan Company, The, 60 Firth Avenue, New. York, New York 
National Council of Teachers of English, 2ll w. 68th Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 
Public School Publishing Company, 509-51.3 North East street, 
Bloomington, D.linois 
Research Service Company, 7219 Bever~ Blvd., Los Angeles, California 
Russell Sage Foundation, New York, New Yorlc 
Scott, Foresman and Comparcy-, 623 South Vlabash Avenue, Chicago, m. 
Scribner's Sons~ Charles, 597 5th Avenue, New York, Nevr York 
Southern California School Book Depository, Los Angeles, California 
Stoe1ting Company, . o. N., Chicago, Illinois 
Webster Publishing Company, 1808 Washington Avenue, st. Louis, lJo. 
Vlorld Book Compa.tzy", 333 Park Hill Ave., Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York 
What standardized tests in the aocia1 studies field have been published 
for use in the senior hi$ school? 
The list which follows does not ,contain all the tests in the 
different subjects of the social studies. However, it does contain some 
of the more important facts about tests which were available to the 
writer and are assembled here for purposes or illustration. 
List of SociaJ. Studies ·Tests Olassified by ·SUbjecta ll%ld 
.Grados Published by Five Selected Publishing Houses 
Economics: 
American· Council Economics Test, (Grades 11-12) World Book Co. 
Cooperative Economics Test, (High School Grades~, Cooperative 
Test · Service or .American Council on Education. 
Ci'Vios and Govermnent: 
American Council Civics and Government Test, (Gr-adas 11-12), 
World Book .00ll!paJJ7 
Brown-Woody Civics: Test, (Grades ·9-12), World Book Company 
Burton Civics Teat, (Grade 9), ,World Book Company 
Hill Tests iri Civic Information and Attitudes, (Grades 6-12), 
Public School Publishing Company 
Hill-Vlilson Civic Action Test, (Grades 6-12),. Public School 
Publishing Company 
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· )fa~der-Chambers...Clinton American Civics and Government Test, 
• ."{High School ,and College), Public School PubJ,ishing Company 
Wrightstone Scale of.Civic Beliefs, (Grades ,9-12), World Book Coo 
Constitutions· 
Bear Test on the United States Constitution, (Grades 8-12), 
Public School Publishing Company 
Patterson Test or Study Exercise on the Constitution of the Unit9d 
Stat·es, Public School , Publishing Company 
American History: 
Barr and Daggert Inf'ormation Tests in .American History, (Junior 
and senior high school grades), Educntionnl Test Burean 
Bowman United States History- Test, (Grades 7-12), Public School 
Publishing Company 
Cole-Richards Teat tor the Understanding of American Histoey, 
Grades 8-12), Public School Publishing Comp~ 
Columbia Research Bureau American History Test, (Orades 10-12), 
World Book Company 
Cooperative American Histoey Teat, (High school grades), Coop-
erative Test Service or the ·.American Council on Education 
Ely-King lnterpretatioh Testa irr ~American History, Calirornia 
Test Bureau 
Ely-King Testa in American Histoey, Parts I-VII, California 
Test Bureau 
Farley Teat of Factual Relations in American History, (Senior 
high school), Educational Test fureau . 
Junior American History- Test, (Grade 9), World Book Company-
Preaaey-Richards American History Test, (<h'ades 8-12), Public 
School Publishing Company 
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English Histoey: 
Cooperative English Histo17 Test, (High school grades), Coop-
~rati ve Test Service of the .American Council on Education 
European History:· 
J\merican Council European History Test., (Grades . 10-12), World 
Book Comp~ 
Cooperative European History Test, (High school grades), Ooop-
era.tiva Test Service of the American Council on Education. 
Ancient History: 
Cooperative Ancient History Test, (High school grades), Coop-
erative Test Service or the 1\merican Council on Education 
Medieval History: 
Cooperative Medieval History Test,· (High school grades), Coop-
erative -Test Service or the American Council on Education 
World History: 
Cooperative World History Test, (High school grades), Cooperative 
, '!'est Service of the American Council on Education 
Kniss World History Test, (Grades 9-12), World Book Company 
General. History: 
Van Wagenen Reading Sbales in History, (Junior and senior high 
school grades), Educational Test Burenu.·• -
Genera1 Socia1 Studiesi 
Cooperative Test ot Social Studies Abilities., (High school grades), 
Cooperative Test Service or the ·.American Council on Education 
Cooperatiye _Contemporary Affairs Test for High School Classes, 
{High school grades), Cooperative Test Service or the American 
Council on Education 
Where mgr teachers obtain lists of firms, institutes, foundationQ,., 
and other organizations that suppl,.y free nnd inexpensive teaching 
aids for use in the classroom? 
Such lists, have been prepared by various state curriculum de-
velopment committees, text book writers, and other writers who have 
attempted to assist teachers to obtain inexpens~ve teaching aids. 
Unfortunateq such lists are soon out-of-date, or the available supp~ 
becomes exhausted, Teachers and pupils have been disappointed in many 
instances with the type of' material received. Hovrovor, many teachers 
have found such lists quite helpful to committees of students who were 
attempting to collect materials for exhibits, display, and study 
purpoAes. The principal, chairman of tho departmant, or an interested 
teach~r may find that the teachers in the social studies department 
desire to have one or more of the lists suggested be:J.ow, available for 
a faculty or department meeting on the topic of "free and inexpensive 
teach.i.ng aids.n At such a meeting, if' held early in the school year, 
,plans may be made for requests to be sent out ror the materials. Upon 
arrival, such materials mey be catalogued and plans made for their 
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usage by different teachers in the department. Undoubtedly some materials 
could be used in other departments. The following list or selected 
references is not exhaustive, but ia presented for the purpose of ill'lls-
trating the nature or soma or the lists which now are available for the 
use or teachers; 
Alabama.. State Depart.men\; of Education Bulletin 1937, Number 
Nine; Procedures in Large Unit Teaching (Curriculum Bulletin 
Number Four. Uontgomer,, Alabamaa Department of Education, 
Reprint 19.38), PP• 2.32-248. 
Department of Superv-lso:rs and Directors of Instruction of the 
National Education Assooiation. liaterials of Instruction. 
Eighth Yearbook. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935~ PP• 187-195• 
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Fisk University. Curriculum. Materials, ~~Inexpensive 
Materials .2{ Instruction (Curriculum Bulletin No., 2). !lashville, 
Tennessee: Fisk University, 1936. 89 PP• 
Florida. State Department of Education. Florida Program tor the 
Improvement of Schools,. Curriculum. Bulletin Number One., Source 
Materials f.g_t. In;provement !?! Instruction: A Guide~ 
Exploratorz Work. Tallahassee., Fl.orida: State Department or 
Education., 1939. 245 PP• 
Frizzell., M. M., Free Instructional Materials, Including Catalogs 
§!lg Price Lists (Mimeographed). llurfreesboro, Tennesseet State 
Teachers College, 1939• 50 PP• 
Harap, Heney. An Index to~ Contents 2f. Teaching of' the Social 
Studies (Bulletin, No. 53). Box 3042, University 6tation, 
Columbus, Ohio: Curriculum Laboratory, 1937. 2 PP• 
Harap1' Henry. study; Guide 12. the Revision of tJl! Social Studies 
Curriculum (Bulletin, Noa 56). Mimeographed. Box 3042, University-
Station, Columbus, Ohio: Curriculum Laboratol'1, 1937. l2 PP• 
Harap, Heney. Consumer Education: A Brief Selected Bibliography;. 
(Bulletin No. ;7). Box 3042, Universit1' Station, Columbus, Ohio: 
Curriculum Laboratory, 1937. 4 PP• 
Harap, Henry. Current Source Materials for~ Study 9l_ Social g 
Economic Problems in Secondary Schoolil°Bulletin No. ;a). Box · 
3042, University Station, Columbus, Ohio, Curriculum Laboratory, 
1937. 6 PP•, 
Harap, Henry. Classified !4.§i of References Current Social and 
Economic Problems (Bulletin No. 59). Himeographed. Dox 3042, 
University- Station, Oolumbus, Ohi01 Curriculum. Laboratory-, 
1936, 23 PP• 
Heiss, Elwood D., FJ.lsworth s. Obourn and o. Wesley Horr.man, l{odem 
l!ethods and Materials for Teaching Science. New York: The 
:Macmillan COJ1¥lal\1, 1940. PP• 273-297. 
Kansas. Program for the Improvement of Instruction. A Guide for 
Exploratorz; Work. (Bulletin Number 3). Topeka, Kansas t State 
Depa.rt,ment or Education, 1937. 388 PP• 
Kansas. Program for the Improvement 0£ Instruction. Suggestive 
Guidance Materials~ Teachers in Develgping 4 Core Program 
Grades k!A (Bulletin Number 6). Topeka, Kansas t State 
Department .of Education, 1939. 696 PP• 
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Louisiana. State Department of Education Bulletin No. 384. . Louisiana 
Progz:am !:2,t Improvement Instruction,- Thir<! Bulletin. 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana: State Department of Education, 1938. 
297 PP• 
McKown, Harcy C.; and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual~ j& In-
struction. New York: llcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1940. 
Chapter XVI, "Sources of. Materials and Equipment." pp. 365-375. 
Maryland. Allegan;y County, Maryland, Board ot Education. A. Bulletin 
.Q!:. and_ Inexpensive Teaching .!:Q!: Junior and Senior H!Bh 
Schools. 108 Washington Street, Cumberland, Maryland: Allegany 
County Board of Education, 1939. 93 PP• 
Hiller Bruce, Sources .Q,{~ and Inexpensive Teaching Aids. (Uimeo-
graphed). Chtario, California: Bruce Uiller, -'Box 222, 1939• 
77 PP• 
National Association or Manufacturers. Bibliogaph.y 2!, Economic and 
Social Studt Material. New York City: National. Association of 
Manufacturers, Ya.rch, 1941 • . PP• 20. 
National Education Association. Research Division. Sources or In-
formation on Free Inaxpensi ve . Aids Classroom !h!2.• - -
(Uimeographedr.-waahington, D. c.,: The Na.tiona1 Education 
Association, 1937. 8 PP• 
National Education Association. Division of Rural Service. Sources 
.Q!:. Free and Inexpensive Instructional. lrn.terials (Rural Service 
Bulletin No. l). Washington, D. c.: The National Education 
Association, 1937. 10 PP• 
New Mexico. University State Curriculum Laboratory • . Materials of 
Instruction: (l!a.nual and Buying Guide. Problems Related to -
Equipment Materials, No. 1). Uimeographed. Albuquerque, New 
Mexicot The Curriculum Laboratory, 1937. 191 PP• 
New Me:rlco. University State Curriculum Laboratory. Materials~ 
Instruction Number 2: Activities .for the Non-Recitation Periods. 
{Mimeographed) Albuquerque, 1few°Yexic°' The Curriculum Laboratory, 
108. PP• 
New Mexico. University State Curriculum Laboratory. Materials .Q!: 
Instruction Number ,l: Sources g!'. Am! Inexpensive Materials. 
Mimeographed. Albuquerque, New Ye:rlco t The Curriculum Laboratoey, 
132 PP• 
9.3 
Salsgiver, P •· L., Sources · of Supplementary: Materials Courses 
in Consumer Education (Monograph 50). Cincinnati, Ohio: South-
Westem Publishing Company, 1940. 61 PP• 
Townsend., M. E. and A. G. Stewart, Guides !Q. study: Materia1s for 
Teachers in Junior l!:!!!! Senior High Schools, Junior Colleges, 
Adult Education Classes (Social Science Service Series l). 
liew York: H. W. Wilson Comp~, ,1937. 1.1.3 pp. 
u. s. Office or Educatj.on. Good References .Q!! Pictures) Maps, 
Oharts, Etc., · .rut Classroom• Aids (Bibliogi•aphy Uo. 34 • 
Washington, D. C.: u. s. Office of Education, 1936. 13 PP• 
U •. s. Office of Education. Public Affairs Pamphlots. An Index 
Inexponaive Pamphlets on Social. Economic, Political. and 
International Affairs 1ii.lletin 1937., No. 3: Supplement No. 1). 
Washington,. D. C. c Superintendent of Documents,·, 1938. 66 PP• 
How may teachers of the social studies locate information about the 
services •of institutions or higher education which are available? 
Some of the institutions of higher ·educntion have organized the 
administration or their service ronder...ng agencies under a separate 
division, sometimes called the · "Extension Diviaion. 11 Such a division 
is charged with the responsibility 0£ •locating the areas uhere service 
can be rendered and then organizing a program which will meet the needs 
or those who desire to have a given service rendered. Yost of the at.ate 
universities and other state institutions or higher education have such 
a division which attempts to meat the needs of ma?\V individuals and 
groups who find it impossible to attend the college or university tor 
the regular courses or instruction. Those desiring further information 
about extension services should direct a 1etter of inquiry to tho 
"Director of the Extension Division" of any of the state institutions 
of higher education. 
Teachers in the public schools near a college or university mey 
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derive many bepefits which are not so easily obtained by the teachers 
residing farther from ,the college pr university 9enters. Library serv-
ices lecture courses, musical and dramatic productions, exhibits, musea, 
and numerous other services are available to those who can come t _o the 
city where the college or ,university is located. Teachers often find it 
helpful to consult with college and university authorities in regard to 
some of the problems with which public school teachers are confronted. 
Speech, reading, dramatic, ,and other clinics are ~£ten conducted by highly 
trained staff members of colleges and universities for the benefit of 
those who desire such services. Conferences on various teaching and 
school administration problems a.re held at colleges and universities during 
the school year and often during the summer months. 
Where may teachers of the social studies locate information about 
"traveling libraries" and other "state extension agencies?" 
A list of "State and Provincial Extension Agencies" has been 
28 
compiled by Karl Brown. To obtain the regulations of the extension 
agency which apply to the reader's locality, a request for such regu-
lations should be mailed to the dlrector or secretary at the location 
indicated on the list which follows. 
28 The American Library Directory: !912. (A classified list or 
10,253 libraries.with names of librarians and statistical data, compiled 
by Karl Brown; New York: R. ,R. Bowker Company, 1939), PP• 517-518. 
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STATE . AND PROVIMCIAL EXTENSION AGENCIES 
Alab~, State Department or Archives and History, .Uontgomery. . Mrs. 
Marie B. Owen, Director 
Alberta, University of Alberta, Library Extension Depn.rtrJent, 
Edmonton. Jessie F. Montgomery, Librarian. 
Arizona, Phoenix State Law and Legislative Reference Library, Phoenix. 
Uul.f'ord Winsor, Librarian . 
Arkansas, State Library Commission, War Memorial Building, Little 
Rook. Alfred Rawlinson, Librarian and Executive Secreta17 
British Columbia, Public Library -.Co:mmission., Victoria.. iv. Kaya 
Lamb, Secretar,y 
California, State Library, Sacramento. Ua.bel Ro Gillis, Librarian 
Colorado, State Library, Denver. Mrs. Inez Johnson, State Librarian, 
ex-officio. Library Extension Division. Robt. A. Ialke, Asst. Lib. 
Connecticut, Public Library Committee, Hartford. Katharine H. Wead, 
Executive Secretary 
Delaware, State Library Commission, Dover. Mrs. Bernice Vl. Hammond, 
Librarian 
Florida, State Library, Tallahassee. w. T. Cash, Librarian 
Georgia, Library Co1ll!Dission, Atlanta. Beverly Wheatcroft, Secretary 
Idaho, Free Traveling Library Commission, Boise. Lalla Bedford, 
Librarian 
lllinoia, State Library, Springfield. Helene H. Rogers, Superinten-
dent of Library Divisions and Assistant State Librarian. Exten-
sion division. Charlotte Ryan, . Superintendent 
Indiana, State Library' and Historical Department, Indianapolis • 
. Christopher B. Coleman, Director. Extension . Division. Hazel B. 
Warren, Chief 
Iowa, ,Library Commission, Des Moines. Blanche A. Smith, Secretary 
Kansas, State Library, Topeka. Louise UcNea1:, Librarian. Traveling 
Libraries Commission, Henrietta Alexander, Secretar.v 
Kentucky, Department or Library and Archives, Frank:f:ort. Ura. Emma 
Guy Cromwell, Directo1•. Library Extension Di vision. Lena B.; 
Nofcier, Librarian . 
Louisiana, Library Commission, Baton Rouge. · Easae M. Culver, 
Executive Secretary 
Maine, State Library, Augusta. Oliver L. Hall, State Librarian. 
Bureau or Library Extension, F. Elizabeth Libbey, Director 
Manitoba, Department or Education, Open Shelf Library, Winnipeg. 
l(yrtle T. Lewie, Librarian 
Maryland, Public Library Advisory Commission, Baltimore. Adolene 
J. Pratt, Director 
l!aasachusetts, Department or Education, Division of Public Libraries, 
State House, Boston. E. Louise Jones, Library Adviser 
Michigan; State Library, Lansing, Mrs. Grace s. UcClure, State 
Librarian. E:x:t.ension Departr.ient. Constance Bement, Head 
Minnesota, Department or Education, ·Library Division, . St. Paul. Lee 
F. Zimmerman, Director 
1!ississippi, Library Oorrmiasion, Jackson, Pearl Sneed, Secretary 
1Aissotlri, Library Commission, Jefferson City. Ruth 0 1Malley, Secretary 
Nebraska., Public Library Commission, Lincoln, Nellie M. Carey, 
Executive Secrotnry 
Nevada, State Library, Carson City,. E. Charles D. Marriage, Librarian 
New Hampshire, Public Library Commission, Concord, Uargaret .T. 
Grant, Secretaey 
New Jersey, Public Library Commission, Trenton. Sal"'ah B. Askew., 
Secretary 
New Mexico, State Library Extension Service, Santa Fe. Helen Dorman, 
Director 
New York, Division of Adult Education end Library Extension., A1bany. 
Frank L. Tolman, Direct.or 
Norlh Carolina., Library Commission, Raleigh. He Yarjorie Bea1, · 
Secretary and Director 
North Dal>.ota, State Library Commission, Bismarck. Iiilli~n Ee Cook, 
Secretary , 
Nova Scotia., Library Commission, Hnlifax. Hors. Bateson, Director ot 
Libraries 
Ohio, State Library, Columbus. Paul Ae T. Hoon, Librarian; WJ.dred 
Sandoe. State Library Organizer 
Oklahoma, Library Commission, Oklahoma City, M'rs. J. R. Dale, Sec. 
Ontario, Department of Education, Public Libraries Branch, Toronto. 
Angus Mowat, Inspector. 
Oregon, Sta.ta Library, Salem. Harriet c. Long, -Librarian 
Pennsylvania., State Library" Harrisburg. Joseph L. Rafter, Director; 
Willis E. Ramsa~, Extension Librc:rian 
Prince Edward Island, Prince Edward Island Libraries, Prince or Wales 
College, Che.1'lottetown. Bramwell Chandler, Superintendent 
Quebec, Traveling Library Department, McGill University Libraey, 
Montreal. Dorothy u. Bizzey 1 Librarian 
Rhode Island., State Library, Providence. Grace 11. Sherwood, Librarian 
Saskatchewan:, Traveling and Open Shelf Libraries, Regina. s. J •. Latta, 
Director; Mrs. s. K. Ramsland, Asst. Librarian, in chm•ge or Traveling 
Libraries 
South Carolina, State Library Board, Columbia. Helen Gordon Stewart, 
Temporary Executive Secretary 
South Dakota, Free Library Commission, Pierre. Mercedes B. Mackey 
Tennessee, Department of Education, Division of Schcol Libraries, 
Nashville, Martha Parks, Director 
Texas., Library and Historical Comnission, State Library, Austin. 
Fannie U;e Wilcox, Librarian; Mrs. Dorot}v Cotton Jcumeay, Field 
Worker, 
Utah, Department of Public Instruction, Sa1t Lake Cit;vI.1 Angelyn 
Wqrnick, State Secretaey . 
Vermont, Free .Public Library Commission, l!ontpelier. Dorothy Randolph, 
Secretary 
Virginia, State Library, Richmond. Wilmer L. Hall, Librarian. 
Extension Divi.aion, Leslie fl. Stevens 
Washington, State Library, Olyl!lpia. William P. Tucker, Librarian; 
Alta :u:. Grim, Assistant Librarian 
West Virginia, Library Commission (no headquarters). Etta Brown, 
Wheeling, Chairman; Mrs. otis o. Wilson, Huntington, Secretaey 
Wisconsin, Free Library Commission, Madison. Clarence B. Lester, 
Secretary 
Wyoming, State Library, Cheyerme. Nina Moran, Librarian 
What government documents are available for the use of the teachers of 
the social. studies, and where ma.y information be obtained about the 
use of government documents? 
Government documents include "any paper, map, pamphlet, or book, 
manuscript or printed, originating in, or printed with the imprint of~ 
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or at the expense and by the authority or, ai,y office or legally organized 
29 
government." Government documents may be classified into three divi-
sions: (1) local. (city, village, county, tomship); (2) _state; and (3) 
federal. Carter Alexander lists seven types or government publications 
based on content: 
1. Journals and proceedings 
2. Directories and registers 
:3. Rules, regulations, instructions, orders 
4. Laws 
5. Reports 
6. Researches, studies, investigations 
7. Publications designed to meet popular needs and impress th~ 
public with what the government is doing tor the people. 
Such documents to be most useful in the teaching of the social 
studies should be filed and catalogued in the school. library. If the 
school librarian does not have such documents, the teachers in the social 
studies department with the help of the pupils desire to organize a. 
committee ror the collection of government documents. 
29 James I. V{y'er, United States Government Documents. (Chicago: 
American Ltbraey Association., 1933). P• 5 
30 Carter Alexander, How~ Locate Educationa1 Information~ 
Data. (New York: Bureau or Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1935). PP• 114-ll;. 
Uunicipal and county documents to supplement texts and other 
reference books in the social studies include: , reports and bulletins 
of the board of education, county officers, city officers, chamber of 
commerce, public library, and other miscellaneous reports of local 
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public and semi-public organizations. Such documents may be secured by 
a request to the person responsible for mald.ng the report. In the 
smaller c·ommunities where no regular reports are published, statements, 
will be published in local papers which should be clipped, mounted, filed 
and catalogued tor use. 
State documents include the regular publications of: various 
departments and commissions of the state· government; state institutions; 
state colleges and universities; and special reports of other organi- , 
zations of the state government. A request sent to the head of the 
department r or the list of publications which a.re prepared by his depart-
ment will assist those responsible for preparing the requests tor state 
documents. Usually state docwuenta are supplied free of charge tor use 
in the schools. 
Federal documents consist of a vast number or publications printed 
by the United States Govemment Printing Oi'fice at Washington, D. C • 
Such documents consist or regular and special reports by the various de-
partments, commissions, bureaus, and agencies of the federal government. 
There are so many of these reports, approximately 65,000 ditferent titles, 
that no secondary school librarian can e:xpect to have a complete file ot 
them available. However, some of the federa1 reports are of such nature 
that each high school library should attempt to select and make available 
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the ones that may be used b;r seconda.17 school pupils. 
To assist vd.th the se1ection of government bulletins, price 
lists on special subjects have been prepared and will be furnished free, 
on application, if the interested person vd.11 state the subject or sub-
jects concerning which information is desired. A free week4" price list 
of selected United States Oovenunent publications is available upon 
application to the superintendent of Documents, Vlashington, D. c. The 
United States Government Printing Of~ice lists all government publications 
(press releases and administrative, regional, and confidential publi-
cations are· omitted) in a llonthly Catalog which may be obtained for fii'teen 
cents per copy, or by subscription for one dollar nnd fifty cents per 
.31 
year. (This Uonthly Catalog is sent fpee to public libraries on 
application). 
Tho Superintendent or Documents at Washington, D. c., is authorized 
by law -to sell copies of the federal government publications. In ordering 
fodora1 documents the name of the publishing department, bureau, or 
division, and the title, together with the classification nur.iber which is 
added to the entry at the extreme right, should be given. Coupons to be 
used for the purchase of government documents mq- be purchased from the 
Superintendent of Documents in sets or twenty ror one dollar. Remittance 
£or the documents ordered may be made by the use or these coupons, postal 
money order, cash, or express order. Soma federal docuoents may be obtained 
31 l!onthly' Catalog, United States, Superintendent of Documents, 
Catalog .(!! United States Public Documents, 1895 to date. Washington, 
D. c. 1 Superintendent or Documents, 1895-
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by writing to the Congressman who represents tho local Congressional 
District. · Another source of supply, in addition to those already 
mentioned, is from the office of the department or bureau which issued 
the document. 
Those who desire further detailed info:mation in regard to the 
use of government documents may consult one or nore of the following 
references: 
Alexander, Carter, How to Locate Educationa1 Information and Data. 
a 
New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 19.3;. 272 PP• (Chapter 12, "Government Documents," 
and Chapter 1:3, "United States Office of Education Publications." 
American Library Association, Committee on Public Documents, Public 
Documents, State, Municipal, Federal, and Foreign. Chicago: 
American Library Association, 1933--date (Issued annual.JJ"). 
Boyd, Anne Morris, United States Government Publications {Sources 
· of ·Information for Libraries). New .York: The H. w. Wilson 
Compaey, 1941 •. 548 PP•· 
Clarke, Edith E., Guide to the~ .Qi United States Government 
Publications. Boston: The Boston Book Company, 1918. 308 PP• 
Everhart, Elfrida, A Handbook 91. United States Public Documents. 
Minneapolis: The H. w. Wilson Company, 1910. 320 PP• 
Schm.eckebier, Laurence F., Government Publications l!fil! Their~ 
(Second Edition}. Washington, D. C.: Broold.ngs Institution; 
19.39• 479 PP• 
United States Government llanua.l (Prepared by the Office or Govem-
ment Reports-Issued in revised editions,· three times-a year--
October, February, and Ju:cy,). Washington, D. c.1 Superintend-
ent of Documents. 
United States Clrfice of Education, Mew Government~ for Teachers. 
Washington, D. C.: Superintendent of Documents, 1940. 23 PP• 
a For use with this same reference see: Carter. Alexander, 
Alexander's Librffi7Y Exercises. New York: Burenu or Publicntions, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935. 101 PP• 
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Wilcox, Jerorae K • ., United States Reference Publications. Boston: 
F. w. Faxon Company., 1931. 96 PP• (Supplement, 1932). 
__ , Guide to Officia1 Publications or Deal Admnistration., 
Chicago: American Library Association, 19340 113 PP• (Supple-
ments, 1936., and 1937). 
Wyer, James I., United States Government Documents. Chicago: 
American Library Association., Revised 19.33. 56 PP• 
What reference materials should be included in the social studies 
libr¥7:? 
The bibliography which follows is divided into sections for the 
convenience or the reader. This bibliography contains reference ma-
teria1s suitable for the use of the teacher and pupils or the senior high 
school. The classification made here is very general. Some of the 
reference materials recorded herein were written for teachers and pupils 
1n the junior high school or elementary school. 
Most school libraries will not contain all the reference materials 
listed here. Nearly all libraries will have some reference materia1s not 
listed bore, as it is impossible to include all in so short a bibliography. 
In selecting these reference materials the writer, with few ex-
ceptions, has included only those that have been published since 1936. 
To secure this list the catalogues o:r publishers, book review sections or 
magazines, bibliographies of recently published textbooks, the annual list 
of "Educational Books" published in School and Society, and the annual 
"Bibliography or Social Studies Textbooks for Junior and Senior High 
Schools," 1n The Social Studies wore consulted. 
Although an attempt has been made to confine this list to publi-
cations in the field or the social studies, it is recognized that severa1 
of the reference materials could be classified under such headingo 
as: methods, administration, supervision., curriculum, teacher training, 
or under some other division. However, this list it.1 intended. to be 
su.f'ficientq ccmq,rehensive to assist the social studies teacher, depart-
ment chairman., ·supervisor, and school administrator, to locate the more 
up-to-date references useful in helping to solve portinent problems in 
the teaching of the social studies. 
Section I 
Selected List of Professional Books on Teaching the Social Studies 
Barr, A. s., Characteristic Differences Q!:. fQQ!'! Teachers; 
:or Social Studies. Bloomington, filinois: Public School 
Publishing Company, 1929. 127 PP• 
Bining,_ Arthur, and David H. Bining, Teaching Social Studies. 
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 193.5. J.;J.7 PP• 
Bining, Arthur o., and David H. Bining, Teaching~ Social Studies 
in Secondary; Schools (New Second Edition). New York: :MoGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1941. 
Bining, Arthur C., Walter H. Yohr, and Richard H. McFeoley, Orgp.ni-
El!ruI Social Studies !!! Secondar:l:: Schools. New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,. l 941. 
Boume, Henry E., The Teaching of History and Civics in .!ID.! Elemen-
Secondary School. New York: , Longmana, Green, and 
Company, 1902. 
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DalVson, Edgar, Teaching the Social Studies. New York a The Ma.cmillari, 
Company, 1928. 405 PP• 
Fanoler, Della. a., nnd Claude C. Cranford, Teaching the · Social 
Studios. Los Angeles, Calif. s C. c. Crawford, 1932. 376 PP• 
Fredsriok., Robert w., and Paul H. Sheats, Citizenship Education 
Through !J:!.2, Social Studies. Evanston, lllinois: now, Peterson 
and Company, 1936. .312 PP• 
Hanpton, V. B., New Techniques in Socia1 Science Teaching. Staple-
ton, New York: Jolm Uillig Press, 1937~ . 311 PP• 
Hatch, Roy w., Training in Citizenship. New York: Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons, 1926. 338 PP• 
Heathcote, Charles \f., Teaching !ill! Social Studies. Boston: 
Richardo. Badger, 1930. 295 PP• 
Johnson, Heney, TeachinR of History (Revised Edition). New York: 
The Macmillan Corapany, 1940. 467 PP• 
Kelty., Macy G., Leal'ning and Teaching History; in UidcL1.e Grades. 
Boston: Ginn and Company, 19.37. 694 PP• 
10.3 
Kimmel, William o., Instruction in Y!!!, Social. Studies. national 
Survey or Secondary Education, Monograph Iio. 21. u. s. Depart-
ment of the Interior., Office or Education, Bulletin, 1932, No. 17. 
Washington, D. C.: United States Government Printing .Office, 
1933. 105 PP• 
Knowlton, Daniel c., Histot'l!: and the Other Social Studies. New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, . 1926. 210 PP• 
Krey, A. c., ! Regional. Program for the Social Studies. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1938. 140 PP• 
Le.coy, Joy M., Teaching Social Studies !!! Elementary: School. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota: Burgess Publish3.ng Company, 1941. 116 PP• 
l!oore, Clyde B., Citizenship Through Education. lfew York: American 
Book Compaey, 1929. 320 PP• 
Schutte., T. H., Teaching the Social Studies .Q!! Secondary School 
Level. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1938. 583 PP• 
Schwarz., John, Social Study in the Elementary Schoo1. tlew Yorkt 
Prentice-Hall, Ina., l9J8. 215 PP• 
Smith, Donnal w., Socia1 Learning. llew York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1937. 292 PP• 
Stormzand, Y. J., and R. H. Lewis, .llim Methods m the Socia1 Studies. 
New York: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 193!> · 
Swind1er, Robert E., Social studies Instruction. N81' York: Prentice--
Hall, Inc., 1933. 348 PP• 
Tryon, Rolla. M., The. Teaching gJ: History in Junior !!:ru! Senior High 
School. Bostons Ginn and Company., 1921. 294 PP• 
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Wesley, Edgar B., Teaching the Social Studies. Boston: D. C. Heath 
and Company, 1937. 635 PP• 
Section II 
Publications of The National. Council For The social Studies 
1201 Sixteenth st., N.w., .Washington, D. c. 
Yearbooks 
Pierce, Bessie L., editor, .§.2!!! Aspects 9t.. S0cia1 Sciences in 
Schools. First Yearbook, 1931. 
Jlorgan, Dewitt s., editor, Classroom and Administrative Problems in, 
the Teaching 2!:,~ Social Sciences. Second Yearbook, 1932. 
Kimmel, w. o., editor, supervision in~ Socia1 Studies. Third_ 
Yearbook, 1933. 
Wilson, Howard E., editor, The Social Studies Curriculum, Fourth 
Yearbook, 1934. 
Wesley, Edgar B., editor, I!!! Historica1 Approach to Methods gt_ 
Teaching the Social Studies. Fifth Yearbook, 1935. 
Hughes, R. o., editor, Elements of~ Social Studies Program. 
Sixth Yearbook, 1936. 208 PP• 
Ellis, Elmer, editor, Education Aga;i.nst Propaganda. Seventh Year-
book, 1937 •· l.82 PP• 
Barnes, C. c., editor, 1b!! Contribution ot Research~~ Teaching 
of the Social Studies. Eighth Yearbook, 1937. 239 PP• 
West, Ruth, editor, Utilization g!:, !J!! Communit:y: Resources lb!, 
Social Studies. Ninth Yearbook, 1938. 229 PP• 
Phillips, Burr w., editor, 1;n-Service Growth...,gt Socia1 Studies Teach-
ers. Tenth Yearbook., 1939. l.87 PP• 
Clark, Harold F., editor, Economic Fiducation. Eleventh Yearbook, 
1940. J.66 PP• 
Curriculum Series 
Michener, James A., editor., Xh! Future !?!:, !h!, Social Studies: Pro-
posals !:9-t Jm. Experimental Curriculum. Number One, 1939. 178 PP• 
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Kronenberg, Hanry, editor, Courses and Units !n the Social. Studies. 
Number Two, 1941, 247 PP• (Mimeographed). 
Bulletins 
Logasa; Hannah, Historical Fiction Suitable for Junior~ Senior 
H!gh Schools. Bulletin No. l, 1927. 
Redman, Amabel, Classified Catal.ogue ,2l Books i!! !b!, Social. 
Studies for Elementary §m! Secondary Schools. Bullet~ No. 2, 
1927. 
Gibbons, Alice, Tests i!'! 1h!! Social Studies. Bulletin No •. .3, 1929. 
'Kimm.el, w. o • ., The Management~ Yi! Reading Program !n Social 
Studies. Buµ.etin No. 4, 1929. 
Wilson, H. E., and F. H. Wilson, Bibliograph.y gt American Biograph.y, 
Selected and Annoted Secondaey: Schools. Bulletin No., 5, 1930. 
Anderson, H. R., E. F. Lindquiat, and H. D. Berg, Selected~ Items 
!n American History. Bulletin No. 6, 1?36. (Revised ;Edition, 
1940). 9.3 PP• 
Hodgldne, G. w., A Guide j!2, Nmrer Methods !n Teaching Social. Studies. 
Bulletin No. 7, 1936. 
Kronenberg, _ Henry, R. :u. Tryon, an~ H. E. Nutter, Pamphlets Q!l Public 
Affairs fill!!!!!!! Social. Studies Classes. Bulletin No .• 8, 1937. 
Anderson, H. n., and E. F. Lindquist, Selected Teat Items !!! World 
Hiator,:. Bulletin No. 9, 1938. 93 PP• 
Coleman, C. H., ll!! Constitution Ye 12 Date. Bulletin No. 10. 1938. 
Anderson, H. R., and E. F. Lindquist, Selected~ Items !!1 American 
Government. Bulletin No. 11, 1939. 74 PP• 
Uurra, w. F., e~ al., Bibliograpl\'t of Textbooks in~ Social Studies 
For Elementary~ Secondary Schools. Bulletin No. 12, 1939. 
79 PP• 
Anderson, H. R., and E. F. Lindquist, Selected Test Items in .American 
Government. Bulletin No. 13, 19.39. 68 PP• 
Haefner, John H., et al., Housing America: A Source~ For In!, 
Social Studies. Bulletin No. 14, 1940. 80 PP• 
Morse, Horace T., and George H. :McCune, Selected Items~ In!~ 
9l_ Study Sldlls. Bulletin No. 15, 1940. 72 PP• 
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Section III 
A Li.st of the Reports of the Comnission on the Social Studies 
of the American Historical Association 
Beard, Charles A., A Charter For the Social Sciences in Schools. 
Part I. New Yorkt Charles Scribner's Sons,·. 1932. l.22 PP• 
Johnson, Heney, An Introduction to 1h,! History <2l, Socia1 Sci-
ences. Part II. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1932. 
145 PP• 
Pierce, Bessie Louise, Citizens' Organizations ,!!lli! Civic Training 
or Youth. Part III. Now Iork: . Charles Scribner's Sons, 1933. 
428 PP• 
Kelley, Truman L., and A. C. Krey, Tests :Measurements !J! 
Social Sciences. Part IV. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1934. 635·PP• 
Bowman, Isaiah, Oeographz !n Relation the Social Sciences. Part V. 
New York: Charles Scribner's ,Sons, 1934. .382 PP• 
Merriam, .•Charles . E., Civic Education !n !!:!!! United States. Part VI. 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19.34. 196 PP• 
Beard, Charles ,, A. 1 The ?To.ture 9f. Social Sciences. rart VII. 
New Yorks Charles Scribner's Sons, 19.34. 2.36 PP• 
Newlon, Jesse H., Educational. Administration As Social. Policx. Part 
VIII. New York. Charles 801--ibner•s Sons, 1934. 301 PP• 
Counts, George s., The Foundations Education. Part IX. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934. 579 PP• 
Curti, Merle, !h2. Social Ideas o:r American F..ducators. Part X. New 
· York1 , Charles Scribner's Sons, 1935. 613 PP• 
Tryon, Rolla M., Th!_ Social Sciences !! School ~bjeBts. Part XI. 
New Yorke Charles Scribner's Sons, 193.5. 541 PP• 
Beale, Howard K., Ara American Teachers ~? Part XII. New Yorks 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936. 855 PP• 
Marshall, Leon c., and Rachal M. Goetz, Curriculum lfuld.ng !!! Y!!, 
Social Studies. Part XIII. New York: Charles Scribner• s Sons, 
1936. 252 PP• 
Bagley-, W. c • ., and Thomas Alexander., !b!, Teacher _g!'., the Social 
Studies. Part XIV. New York: · Charles Scribnor1s Sona, 19.37. 
328 PP• 
Horn, Ernest, Methods ,of Instruction in~ Social Studies. Part 
XV. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1937. 523 PP• 
Conclusions and Recornnenda.tions of' the Commission. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934-;- 168 PP• 
Section 'IV 
Selected List of Books on Curriculum Development and Related Topics 
Bobbitti, Franklin, 'l'he Curriculum ot Modern Educntion. New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1941. 419 PP• 
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Burton, w. H • ., Children's Civic Information, 1924-1935 (Educational 
Monograph . No. 7). Los Angeles, California: University of 
Southern Calitprnia. Presa, 1937. 307 PP• 
Caswell; H. J..., and D. s. Campbell, Curriculum Develomnent. New 
Yorks The American Book Oomparw, 1935. 600 pp. 
Caswell, H. L., and D. s. Campbell, Readin£m. in Curriculum Develop-
ment. New York: American Book Compan;r, 1937. 753 PP• 
Draper, Edgar u., Principles s!!9, Technigues . .2!:, Curriculum Making. 
New Yorki D. Appleton-Century Company, 1936. 875 PP• 
Educational. Policies Co.nmdsaion, The Purposes s€_ Edy.cation in American 
Democracy. Washington, D. c.: The National Education Association, 
1938. 157 PP• 
__ _.._ Social Services and~ Schools. Washington, D. O.: The 
National .Education Association, 1939. ·147 PP• 
___ Education and Economic \Vell-Be;ing i.n American Democracy. 
Washington, D • . C.: The National Education Association, 1940. 
___ ,, Learning the \'fa.ya gt_ Demoorac~: A !!l,_ Civic ~-
cation. Washington, D. c.: The National Education ,Association, 
1940. 486 PP• 
Engelhardt, H. ):.., and N. L. Engelhardt, Jr., Planning the Comnnmit:v,: 
School. New York: American Book Oompµny, 1940. 188 PP• 
Hampton, V. B., ReorganizinB jme Social Studies. Stapleton, New 
Yorks Jolm Willig Preas, 1937. 60 PP• 
Harap, Honey, editor, Ih!! Changing Curriculum. New York: D. Apple-
ton-Century Company, 1937. 351 PP• 
Hams:, Pickens E.,. Curriculum and Cultural. Change. lfew York: 
D. •Appleton-Century Company, 1937. 502 ·pp,. 
Hollingshead,. Arthur D., Guidance in Democratic Living. New: York: 
D. · Appleton-Century Company, · 19/.J,.. 260 PP• 
Hopld.na, 1..,. Thomas,· Curriculum Principles and Practices. Chicago: 
Benj. H. Sanborn l Company, 1929. 617 PP• 
Hopkins, L. Thomas, Interaction: In!, Democratic Process. Bostons 
D. c. Heath and Company, 1941. 
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Jones, Arthur J.,· E. D. Grizzell; ·and Wren Jonas ·Gci.nstead, Principles 
ot Unit Construction,. Uew York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
19.39. 1232 ·pp., 
Lane, Robert. H., The Teacher i]l :tl.l!!, Modern ~ntar,t School. Boston: 
Houghtol'l Mifflin Company, 191,.J.. . 397 PP• 
Lawson, Douglas E., · Curriculum Development in City School Systems. 
Chicago1 University of Chicago Press, 1940. 2.38 pp. 
Lee, . J • . ,Yurray, and Dorris }lay Lee, · The Child~ His Curriculum. 
liew York: · D. Appleton-Century Company, 1940. 650 PP• 
16.chener, J,. A~,' and H. M. Long, The !n_ Social Studies 
(Harvard Workshop ,Series No; l). Cambridge, Ya.ssachuaetts: 
Graduate School of Education, Harvard, University,., 1940. 108 PP• 
Michell, Elene, TeRching Values ,!!l .!2!!-~ Histo;rx Testa. Yonkers-
on-Hu.dson, New Yorks The World Book Company-, 19,30. 179 PP• 
Morrison, Henry- c., The Curriculum gt 1ru!, Common s6hool. Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Presa, 1940. 81 pp. 
National Education Association, Department of Super5.ntendence, Th! 
Social Studies Curriculum. Fourteenth Yearbook. Washington., D. 0.: 
The ·National Education Association, 1936. 478 PP• 
___ ·Department of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction, Newor 
Instructional Practices Promise. Twelfth Yearbook. Washington., 
D. c.: HationaJ. Education Association, 1939. PP• 57-74• 
Improving Socie.1 Studies Instruction (Research Bulletin Volume 
15, No. ·5, November 1937). Washington, D. C.·: The Nationnl 
Education Association, 1937. 'pp. 187-258. 
Horton, John K., and J!argaret Alltucker Norton, Foundations of~ 
riculum Building. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936. 596 PP• 
Progressive Education Association, Conmdssion of Secondary School· 
Curriculum,., Tha Social Studies in, General Education. llew Yorks 
D. Appleton-Cont.ury Company, 1940. 401 PP• 
Purnell,• Russell T., and Robert A. · Davis, Directing Learning gz 
Teacher~ Tests. Boulder, Colorado: Bureau o! Publications, 
University of Colorado, 1939. 92 PP• 
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Robey, Ralph w., Abstracts of Social. Science Textbooks (Prepared for 
National. Association of, JJanuracturers). New York: lfational. 
Apsooia.tion of llanutactU:rers, .Februaey, 194].. 
Rugg, .Harold o., , American Li!!=t .m!! School Curriculum. Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1936. 471 PP• 
--~ The Curriculum Education .!: Domocracz. New York: D. 
· Appleton-Century Oompnny, 1939. 
Spears, Harold• E:lcperiences in Building; -!! Curriculum. New York: 
The .Macmillan Compan_v, 1937• 196 PP• 
___ , The Emerging High Sqhool Currlculum sng Direction. Nelf 
Yorkt The American Book Campany, 1911). 400 PP, 
Stout, Dorman o., Teacher .@ES. Community. Yonkers-on-Hudson. liew 
· Yorks . World .Book Compnny1 1941. 236 PP• 
'rtlqer, v. T., Caroline B. Zacbr1', and Ruth Kotinslcy'• Reorgf!l]izing 
Secondaey Education (Report or the Commission on Secondary School 
Curriculum of the Progressive Education Association) •. New Yorks 
n • . Appleton-Oenturr Company, 1939. 483 PP• 
Wiley, George u., , Jr., Redirection p1, SeconcJ&,17 Edu.('tutlon. llew 
York: The Macmillan Company. 1940. 493 PP• 
Wilson, Howard E., The Fusion .Q!:. Social Studios!!!. J~ H!gh Schools: 
A Crj.tica.1 Anal.vsis (Harvard Studies in Education, Volume 21). · • 
Cambridge; Ma~sachusetts: · Harvard University Press, 1933. 2ll PP• 
_ ......... _ Education Citizenship (The Regents• Inquiry). New .. York: · 
The UcOraw-Hill Book Company,· Inc., 1938. 272 PP• 
\Vrightstone, J. W~e, Appraisal. .Q!: Experimental High School ~-
tic es. Hew York• Bureau or Publications, Teachers College; 
Columbia. University, 1936. 194 · PP• 
--·-·• Appraisal .Q.t. Newer Elementary School Practices. New Yorks 
Bureo.u or Publications, Teachers Collega, Columbia. University, 
1938. 221 PP• 
Wrinkle, William L., Th!, New High School!!! .!ill.! Making. New Yorks 
The American Book Company, 1938. 318 PP• 
llO 
Wynne., , John P., The Teacher and~ Curriculum. Nm, York: Prentioe-
Hall., Inc., 1937• , 44() ,pp. 
Section V 
Selected List of' CurriculUtll. Development Bulletins 
Published by Sta.ta Dopartr.1ents of Education 
Alabama. Procedures 2:!l Lara!,~ Teaching (Curriculum Btll.J.etin 
No. 4). lfontgomery, Alabama: State Department of Education, 
1937-. 258 PP• 
__ _.., Guide ].!!! gnprovement 2£. Curriculum {Bulletin 1938, 
No. 8., Curricul.um Bulletin No. 5). Montgomery, Alabama: state 
Departl'.lent of Education, 1938. 264 PP• 
_____ , PlanninEr Y!§. 22..tt Curriculwn in Sec,oncial',Y: School (Alabama 
Curl'.'i.cultU:1 Development Program, Curriculum Bulletin ?fo. 7). 
Uontgomeey, Alabama: State Department of Education., 1939. 7l PP• 
Arkansas. Arkonsaa Congress of Parent.a and Teachers., Parent Coope£-
ation; in the Arkansas Cooperative Prom;:am Imvrove Instruct:J.oni 
Study Program., Little Rock, ,Arkansas: Arkansas Congress or 
Parents and Teachers., 1934. 86 PP• 
___ , A Teachers' Guide Curriculum Development i Elern.enta.t,y; 
Section (The ,Arlcanaas Cooperative Program to Improve Instruction 
Bulletin No. Ill). Little Rock, Arkansas: State Department of 
Education, 1935, 193 PP• 
__ _, ! Teachers t Guida lgt Curriculum Development (Tho Arkansas 
Cooperative Program to Improve Instruction Bulletin · No,. IV). 
Little Rock, Arkansas: State Department of ,_Education11 193,;. 
ll8 PP• 
--- A Tentative Cotu-se 2!:, Stu<ly for Arknnsas Sr.hools (The Arkansas 
Cooperative Prog>.'am to Improve Instruction Bulletin No. V, 
Secondary Section). Little Rock, Arkansas: State Department 
ot Education, 1936. 292 PP• 
Calitornia. Proerams or the Cooperating Second~ Schools in 
California (Bulletin 1939, No., 3). Sacramento, Oalirornia: State 
Department or Education, 1939.. 82 PP• 
___ State Department of Education, Teachers' Ouide !2, Child 
Development ,m Inte;rmediate Grades. Sacramento, Ca.1.ifomia1 State 
Department of Education, 1936. 631 PP• 
___ California's Natural Wealth: A Conservation Guide for 
Secondqry School~ iBulletin Volwne Ix, No. 4). Sacramento, 
California: State Department of. Education. 1.24 PP• 
lll 
Florida,. Source Materials f2!:. Improvement of Instruction 
(A Guide for Exploratory Work in the Florida Program for the 
Improvement of Schools, Curriculum Bulletin No. l). Tallahassee, 
Florida: State Department of Education., 1939. 245 PP• 
Florida. to Better Instruction m Florida Schools (Florida 
Program for the Improvement of Schools, Bulletin No. 2). Talla-
hassee., Florida:: State Department of Education., 1939. 340 PP• 
__ _, A Preliminary: Guide to A Study q!: 1h!i!, Elementary School 
Curriculum in Florida (Florida Program £or the Improvement of 
Schools., Bulletin No. 3). Tallahassee., Florida:: State Department 
of Education, 1939. 24 PP• 
___ Planning Curriculum Study Local Groups (Florida Program 
for the Improvement of Schools., Bulletin No. 6). Tallahassee., 
Florida: State Department of Education, 1939. 27 pp. 
--- A Proposed Plan~ 2!!lt-Measurement .Qf.. Schools (Florida 
School Bulletin: Volwn.e II, No. 6). Tallahassee., Florida: 
State Department ot Education, 1940. 32 PP• 
Georgia. Georgia Program for the Improvement of Instruction., The 
Organization and Conduct of Teacher Study Groups (Bulletin 
Number l). Atlanta., Georgia, State Department of Education., 
1937., Revised Edition. 90 PP• 
Georgia Program for the Improvement or Instruction., Guide 
!2_ Curriculum Improvement (Bulletin Number 2). Atlanta, Georgia: 
State Department or Education, 1937. 130 PP• 
___ Georgia Program for the Improvement or Instruction, Natura1 
Resources or Georgia. Atlanta., Georgia: State Department of 
Education, 19.37. 222 PP• 
Georgia Program for the Improvement of Instruction., State 
Depnrtmen~ 2!:, Educational Occupationa1 Guidance. Atlanta., Georgia: 
State Department of Eduontion, ~938. 54 pp. 
Georgia Program for the Improvement or Instruction., !!2, 
Georgians Explore Scandinnvia (A Comparison of Education for 
Democracy in Northern Europe and Georgi.a). Atlanta., Georgi.a: 
State Department of Education., 1938. 120 PP• 
Georgia Program for the Improvement of Instruction, Source 
Materials .Qll Transportation Jmg Comnmnicatioq. Atlanta, Georgi.a: 
State Department of Education, 1938. 105 PP• 
Georgia Program for the Improvement or Instruction., !h! 
Community M Source llaterials of Instruction. Atlanta, 
Georgia: State Department of Education., 19.38. 80 PP• 
___ ,, Georgia Program for the Improvement of Instruction., D:!!. 
.Nru! Curriculum Work. Atlanta, Georgia: State Department of 
Education, 1938. 84 PP• 
Georgia. Georgia Program for the Improvement or Instruction, Guide 
to !!!!!!. .Q!:. State AdoRted Textbooks. Atlanta, Georgia: State 
Department or Education, 1938. 264 PP• 
ll.2 
Idaho. ! Study Guide !!!. Curriculum Thinldng (Mimeographed). Boise., 
Idaho: State Department of Education, 1940. 48 PP• 
___ llaking the the Environment: A Study Guide Designed • 
Aid Teachers !n Finding and Mald.ng Wise Y.ru! or Y!!! Potential 
Curricular Materials the Community (Mimeographed). Boise, · 
Idahot State Department of Educ·ation, 1940. 26 PP• 
Kansas. Prom:am in Social Studies. Xopeka, Kansas: State 
Department of Education, September, 1936. 671 PP• 
__ _, Irut Study Bulletin in the .Kansas Program 1fil! Improvement 
Instruction (Bulletin No:-T) • Topeka, Kansas: State Depart-
ment of Education, August, 1936. 76 PP• 
__ .., Parents• study Bulletin in .t!!2, Kansns Program~~ lm-
provement of Instruction (Bulletin No. 2). Topeka., Kansas: 
State Department of Education., October, 1936. 61 PP• 
___ Ii Guide lorato in the Kansas Program £2!:. 
;t,mprovement .Qi Instruction Bulletin No. 3 ). Topeka, Kansas: 
State Department of Education, October, 1937. 388 PP• 
___ ,A.Suggestive Long~ Legislative f!!!!1 !!! .th!! K@sas Program 
!Q!:. lmprovement 9I_ Instruction (Bulletin No. 4). Topeka, 
Kansas: State Department of Education, Ju4,'., 1938. 53 PP• 
___ , A Scope and Sequence Bulletin in~ Kansas Program for !b!, 
Improvement of Instruction (Bulletin No. ;). Topeka, Kansas: 
State Department of Education, October, 1938. 26 PP• 
___ , Suggestive Guidance Materials !:2.£ Teachers in Developing A 
Progrom Grades 1:-llt in Kansas Prograra fQ!: lm-
provement Qt Instruction (Bulletin No. 6).. Topeka, Kansas: 
State Department of Educationj Apr.it, 1939. , 696 PP• 
Kentucky'. List of Textbooks Approved l!Y, State Textbook Commission 
2f_ Kentuclg, 1935-1240• (Education Bullotin, Volume V, No. 7). 
Lexington., Kentucky': State Board of F,ducation, 1937. 92 PP• 
Louisiana. Louisiana ProgrB!l\ of Curriculum Development (Study Pro-
gram, Bulletin No. 324). Baton Houge; Louisiana: State Depart-
ment ot Education, 1936. 166 PP• 
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Louisiana. , Louisiana Program. t2!! +m,provement Qt. Instruction: 
Second, Bulletip. (Bulletin No. 351). Baton Rouge, Louisiana: , 
State Department of Education, 1937. 249 PP• , 
__ ,_ •. Louisiana Program ror Improvement Instruction: 
Third Bulletin (Bulletin No. 384). Baton Rouge, Louisiana: 
State Department of Education., 19.38. 297 PP• 
___ , Louisiana Progr:am for Imorovement or Instruction: 
Fourth Bulletin (Bulletin No. 41;). Baton I,iouge, Louisiana: 
State Department of Education, 1939. 160 PP• 
Michigan. Basic Community; Stt~ (Mimeographed). Lansing, Uichigatl: 
State Department of Public Instruction, 1939. 9 PP• 
---·' Educating Teachers .[2t .en +mProving Curriculum (Bulletin No. 
1001, Mimeographed). Lansing, Ui.chiga.n: Department of Public 
Instruction, 1939., JJ. PP• 
Mississippi. Mississippi Congress of Parents ,and Teachers, A Parent's 
S?t Curriculum Improvement !n llissiasipq_~ (A Bulletin to Help 
Parents Understand Suggested Im.provemen~s in the School Curriculum). 
Jackson., tississippii State Department ot Education, 1935. 69 PP• 
_, Mississippi Program !or the Improvement ot Instruction,, 
Procedures for' Production 2l. Curriculum Uaterials (Bulletin No. 
2). Jackson, W.ssisaippit state Department of Education, 
October, 1935. 228 PP• 
___ , Uia~issippi Program tor. the Improvement. or Instruction, A 
Guide ror Curriculum Planning (Bulletin lfo. 3). Jackson, 
Mississippi, October, 1936. 2.34 PP• 
___ , Mississippi Program for the Improvement, of Instructio~, A 
Guide iQ.t Curriculum Reorganization in, Elementary; School 
(Bulletin No. 4). Jackson, Uissisaippi:, State Department ot 
Edu~ation, 1937. 582 PP• 
___ , llississippi Program for the Improvement of Instruction, A 
Guide f_gJ! Curriculum Reorganization in Secondary: School, 
Grades Z-12 (Bulletin No. 5). Jackson., Uissisaippi: State 
Department of Education, 1937. 296 PP• 
---• Mississippi Program r or the Improvement of Instruction, 
Curriculum Reorganization in !?h! Elemanturz School (Bulletin Mo. 
6). Jackson, Misaizzippi: State Department of F.ducation, 
1939. 366 pp. 
___ , Uississippi Program for the Improvement of Instruction, 
Curriculum Reorganization !.n :!m.! Secondary School (Bulletin No •. 
7). Jackson, Uississippi: State Department of Education, 1939, 
368 PP• 
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Uissouri. Missouri at Work on the Public School Curriculum: Sec-
ondarz School. serI;s (Bri'af Summary and Plans for the lfiasouri 
Secondary- School Curriculum Development Program., Special Bulletin 
19.39). Jefferson City, .Missouri: State Department 0£ Education., 
1939. 47 PP• 
New Mexico. New llexioo Progra.rq I,m: Y!!_ Inmrovement 9! Instruction 
(Study Bulletin No. 1).. University or New Uexico, Albuquerque, 
New :Mexico: Dr. 1 ... s. Tireman, 19.36. 136 pp. 
New York. Sug,mstions m. Guidance g! Schools !n ib!! Develop-
-2!: .!. Social Studies Program (l!i.meographed). Albany, New 
York: , trniversity of the State of Mew York, 19.38. 46 PP• 
___ , &i Approach i2. the OrK?!4zation 2!_ l! Social Studies Program. 
m.second¥7 Schooli'1'Bulletin No. 1159). Albany, New York: 
University of the State o:t' New York. 1939. 39 PP• 
North Carolina. Suggested Procedures m Curriculum Construction 
!mi Course Qt.. Stug.y Building (Publication No. 179). Raleigh.-
North Carolina: State Department or Education, 193;. 107 PP• 
__ , _, Handbook for Elementary ahd Secondary Schools (Publication 
No. ,206). Raleigh., North Carolina: State Department or Edu- ~ 
cation, 1938. 192 PP• 
Ohio. 1 Qb!.Q_ School Standards (Revised Edition). Columbus, Ohio: 
State Department of Education., 1937. 192 PP• 
Oregon. Handbook .Q!! Curriculum ~tug.y: (Bulletin No. l). Salem., 
Oregon: State Department ot Education, 1937. .186 PP• 
Oklahoma. A Guide 12 Stud:y: or Ourriculum in Oklahoma (Coopera-
tive Program tor Improvement of Instruction Bulletin 1941, No. l). 
Oklahoma City_, Oklahoma: State Department of Education,- 1941. 
152 PP• 
Pennsylvania. Suggestions for Develoaing !. Socia! Studies Program 
!!! Y!!_ Secondary School (Bulletin 4ll).. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.: 
State Department of Public Instruction, 1939. 32 PP• 
__ , School Li?ing for Social, Purpose«" (Bulletin 418). Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania: State Department of Public Instruction, 1939. 24 PP• 
Tennessee. The Tennessee Program for, the Improvement of Instruction, 
Study Bulletin (Education ,Bulletin, Volume XIV, No. 6). Nash-
ville~ Termesr;ee: State Department of Education, 1936. 85 PP• 
---• 'l'he Tennessee Pro gr nm r or the Improvement of Instruction, A 
f o:r Elemant:y;:y; Schools !.n Use Qi State f\doptad 
books (Education Bulletin, Volume XIV., No. 7). Nashville, 
Tennessee: State Department of Education; 19.36. 158 PP• 
___ , The Tennessee Program for the Improvement of Instruction, 
Looldng Ahead~ Tennessee Schools. lfashville, Tennessee: 
State Department or Education, 1937. 250 PP• 
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___ , The Temessee Program for the Improvement of Instruction, 
Handbook for Teachers (Tennessee Education Bulletin, Volume XVII, 
No. 3) •. Nashville, Tennessee: State Department of Education, 
19,39. 174 PP• 
Texas. Handbook for Curriculum Development. (Bulletin., Volume XII, 
Mo. 2). Austin, Texas: State Department of FAucation, 19.36. 
200 PP• 
West Virghda. Handbook _gt General Inrorr.iation Concerro.ng .tb.2, 
School System f!! Virginia: Charleston., West Virginiat 
State Department of Education, 1938. 69 PP• 
Section VI 
Selected Courses of Stuey for Use in the Social 
Studies Classes of the Senior High School 
Pa.1.--t A 
Courses or Study in the "Annual. List or Outstanding Courses 
of Stuey-11 by H. B. Bruner, et al., Published in the Ourricu-
1:!!e Journal each year as indicated: 
1937 
California, Long Beach, Civic Education. Secondary Grades. 1936. 
Calirornia, Los Angeles, l!otion Picture Appreciation. Secondary 
School. 1936. 
Calirornia, Los Angeles, Rome Immortale, A Unit of Work in Italy. 
Grade 10. Social Studies Units. Grade 10. 1936. India High 
School. 1933. Spain. High School. 1935. 
California, Los J\:neelea, Some Problems or American Citizenship. 
1936. Social-Cultural America. B-ll; American Government and 
Politics. A-11. 
Georgia., Atlanta, A Curriculum Unit in Housing and Home Building. 
193;. 
New York State, A Tentative Syllabus in Economic Citizenship. The 
Business or Living. 19.35. 
ll6 
1938 
California:,. Long Boaoh, Civic Education in the Long Beach Secondar,y 
Schools. 1936. 
California., Los Angeles, Unit: Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity. 
Grade lO. 193;11 
California, Loa Angeles County, American Problems. Grade 12. 1936. 
California, Loa Angeles County, Appreciating Democracy. (Unit)" 
1937. 
California, Los Angeles County, Current Social Problems. 1937. 
California, Los Angeles County, Current Social Problems. (Unit). 
1936. 
California, Los Angelos County, Pacific Relations. Grade 12. 1937. 
Institute f'or · Propaganda Ana:cysis. Propaganda; How to Recognize 
It and Deal· With It. 1938. 
Uichigan, Flint, Civics. 1937. 
Michigan, Flint, Economics. 1938. 
Michigan,. Saginaw, Social Science Materials to Try Out and Revise. 
Grades 10-12. 1938. 
Minnesota, State, Course or Stucv on Consumers' Cooperation. 1938. 
New York, Rochester, Course or Study in Social Studies. (lion• 
Regents) Grade lO; (Regents) Grades ll and 12, 1937. 
Oregon, State, Course of Study for High School Social studies. 1937. 
South Dakota, Aberdeen, Modem Problems. Grade 12. 1937. 
1'exas, Dallas, Hegro History. 1937. 
United .States Department of Agriculture. Forest Service. Forest 
Conservation. ·1937. 
West Virginia, State, Tentative Program of Studies for Broad View of · 
norld Geography, World History, American Hiator,y, .American Prob-
lems, Social Problems, 1937• 
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1939 
California., Los Angeles, Big ·Bu.siness in America. Labor in America. 
The American Farmer. Units i'or Use in B-11 American Life and 
Institutions. 1938. 
California., ,Los Angeles., Commerce and Industry in the Modern Vlorld. 
For Use in A-lp s·ocial Living and Social Studies · Classes. Theme 
II, .Unit 4. • 1937. Tho Progress of Science. Theme II, Unit I. 
19.38. 
California, Loa Angeles County, Source Unit on Democracy. 1939. 
Georgia, 'Atlanta, Housing and Home Building. Preview of an In"!'" 
togratod Unit. Junior and Senior High School. Revised Edition. 
,i937. 
Indiana, Evansville, An Integrated Course of stuey in Housing. 
Grades 8-12. . 1938. 
Maryland, Montgomery County, Course of Study-Design. Social Studies. 
Grades 7-"J,.2 • . 1939• . 
Maryland, State, Problems or Pemocracy. Secondary. 19.39. 
Michigan,, Sagin~w, :Suegestive Cou~se of Study tor Social Science. 
· Grades 10-12. 1939. 
Texas; State, T~aching Social Studies in·the Junior and Senior 
High Schools or Texas. 1938. 
Part B 
The Following Course of Study Bulletins Were Selected by 
the Writer .f'rom the "Curriculum Bulletins" Section of the 
Different Issues of the Curriculum Journal During tho 
Yeo.rs 191.0-41, a.s Ind:l.cateds 
Januaey 1940: 
Calirornia, Los Angeles County, Twelfth Grade Social Studies, Part Is 
A .Course in ffuman Relations. 26 pp. Twoltth Grade Social Studies, 
Part II: Current Economic Problems. 22 PP• 
FebruaJ.'71940: 
Oregon, State Department or Education,· Social Studies. High School. 
310 PP• 
California, Loa Angeles City Schools,; American Life and Institutions 
••• Grade 11. 
ll8 
!!arch 1940: 
New York, State, An Approach to the Organization ot a Social Studies 
Program for Secondary Schools, Bulletin No. 1. 39 PP• 
Oregon, University of, Social Studies: A Stuqr Guide tor Teachers. 
45 PP• 
April 1940: 
Uiohigan, Saginaw Public Schools; Suggestive Course or Study tor 
Social Science. (Grades 7-9). 102 PP• 
Hq 1940: 
Georgia, Atlanta Public Schools, Sample Units in Social Studies for 
Iiinth Grade. 54 PP• 
Miohigac, i;,.,.rt,h l!uskegon Public School.e, Student• s Guide for the 
General Problems Course., 18 pp. 
Texas. Fort Worth Public Schools, A Tentative Course of Study in 
Personal and Social Problems: Grade 9. · Bulletin No. 115, 
152 PP• Ora.de 10. Bulletin No, 116, l44 PP• Grade ll. 
Bulletin No. ll7, 159 PP• 
December 1940t 
California, Los Angeles County Schools, Appreciating Democracy.: A 
Unit of Work for Jwu.or and Senior High Schools. 43 PP• 
January 1941: 
California, Santa Barbara City Schools, Source Previer{S: How Has 
Industey Raised the Standard of Living in the United States? 
(Grade 9). 76 PP• . 
April 1941: 
California, Santa Barbara. City Schools, How Do Americana Govem 
Themselves? (Ninth Gi-ade Level). 120 PP• 
Maryland, State, Report of Committee on Curriculum Revision: No. 4, 
Intomational Problems and Their Import. 117 PP• 
Part C 
The Courses of Stuttr Listed Below Were Made Available to 
the Writer by the Curricullllll Laboratory or the School or 
Education at the University of Kansas: 
Calirornia, Long Beach City Schools. United States History~ 
Government (Course 0£ Study tor Senior High Schools). Long 
Beach, Calirornia: City Schools, 1932. 306 pp·. 
119 
Cal.1fornia, Los .Angeles County. American Problems: .lfil Outline 
Twelfth Grade (Mimeographed). Los. Angeles, California: 
Office of County Superintendent of Schools, 1936. 57 PP• 
Califomia, Los Angeles City Schools, §.9.!!!! Problems gJ_ American 
Citizenship: Social-Cultural America, 1!=ll. Social Studies. 
Los Angeles, Calitornia: City Schools, 19.36. lll pp. 
District of Columbia., Washington Public Schools, Course 2'. Study 
,Y1 History, Geograph.y, and !b§. other Social Studies !:ru:, 
Junior and Senior High Schools. (Document No. l, 19.36, Revised 
April 1938). Washington, D. c.,; Board or Education, 1936. 104 PP• 
Florida, State, Social Studies Course 2'. Study for Florida H!m 
Schools (Grades VII-XII). Volume n, Number 2. ·Tallahassee, 
Florida: State Department of Public Instruction, 19.34• (Second 
Printing, Jucy 1937). 170 PP• 
Indiana, Evansville Public Schools, Tentative (ocial Studies Course 
.!?.!: Study !I! Twelfth YetU" American Problems ReVised 1936, Mim-
eographed). Evansville, Indiana: . Public Schools, 19.3;. 45 PP• 
Indiana, Evanaville;i;Public Schools, An Integrated Course or Stucly 
!n, Housings Grades 8-12~ Lincoln High School (Mimeographed). 
Evansville, Indiana: Public Schools, 1938. 52 PP• 
Iowa, State, Courses .Q!:. Study~ ill:Jm Schools: Sociology;. Des 
Uoines, Iowa: State Department 0£ Public Instruction, 19,30. 
46 PP• 
Maine, State, High Schoo Manual~ !Is Brief Syllabi for ... .!!:ru! 
Socia1 Sciences Tentative edition-mimeographed). Augusta, 
Maine: State Department of Education, 1938. 
Maryland, State, Problems .2t Democracy: (Maryland School Bulletin: 
Volume XX, No. 5). Baltimore, 1!.aryland: State Department or 
Education, 19.39. 122 PP• 
Hichigan, Flint Public Schools, Modern Social Problems: Grade la! 
(Mimeographed). Flint, Michigan: Public Schools, 1935• 
Yichigan, Flint Public Schools, Economics: Senior ID:Jm. Schools 
(Mimeographed). Flint,. Michigan: Public Schools, 1938. 
120 
Uichigan~ Saginaw Public Schools, Suggestive Course gt_ Study !:2£. 
Social Science,, Grades 10-12 (ltimeographed). Saginaw, Michigan: 
Public Schools, 1939. l.4l PP• 
Nevada, State, High School Course 91:, Study;: 1!2.2!s. !., In!. Social 
Sciences. Carson City, Nevada: State •Department of Education, 
1934• 60 PP• 
New Hampshire,, State, Program gi Studies Recommended for~ Public 
Schools of ,!im Harmshire: Grades m XII, !,' Sooial 
Studies \Fifth Edition 1940). Concord, New Hampshire: State 
Board of Education, 1940. 288 PP• 
New York, Rochester City Schools, Course 91, Study in Social Studies 
Regents: Twelfth Year Uodem Political~ J?ocial Problems (Mim-
eographed). Rochester, New York: Bonrd of Education, 1937. 7l PP• 
Ohio, CtJTahoga Falls, Course .Qi Stustt jn Social Science ls>.J: Cuyahoga 
Falls H!gh,School (Mltneographed). Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio: •High 
. School, 1936 • 36 PP• 
New York, Rochester City Schools, Course of St(dy !,n Social Studies 
b-Regents: Twelfth~ Modern Problems Mimeographed). Roch• 
eater, New York: Board ot Education, 1937. 48 PP• 
Oklahoma, State~ Handbook le£ lli:.gh School Courses (Bulletin, No •. 120-
D), Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: State Depai•tment of Education, 
1940. PP• !>-24. 
Oregon, State, ·social studies: Course .Qt, Study tQ.£ !!!Id! Schools. 
Salem., Oregon: State Department of Education, 1939. 310 PP•· 
Pennsylvania, State., Suggestions for Developing~ Social Studies 
Program in Sacondgrz School (Bulletin 4ll}. Har1-:l.sburg, 
Pennsylvania: State Department of Public Instruction, 19390· 
31 PP•' 
South Dakota,, Aberdeen Public Schools, Modern Problems Course gt 
Study tot Senior Jfigh School (Tv,elfth Grade--llimeographed). 
Aberdeen, South Dakota: Public Schools, 19.37. 106 PP• 
South Dakota, State, SociaJ. Studies Courses !:2£. Secondary; Schoola 
(Course of. Stuqy Bulletin Mumber Eleven). Pierre, South Dakota: 
State Department ot Public 'Instruction, 1934. .3;2 PP• 
Texas, State, Teaching Social Studies ,!!l Junior~ Senior ID:Kb. 
SchooJ:s 2l, Texas (Bulletin No. 392). Austin, Texas: State 
Department or Public Instruction, 19.38. 226 PP• 
Utah, State, ! Unified Course in~ Social Studies !,Q!! Senior 
filJm. Schools gt.. (Uimeographed). Salt Lake City, Utah: 
Department of Public Instruction, Revised 1939. 57 PP• 
121 
Washington, State, Course of Study, State of Washington, High School 
Social. Science. 01.;vmpia, Washington: State Department o! Edu-
cation, •1930. 116 PP• 
West Virginia, State, Tentative Program Bt.. Studies~ Broad View~ 
World ... American Problems, Social Problems (Secondary Schools). 
Charleston, West Virginia_; State Department of Public Instruction, 
1937• 86 PP• 
Section vn· 
Selected List of References on Library Aida 
Beust, Nora E., Professional Librarz Education (U. s. Office of 
Education Bulletin 19'J7, No. 2'J). Washington, D. c.: United 
States Government Printing Office, 1938. 75 PP• 
Beuat, Nora E., .~oo Books~ Children (U. s. Office of Education 
Bulletin 1939, No. ll). Washington, D. o.: United Sta.tea 
Government Printing Office, 1940. 89 PP• 
Brown, Zaidea, The Libra.r:y; ~: fill A!g. in Using Books lYl5! Libraries 
(Fourth Edition, Revised). New York: The H. W. Wilson Company, 
1940. 110 PP• 
Georgia, State, Georgia Library: List for Elementary img !Y:Jm Schools. 
Atlanta, Georg.la: State Department of Education, 1939. 104 PP• 
Gray, William s., editor, Randing!!! Genera1 Education -CA Report of 
the Committee on Reading in General. Education). Washington, 
D. c.: American -Council on Education, 1940. PP• 423-453. 
Johnson, B. Lamar, Secondary School Library (National Survey 
of Secondary Education, Monograph No. 17. u. s. Department of 
the Interior, Office of Education, Bulletin, 1932, No. 17). 
Washington, D. c.s United States Government Printing Office, 193'J. 
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Section IX 
Selected List or llngnzines and Newspapers for the Uae or 
Tonohera nnd Pupils in the Social Studios 
Clnssos or the Secondary Soho~la 
Part A 
l{agn~nea mdoh Moy be Utµized by the Teacher 
Amer.1.cnn Citizen '(Somi-l!onthly, ~ept July and Auguot). 57 32 
Harper Avenue, Chicaeoa &2.00 
Amor.1.cnn Economic Review {Quarterly). American Economic Associntion, 
Evanston, lllinoias $,5.00 
Arooricnn Hiotorionl Revimr (•-lUarterly). The l!acntl.llan Conpruv, 60 
Filth Ave~e, Mow Yorks f.5.00 
{Uilor.tcnn Jm1mnl:: Sooiolopy (Bimont~). University of Chicago 
Preas, Ch10ngo1 &5.00 
Amerio on Politionl, Science Review (Bimont~). Amoricon Political 
Sciono~ Aaeoointion, 450-458 Ahnaip Streot, }lenaoha, l7isconsins 
$,5.00 
Bolivin (Bimonthl.¥). 10 Rockefeller Plazn, Now Yorkt $1.00 
Con,eroneinnnl. Digoat (10 iasuoa yonr:cy). 2131 LeRo7 Place, l7ashing-
ton, D. C.a &5.00 
Econom,o, Ooom-nphy ("''Unrtor:cy). Clork Univoraity, Worcester, Jlasen-
ohueotta1 85.00 
a ThGne rororonces wore rri>st valunble in propnrinff this sectiont 
Wrlltor, Frank K., Pol"iodiools tor &]pll rum. Mediµm-,Sizod Ubrarioa 
(Seventh Edition-Enlarff8d and Rewritten). Chicngoa American Librar;r 
Association, 1939. 93 PP• 
N. i'I. Ayer & Son's Directory ot NOlVapnporn ang Unr:arlnns (Annual, 
Seventy-third Ynnr). Philndolphin, Ponn.1 N. u. ~r l.t Son, Inc., 1941. 
1359 PP• 
Fo.rao, Lucile F., The !J.brnrz !!1 tho School, ChicnP,01 Ar.lericnn 
Librnry Associntion, 19.30. 453 PP• (Chapter VIII, "lliscellnneous Print-
ed Untorinlo, Visual Aida, nnd Add.itionnl Book Collections." PP• 189-211. 
b Subscription Price in enoh inotanco rofors to the nnnunl rate. 
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Education {MonthlJ', September Through June),. The Pal.mer Company, 
Bostona $4.00 
Educational Method (Monthly, October Through ~). Department of 
supervisors and Directors of Instruction of the National Edu-
cation Association, Washington, D. c.: $3.00 
Elementp.ey; School Jou.mat (Monthly, September Through June). Uni-
' varsity of Chicago, Chicago: $2.50 
Foreign Commerce We)kl~ (Issued Weekly by the United States Depart-
ment of Commerce • United States Govermoont. Printing Office. 
Washington, D. C.1 $4.50 
Frontiers g!: Democrac:y: (Uonthly, October Through liq). Progressive 
Education Association, 221 w. 57th Street; New York: $2.50 
Hispanic American Historical Review ((~arter~). Duke Univorsit7 
Press, Durham, North Carolina: $4.00 
Journal Geograph.Y (Monthly, September Through Uq). National 
Council of Geography Teachers, 33.3.3 Elston Ave., Chicago: $2;50 
Journal of !h!! ll. E.- A. (Monthly., September Through Mq). Uational 
Education Association, Washington, D. C.-: $2.00 
Knnsas Teacher {llont~, September Through ~). 315 Vlest Tenth 
Street, Topeka, Kansasi $2.00 
Mississippi Valle:y: Historical. Review (Quarterly).· Mississippi Valley 
Historical Association,· Lincoln,· Nebraskat $5.00 
School Societ:y; {Weekly). Society for the Advancement of Edu-
cation, Inc., The Science Press, North '~een street and .McGovem 
Avenue1 Lancaster, Pennsylvania: 85.00 
School Roview (Monthly, September Through June). University of 
Chicago, Chicago: $2.;o 
Socinl Education (Monthly, October Through Hay). National Council· 
for the Social Studies, 1201 Sixteenth street N. w., Washington• 
D. C.: $2.00 
,Th! Social Studies (Continuing the Historical Outlook-llonthly,, 
October Through Mq). McKinley Publishing Company, Philadelphia.: 
$2.00 
Teachers College Record (Month4'", Soptember Through Yq). 525 West 
120th Street, New York: $3.00 
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Part B 
Magazines Which Uay be Utilized by- the Pupils 
American Boy (Monthly). Sprague Publishing Company, Inc., 7430 
Second Blvd., Detroit: $1.;0 
American Observer (Viee~, During School Year)• Civic Education 
Service, Washington, D. O.: $2.00 
Building J\lnerica. (Uonthly, October Through Hay). 42; West 123rd 
Street, Mew York:. $2.00 
Bulletin 2f. fA!1 American Union (llonthly). Pan American Union, 
Washington, D. C.: $1.SO 
Current Events (Weekly During School Year). American Education 
Presa, Inc., Columbia, Ohio, $0.7; 
Geographic Bulletin (Weekly-Thirty Issues). National Geographic 
Society, Washington, D. c. $0.2; (to teachers). 
Junior Review, !b!. (Weekly During School Year). Civic Education 
Service, Vlashington, D. O.: $1.20 
Modem Mexico (Monthly). Uexicnn Chamber of Commerce or the 
United States, Inc., 60 Wall Street, New Yor!<:t $2.00 
Scholastic (Week:cy-, During School Year). Scientific Corporation, 
Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Pittsburg: $2.00 
Weekly~ Review (During Scho~l Year). Civic Education Service, 
Washington, D. c.: $1.20 
Part C 
Magazines of General Interest Which~ be Utilized by 
Pupils and Teachers 
American Uercurz (Monthly). American Mercury., Inc., ;70 Lexington 
Ave., New York: $3.00 
A!!!!. (Monthly). American Asiatic Association, 49 East 49th Street, 
New York: $4.00 
Atlantic llont~ (Monthly). Atlantic Monthly, 8 Arlington Street, 
Boston: $4.00 
Christian Cent1ll"X (Weekly). Christian Century Press, Inc., 440 s. 
Dearbom Street, Chicago: $4.00 
Consumer's Guide (Bi-Weekly) u. s. Department or Agriculture, 
Washington, n. C. 
Current Histocy & Forum (Monthly). C-H Publishing Corporation, 
29 Worthington st., Springfield, Mass.: , $3.00 
Events (llonthlJr). Events Publishing Company, 1133 Broach-my, New 
York: $2.00 
l.36 
Foreign Policy Bulletin (Weekly). FoJ.:'eign Policy Association, Inc. 
22 East 38th Street, New York: $2.00 
Fortune q1ont~). Ti.me, Inc.,· 135 ~• 42d street, New York: $10.00 
Harper's Uagazine {Monthly). Harper and Brothers, 49 E. 33d Street, 
New York: $4.00 
(Weekly). Time, Inc., 330 E. 22d Street, Chicago: $4.;o 
' Nation (Vleekly). The Nation, Inc., 20 Vesey st.,. New York: $5.00 
National Geographic :Magazine (Monthly). National Geographic Society, 
ll.4616th St., N. w., Uashington,- D. C.: $3.50 
Nation• a Business {Monthly). United State's• Chamber or COllllleroe, 
1615 H. st., N. w., Washington, D. G.: $3.00 
Hm! Republic (Weekly). Editorial Publications, 40 E. 49th St., 
New York: $2.00 
Newsmap Magazine · (Monthq). 621 Pl;vmouth Court, Chicago: $6.00 
film§.~ (Weekly). Weekly Publications,, Inc., 1270 6th Ave., New 
York: &4.00 
New York Times Magazine (Weekly). Times Publishing Company, Times 
Square, Hew York: $6 .oo 
Pan American, (Monthly). Famous Features Syndicate, Inc., 103 
Park Ave., New York: G2.oo 
Philippines (MonthlJr). Office of Philippine Resident Conmisaioner, 
2362 Massachusetts Ave., N. w., Washington, D. c.: 
Reader's Digest (Monthly). Reader's Digest Assn., Inc., Pleasant-
ville, New York: $3.00 
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Scribner• s Commentator (Monthly). . P. & s. Publishing Company., • ., 
654 lfadison Ave., New York: $3.00 
Surve:y;; (Monthly). Survey Associates., Inc., 1l2 E. 19th St., New 
York: $3.00 
Survez (htaphic (Monthly). Survey Associates., Inc., ll2 E. 19th 
Streat, New ·York: $3.00 
(Weekly). Time, Inc., 330 E. 22d St,, Chicago: $5,00 
Travel (1.fonthly). Robert M. UcBride and Company., 116 E. 16th st • ., 
New York: $4.00 




Selected List of Newspapers for Use of Pupils and-Teachers 
General Interest: 
Christian Science Monitor (Boston) 
New York Times {New. York) 
Regional Importance: 
Springfield {Ya.as,) Republican 
New York Herald-Tribune 





Chicago Daily News 
Detroit Free Press 
Cleveland Plain Dealer 
St. Louis Poet-Dispatch 
Kansas City Star 
New Orleans Times-Picayune 
Des Moines Register 
Rocky Mountain News (Denver) 
Portland Oregonian 
Los Angeles Times 
32 Vial.tar., Frank K., Periodicals Sriall !!ru! Medium-Sized 
Libraries (Seventh Edition-Enlarged and Rewritten). Chicago: American 
Library Association., 1939. PP• 87-89. 
CHAPTER V 
EVALUATION 
lThnt does the torm ovnluntion monn nnd whnt nro its tunctions? 
As usod herein, the tem evaluation applies to tho changes 
brought about ns a. result or the inatruotiona1 proceduros employed 1n 
tho social otudiee. In a broader aonso, it o.pplies to the outcomes 
or the ontiro educational progrrun. 
Thore should be evidence thnt tenchore nnd pupils nre happily 
and harmoniously ooopernting in tho atiraulntion or a wholesome 
ourionity about themselves and their environment. Evidence should 
be sought to show thnt pupils are securing knowledRe nnd developing 
worthwhile old.Us, attitudes, taotoa, apprecintiona, nnd habits. 
Thoro should be evidence that pupils are able to mnke desirable 
ohoico s or to exorcise good jud.J,nont 1n the selection of friends, 
vocations, leisure aotivitine, IPOds and eervicos, nnd in other 
1mportnnt mattore ,mich confront youth todo_y-. Evnluntion or such 
notivitiee involves moro thnn detennining tho o.mount of knowl.edga 
posaoseed, morururing tho denroo or sld.ll, and testing the scope of 
understanding, 1.mportnnt nnd neoeooary no all those nre. Anxmg 
othoro, intaneible ~uolities such ao cooporntivonooa, tolerance, 
open-mindodnoos, revoronce, rospeot for law, nnd solr-reliance are 
highly desirable outcomes. Evnluntion or such outcomes ie h1" no 
monna onoyJ tor moot or them thora is ho stnndard DOnsure and thore-
tore ovnllntion or them nocoooarily- will be largely a. mattor ot 
judgment. 
Four functions or evaluation are listed by' J. l181De Wrightntone 
no tollows1 
1 Cooporntive Study or Secondn.ry School Stnndnrda, Evaluntive 
Cr1torig (1940 edition; tiashin,rt,on, D. C.1 Cooperntive Study' or 
Sooondu.r:y School Stnndnrds, 1940), P• SJ. 
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l. The identification or formulation of the evercha.nging goals 
which the pupil and teacher set in a continuously changing 
environment. . 
2. The definition of such objectives by the learner and teacher 
in terms of ways of achieving their goals. 
3. The construction of valid, reliable, and practical instruments 
of EP praiaal. · 
4. The application of these instruments to assess outcomes of 2 
the goals sought by each person concerned in the process. 
Who may participate in the evaluation program? 
The evaluation program should be planned by• the cooperative 
action of the school staff. Ideally, pupils and parents should parti-
cipate with the school staff in the evaluation program. Practically, it 
requires a great deal of ingenuity and tact on the part of the staff' 
members of a school to avail themselves or the cowisel of parents and 
pupils in planning any school program. However, if the school staff is 
willing to accept the challenge or attempting to formulate a planning 
program that will , include the parents and pupils, a broader· and more 
practical program ot evaluation should result. 
Teachers and other members of the school staff should participate 
in constructing and administering practical instruments of evaluation. 
They will record data, engage in conterences, and devise methods for the 
revision at' the evaluation program as needed. 
2 National Edu.cation Association, Department of Supervisors and 
Directors ot Instruction, Newer Instructional Practices or Promise 
('lwel.fth Yearbook: Washington, D. C.: National Education Association, 
19.39), P• 310. 
The pupil can aid in the evaluation of his mm growth by saving 
samples of ·his creative work, for example, in drawing and in writ-
ing. He can provide anecdotes of his behavior which the teacher 
may include among her records. He can list 9n special record forms 
the names of books that he has read or rf:!(lio programs that he has 
heard so that his interests and activities as operating through 
these media may be appraised. In conference with the teacher and 
other members of his class, the pupil can aid . in estimating his own 
growth in such group activities as leadership, initiative, and .coop-
eration in class enterprises.3 · 
Parents may assist the teachers and pupils with a comprehensive 
program of evaluation by- counselling with them, and 'b1' stimulating 
both teachers and pupils to develop a program of evaluation that is 
meaningful to all concerned. 
What difficulties are likelY to be involved in a program of evaluation~ 
Difficulties involved in current programs of evaluation are 
included in the seven statements which r ollow1 
l. It is difficult to obtain valid evidence of significant changes 
taking place in pupils. 
2. It is difficult to develop methods of evaluation which facili-
tate rather than hinder learning. 
3.; It is difficult to obtain evidence of pupil development which 
is not heavily biased by the partial judgment or some one 
individual. 
4. It ia difficult to obtain a sufficientq large sample of the 
pupil• s reactions from which to judge his development. s. It is difficult to conduct a program.of eval.uation which covors 
a long enough period of time to discover the degree ot per-
manency of the significant changes .taking place in the pupils. 
6. It is difficult to devise methods of appraisal. which will reveal 
changes in pupils taking place over short periods of time. 
7. It is difficult to give adequate consideration to th~ pupil's 
individual pattern of desirable educational goala.4 
3 Ibid., P• 311 
4 National Education Association, Departtlent or Suporintendonce, 
Th.!!, Social Studies Curriculum (Fourteenth Yearbook; Washington, D. C.a 
The National Education Association, 1936), PP• 314-318. 
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When should evaluative teohnigu.os ·be employed in social studies in-
structiona1 procedures? 
141, 
Evaluation should be a continuous process. The evaluati'\Te 
processes should begin when the pupil has his first contact wi. th' the 
school, perhaps in the pre-school clinic,. and contim.te through0l1t the 
time he remains in the school. Cumulative studies should be ~de of 
pupils after leaving school so that the relative perma.nenc~ ot the edu-
cational experiences in the social studies and other departments may' be 
recorded. An evru.ua.tive program can be made 1n0ra effective by the use 
of a &'t)Od cutm.tlativa record system. Cumulative records for each pupil 
should be kept up.-to-da.te at all times.. These cumulative records should 
be available to the teacher for use in guidance conferences with the 
pupil, his parents, and other teachers. 
What guiding principles have been proposed to assist those who plan the 
evaluation program in the social. studies? 
To guide those who plan the evaluation program in the social. 
studies, tho following selected lists of principles ai•e presented: 
1. A program of evaluation should be oriented by the basic 
philosophy which underlies the teaching the results of 
which are being appraised •. 
2., A program of evaluation· should appraise all the significant 
outcomes which teachers a.re trying to attain. 
3 •. An evaluation program should give valid evidence on the sig-
nificant changes tald.ng place in students. 
4. An eval.uation program should yield objective evidence much 
is not heavi:cy- biased by the personal judgment, or some one 
individual., 
S. Tho evidence secured f'rom nn evaJ.uation program should be 
diagnostic enough to make possible a helpful description 
of students.5 
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a. Continuous apprn:l.sal. is essential for the err ecti ve direction 
of the social studies curricu1um to the accomplishment of the 
ends of education and to discharge the responsibilities of 
the school to the conmrunity. 
b. Eval.uation is important to pupils and to teachers in guiding 
learning. 
c. Another moat significant purpose of evaluation is to develop 
more effective materials and procedures of instruction. 
d. A frequently neglected purpose of evaluation is that of pro-
viding ,the objective ·evidence for effective cooperation 
between parents and teachers. 
e. Evaluation may be helpful in securing intelligent support 
for the school front the community. 
t. Frequent:cy, appraisal has been used to enforce external stand-
ards upon individual schools. 
g. Mo statement regarding the purposes of evaluation is complete 
unless it commegts on the use or appraisal in marldng or . 
ere.ding pupils. 
Principles or testing in the Social Studieat 
1. Evaluation in the social studies should be a continuous process. 
2. Teats should be dafined in terms of pupil ,behavior. 
3. Definite agreement as to the type or ,behavior tested must be 
reached. 
4. There should be an adequate sampling of what is tested. 
5. · Evaluation m.ll be determined by the type or teaching in the 
classroom. 
6. Testing should be as life-like as possible. 
7. Opportunity for self-evaluation should be provided. 7 
5 Progr.oasive Education Association, Commission of Secondary 
School Curriculum, The Social Studies !!!. General Education (New Yorks 
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1940), pp. 317-.3.30. 
• 6 Arthur E. Hamalainen, "Evaluation in the Social. Studies," The 
Social. studies; 28:250-252, October, 1937. 
7 National Education Association, Department of Superintendence, 
Fourteenth Yearbook, 2H., ill•, PP• 312-314. 
What ohanges in pupils should be appraised by those seeking evidence 
that such outcomes are being realized? 
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Eight major changes in pupils which should be evaluated are listed 
by J. W~a ,Wrightstone aa follows: · 
l. Growth in functional. information 
2. Growth in work-stuey skills 
J. Growth in attitudes 
4. Growth in interests 
; .. Growth in critical thinking 
6. Growth in personal.-socia1 adaptability 
7. Growth in creat~ve expression 
8. Phy~ical growth 
Vlhat . Cles1red changes in pupils should be evalunted by those seold.ng to 
appraise the outcomes of social studies instruction? 
All the expected·outcomes or instruction in the social studies, 
as expressed in the stated objectives, should be evaluated. The authors 
of the Fourteenth Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence indicate 
their belief that the procedures of evaluation should be in terms of the 
changes deaired in pupils as a result of social studies inat1'"llction. 
Such desired changes are indicated by the authors of the Fourteenth Year-
book in the otatemonta which follow: 
1. Acquisition of ~ortant information. 
2. Familiarity- w.i.th tecbnica1 vocabulary. 
3. Familiarity- with dependable sources or information on current 
social issues. 
4. Immunity- to malicious propaganda. 
;. Facility in interpreting social science data. 
6. Facility in applying significant ra.cts und principles to 
social problems of life. 
8 National Education Association, Department or Supervisors and 
Directors of Instruction, Twelfth Yearbook, .QR• cit., PP• 313-324• 
7. Sldll in investigating social science problems. s •. Interest in .reaeing about social problems and in 
discussing them. 
9. Sensitivity to current social problems. 
10. Interest in human welt are. 
ll. The habit ot ·working cooperative:cy, with others. 
12~ The habit of collecting and considering appropriate 
evidence before maldng important social ~ecisions. 
13-. Attitudes favorable to social improvement. 
~Vhat means may be used to evaluate the outcomes of instruction in the 
aooiaJ. studies? 
Since most of the outcomes of education are not easil;r sus-
ceptible of direct measurement, other means must be relied upon 
for evaJ.uating such outcomes. Observation and stuey of pupils 
and ot such factors and evidences as the following should be 
helptul1 e.1caminations and examination papers; note books; stud7 
habits J conversation with and among pupils; use ot leisure; 
behavior in'undirected activities; conduct in halls and ot plq-
ing fitllds or areas;•activities during out-of-school hours; 
school records; teacher opinion; pupil opinion as revealed in 
cont' erence or by means or questionnaires J parent opinion td mi J arly 
revealed; carefull,- kept records of individuals; other means that 
teachers find useful. Vlherever possible, evaluation aho,tld be 
in term.a ot progrei8 over a period of time rather than status at 
a particular time. 
It is not proposed here to provide a comprehensive list of all 
evaluation activities. However, teachers may desire to use the list 
which follO\is as a check against the evaluation activities thq have 
been :using. Additional evaluative techniques, that are impersonal and 
objective may be devised by- teachers and pupils. In the application ot 
evaluativo techniques the nteacher mu.at divest hirnaol! of' the notion 
9 National Education Association, Department of superintendence, 
Fourteenth Yearbook., op. cit., PP• 320-340. 
10 Cooperative Study or Secondary Sohool·standards, Evaluative 
Criteria. (1940 edition; Vlashingt.on., D. c. t Cooperative Stu~ of 
Secondary School Standards, 1940), P• 84. 
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that the results of all these measurements should be reflected 1n 
school marks. He should regard some or the results as indices or the 
quality of the oun"iculum and of instruction rather than as measures 
ll or pupil performance." . · 
The following activities may ·be utilized in the evaJ.uation 
program: 
l. Oral. discussion 
2. Uritten assignments 
3,. Written materials of the essay type 
A,. Objective tests 
;. J\..necdotal records or diaries 
6. ' Reading records and records ot activities 
7. Written term papers 
8. · Outlines 
9. Note books 
10. Hap 'interpretations 
ll. Class marks and other school records 
12. Other miscellaneous activities. 
The above evalu~tion activities~ be ' supplemented by written 
questions which the teacher may ask himself. Two examples ot lists of 
such questions followJ 
l. Are the pupils growing in their ability to work together tor 
the common good? 
2. Are they becoming more sincere, trustworthy, and dependable? 
3. Are they showing improvement in the ability to express them-
selves clearlJr and forcarully? 
4. Are they showing concem about questions or civic, social, and 
economic importance which deal with •their community, state, 
· and nation? 
5. Are they developing spiritual.4' and morally? 
60 ' Are they improving in respect for constituted autho1 .. it7? 
7~ Are they developing a sympathetic attitude toward suffering, 
and an intolerant attitude toward injustice? 
11 Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies (Boston: D. C. 
Heath and Comp~, 1937), PP• 594-595. 
8. Are they learning.to accept ··dereat or victory in a sports-
-manlike manner~ 
a. Have the experiences of the unit started the habit of thinking, 
0 I must look that uptt? 
b. Have the interests o! ' the students been vd.dened? 
c. Have the students begun to realize that they nnist have facts 
in order to· a.ITive ·at generalizations? 
d. Have the students learned the facts which are of importance 
to them? 
e. Have their generalizations helped them to understand the thing 
· they have been investigating? 
f. Has increased intellectual curiosity resulted? 
g.. What is the attitude of the students toward the thing they 
have been ·investigating? 
h. Do ·the students give and take suggestions in a. const1'"Ucti ve wcfl? 
io Have the students had opportunities to express themselvea? 
j o Have the students developed in ability to formulate problems? 
k. Have the students gained in ability to appraise, or evaluate, 
their or.n work and the work or others? 
lo · Do the students understand these concepts which are essential 
to the understanding of problems at hand? · 
m. Have the students gained in ability to plan their activities? 
n. Have the students acquired the necessary lmowledgo of time, 
· place, terms; dates, and individuals? 
o. Have the students improved in ability to 
(l)· Cooperate and worlc with the group? 
(2) Use books-indexes, tables of contents, authors, titles, 
etc.? 
(.3) Work independently? 
·(4) Weigh all evidence before drawing conclusions? 
(5) Express themselves in oral and written f'o:rm? 
(6) Read for a definite purpose? 
(7) Organize, summarize, and outline materials pertinent 
to problems at hand? 
·(8) Verify or judge the authenticity of materials~ 
· 12 Louisiana.. State Department of Education, Bulletin tlo. IJ.5, 
Louis~ Program i'or !ill!, ;Iµmrovement or Instruction · (Fourth Bulletin; 
Baton Rouge, ·Louisiana.: State Department of Education, 1931), P• ;o. 
13 Texas. Stc.te Department of Education, Bulletin No. 392, 
Tench;µyr Social Studies in Junior l!ill! Senior ID:Im. Schools 9!: Texas 
(Volume XIV, No. 12; Austin, Texas: State Department of Education., 
19.38), PP• 34-35. 
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Those who desire more detailed inf'orm.a.tion about evaluation :in 
the social stucties m.ll find that the following sources contain many 
usefu."t suggestions: 
Barnes, C. Co,; editor., Contribution of Research~ the Teaching 
of the·Social Studies11 Eighth Yearbook; Washington., D., C.,: 
National OOW1cil for the Social Studies, 1937. Chapter IX, 
"Testing in the Social Studies," pp. 207-239. 
Caswell, H. L .. ., and D., s. Campbell., Curriculum Doveloµp1ent. New 
York: · American Book Company, 1935. PP• 365-375. 
Cooperative Stuczy- of Secondary School Standards, EvaJ.uati ve Criteria. 
1940 Edition. Washington, D. C. t Cooperative Study of Second-
ary School Standards, 1940. "Outcomes of the Educational Program" 
PP• 81-96. 
?fational Education Association, Department of Supervisors and Direc-
tors of ·Instruction, Newer Instructional Practioes ·or Promise, 
Twelfth Yearbook. Washington., D, C,: Uational Education Associ-
ation, 19.39. · Chapter V, 11Evaluation ·or Nen-er Instructional 
Practices," PP• .307-327. 
Haaal.ainan, Arthur E., "Evaluation in the Social Studies," 
Social Studies, Volume 28: 250-252, Uo, 6, October 19.37. 
Johnson, Honry, Teaching 2I, History, New York: The Macmillan 
Compat\Y, 19/,P. PP• 362-389. 
Kalley, Truman L., and A. o. Krey, Tests and Measurements in~ 
Social Sciences. (Part. IV: Report of the Commission on the 
Social Studies American Historical Association), New York: 
Chorles Scribner's Sons, 1934. 635 PP• 
Louisiana. State Department of Education. Bulletin No. ,415. 
Louisiana. Program fQ!: the Improvement Ql. Instruction, Fourth 
lblletin. Baton Rouge, Louisiana: State Department · of Edu-
cation, 1939. "Evaluation in the Social Studies," P• ;o. 
Naw Hampohira. -State Board of Education, Prog;-run of studies Recom-
mended for the Public Schoo s of Mew shire Grades VII to .III 
.! SocialStudies Fifth Edition. Concord; New Hampshire: 
State Board of Education, 1940. PP• 27-:n. 
Orata, ~edro · T., "Evaluation in tha Field or the Social Studies., 11 
Eclucntional lfethod, Volume 161 121-137. Deceni>er 1936. 
Oregon. St.ate Department· of Education. Course of Study State .Q!: 
Oregon Schools Social Studies. Sa.lam, Oregon: State 
Departr.ient or ·Education, 1939. "Evaluation in the Social Studies," 
PP• 12-14. 
Progressive Education Association, Comnission of Secondary School 
CurrioulUl!I.,- The · Social studies in: General Education. · New Yor~: . , 
D. Appleton-Centu.cy Company, 1940. Chapter IX, 11Evalwi.tion of 
Achieveinent' in the Social Studies,n pp • . 312-381. 
___ , Materials Prepared ]?z Participants !n !:h2, Social Studies 
· Group o:r the Progressive Education Swmn.er Workshop (Sa.rah La,n•ence 
College, Bronxville, New York, J~ 2-August 13, .1937). Columbus, 
Ohio: Progressive Education Association, Evaluation in the Eight 
Year Study,· Ohio State University., 1937. PP• 132-278. 
Purnell, Russell T., and Robert A. Davis, Directing LeP..rning ]?.I Teach-
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_Letter to · Accompany .Oheck Sheet 
January 22, 1940 
To the Secial Studies Teacher: 
We are planning a cooperative study of social scienc~ 
problems with the social studies teachers of !Jortheastern 
Kansas. This study is sponsored by the curriculum laboratory 
of the U.uiversi ty of I~ansas and is part of the continuation 
of the Kansas Program for the Improvement of Instruction. 
The curriculum laboratory will aid in supplying courses of 
study, reference books, and other materials. 
I am asking your cooperation in filling out the enclosed 
check sheet for use in determining the emphasis to be given 
to the objectives of education in teaching the social studies. 
At a future date the summarized results may be US(;d as a basis 
for the beginning of a series of group discussions and study 
on problems of common interest to social studies teachers. 
Out of our cooperative enterprise there should develop materi-
als which will be helpful to teachers of the social studies 
throughout the state. 
I 
After you have checked each of the objectives as directed 
please return the ch~ck shoet in the self-addressed stamped 
envelope. A summary of the returns will be made and returned 
to yQU for your future use. 
I will appreciate very greatly your oosperation in this 
enterprise. 
Yvurs very truly, ~, 
R. 1f. Browning 
APPENDDC,B 
Check sheet tor use in determining the emphasis to be 
given to the objectives ot eduoation·in teaching the 
social studies 
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Check Sheet for Use in Detennining the Emphasis to be Given 
to the Objectives of Education in Teaohing_the Social Studies 
In order to obtain materials around which some objectives of education may be dis-
cussed and studied I am asking your ~ooperation in checking the items on this sheet. 
The objectives listed below are taken from. "The Purposes of Education in American 
Democracy" by the Educational Policies Commission, Each of the objectives under the 
four major divisions should be read as follows; "The educated person whe- has achieved 
the objectives of self-realization has an appetite for learning." Place a check mark 
to indicate where you thil'.lk. emphasis should be given to each of the objectives. 
CHECK EACH ITEM AS YOU '!HINK :CT SHOUll) BE DONE RATHER THAN AS IT IS DONE IN PRESENl' 
PRACTICE. Note: cheek each objective twice - once in one of the first three columns 
t• indicate where you would say that emphasis should be given in the subject areas 
and once in one ot the last three columns to indicate the school division where you 
weuld say that emphasis should be gi~~n. i wish to thank you for assisting With this 
phase of the project, R. W, B~Wllµ1$, CU;-:rioulUJ!l L~boratory, University •f 
Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas. 
The educated person who has 
achieved the objectives of 
Self-Realization 
l. Has an appetite for le~rning 
··~·····································'········ ,2. Can speak the mother tongue 
clearly 
· 3; · · ·Reao."s ~the·· iiti;;ilier ·tongue····· ...... 
Major Majer Emphasls Major tiajor Empl'asl~ 
emphasis emphasis In both e111Phasis emprasts l111 both 
In the In other soc-fal in the in the junl•r 
$OC1al subjeats studies Junior senior ~nd 
studies than the and high hieh senior 
social other sohool scrool high 
studie, subjeets schools 
· ~· ············· ~- ········ --~,····· ··········· .......... . 
•...••..•..•......•..• ·····~····· ······················ ······ 
efficiently · 4·: · ··wr1 ies · ·tne ·mo1ilier ·tongue········ · · · · · ·" · · · · · · · · · · ·· ··' · · ·· · · ·· ·· · · · ·,. · · · · · · · ··· · ·· ··· · · -· -· · · · · -
effectively 
·ff: ···so1 ve;; ·h1·s · ·probi·ems ·or··~········  ·· ·· · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ··-· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · 
oounting and qalculating . . s·: .. ·ts·. siciiiea · rn··Hste"iiine;0 ••• ••• • • ···········~---······· ····~··· ··········'•·~·-······ .•.•...... 
. ;i: ·. -i~ie~~~!~Jl:!f iie. baai ().tacts.... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... n•.... . ........ . 
. . -.... -~9A~~-~~-~I_l~. !!.~~}: 1!1.. .4i .. ................. -. . . .. . ..... '.... . . . . . . . . . . . ...... • ll •. • •••••• - •• 
t. -~ ... :;;,~;;:; .. ~f.~ !1.~;~ 4;;.;~~;R~~-............................. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ---·. --9. Works to improve the 
health of the community ·········································································~·-··-······ .•..••.•.. · ··· ····••~-·. 10. Has mental resources 
for the use of leisure ·························-······················· ··········· ······················· ....••.•.•..•......•• ········-· 11. Gives responsible 
direotion to his own life ............•.••. , ...••••..•.•••••..••.•..•••.•......•...•.... , ........ ·········,-•.•...•... ··········· ·········· 
12. Appreciates beauty 
i?J·: ···rs· ·part·1c·1~ant· .. ~iici • · · · · · • · · · · w • • • • • • ·, • • • • • • • • ·, • • • • • • • • 
spectator in many sports 
and other pastimes 
-·········· ······••t ~-········· ·········~ 
-
The· e~\i._Cated person who has 
achievea. the objectives of 
Human Relationship: 
14. Puts human re.Lationsn1ps 
first rn: · .. En fays· e: ·r·1cii; · ·siiice·re·; · · · · · ··· · 
and varied social lite 
iG°; · · • o'ose·:rves· 'iiie · ame·nriiea · · · ·· ·· · · ·· 
of social behavior 
'i?: .. · Appreiciate's · ·tne· · r"amrif · · · · · · · · · · 
as a social institution 
is;· ··Maiiitalns· ·c1emcicratrc · · .. · · ·· · · · · · 
family relationships 
i <J: · · · cfan· ·wc;rr ·aiici · 11iai · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
with others 
--~---··•~·-··································· :eo. Conserves family ideals 
······································~---······· 
21. Is skilled in home making 
The educated producer and/or 
censsner who has achieved 
the objectives of Eo•nomic 
Efficiency: 
22, Has selected his occupation 
23 ·, ·~ · S"tie·~ee·ds· · iii ·h1a· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
chosen vocation ······-····································•·t••· 24. Knows the satisfaction 
.. ' .. ~. ~f. ~~?.~. :!C!~~~~f.P. ............... 25. Maintains and 
..••..• ~1!1P.:r?.Y~.~. h!~ .. ~J.:!~.~t~1.1?.:f ......... 
26, Appreciates the social 
value of his work 27'.· ··Pian.a·· tiie· ·ec:°onom1c~i · · · · · · · -- ... · · 
•f' his own life 2s: · · ne·ve:iaiis ··standards·· -r,ir · · · · · · · · · · 
guiding his expenditures 2~·:·· ·ire.ices· api,.roprl'ate·measures ···· 
to safeguard his interests 36: ... IS ·aii. iiif Ome·d · · ... · ... · · · · ... -· .. ·. 
and skillful buyer 31: .. ·una.ers·iazicis· Hie· ·requ:treme·nrs·· 




in the In other 
social subjects 
sttidies than the 
social 
studies 
Iii ••• - ...... ., •• .. . . . .. . ... 
., .......... .... . . . . .. .. . . 
. . . . " ....... -ti, • ••••••••• 
·····-····· ..... .... 
....... -.. " -........... 
............. ..... ,. .... 
... "' ....... . . . . .. . . . . . . 
-·········· ............ 
. . . . . -...... .. .. . . . . . . . . . 
i,i ••II•. .,_ .......... 
. . . . -....... ··········· 
. . . . . . . . . . . .........•. 
............ ·····--···· 
............. ............ 
••...•••... . . . . . . . " ... 
........... ··········· 
Emphasis Major Major Emphasis 
In both emphasis empl-Bsls In both 
social in the in the junior 
studies junior senior and 
and high high senior 
other school school high 
subjects schools 
. . . . ... . . . . . ............ . ............ .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. 
........... .. ··········· . -......... . . -........ 
.. -. ,_ ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... -.... . .......... 
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A HANDBOOK FOR THE USE OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS OF 
'!HE SOCIAL STUDIES IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
ABSTRACT 
Purposes and Needs 
The preparation of this handbook resulted from the questions which 
were raised by school administrators and teachers of the social studies. 
The material within this handbook is intemed to be used as a manual or 
guide for four classes ot people: (1) school administrators; (2) teach-
ers of the social studies; (3) seniors in college who plan to become 
• . , 
.teachers ot the social studies; and (4) teachers in other subject areas. 
The information presented herein has been organized into five chap-
. ' . . 
. tars: introduction, purposes, problems, materials, am evaluation. The 
material in each chapter has been subdivided am is presented as answers 
to stated questions, To assist the . user of the handbook to locate ques-
tions and answers of special interest, all questions are stated in the 
table of contents. 
Methods of Procedure 
Through a questionnaire study based on the ' forty-tbree purposes of 
education as reported by the Educat'ional Policies Commission in Purposes 
ot Eduoation ·1n American Democracy, the teachers ot the social studies - -
in the 'ju'ni~r and senior high' schools bf eight Northeastern Kansas cities . , 
designated twenty purposes which they believe should be emphasized in 
the social ·studies classes of the senior high school. 
A study of the terms listed in the indexes ot thirty-three textbooks 
tor use in high school social studies classes resulted in a list of ll8 
terms most frequently used. Each of these terms may serve as the basis 
aroWld which problems may be stated. AS an illustration. the problem: 
"How may accidents be prevented?" was obtained from the term "accidents," 
. . 
which is the first to be recorded in the alphabetized list of terms. At-
' tempted solutions ot the problem of reducing accidents will assist with 
the realizat1on ot the following purpose: . "The educated citizen seeks to 
acquire the ability to·aot to .correct unsatisfactory conditions." Prob-
lems may also be stated tor. ea.ch of the other 117 .terms listed •. 
Materials Included in This Handbook 
Chapters four and five deal with the materials and programs ot eval-
uation that concern the social studies program • . The .suggestions made in 
· these chapters were gathered and arranged to meet the .need tor definite 
and rea~ily accessible information which may be utilized by school admin-
istrators am teachers who are concerned with the improvement of instruc-
tion in the social studies. 
The chapter on materials is a compilation at: book lists; lists of 
publishing companies; lists of standardized tests for use in various sub-
jects of high school social studies; lists ot ·reterence, materials for 
use in the social studies library; and sources of much other information 
which may be utilized by those who have need for such materials in the 
teaching of the social studies. 
The means of evaluation described in the tiDB.l section are·presented 
tor the .definite purpose ot assisting teachers and ·school administrators 
to appraise more efteotively the outcomes of social studies instruction. 
Although planned primarily for the use ot those concerned with the 
improvement of instruction in the social studies, much of the material 
in the last two chapters may be utili'zed by teachers in other subject 
areas, 
